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Director: Dr. Anatoly Radyushkin
The methods are developed of two-loop calculation of spectral density for the 
3-point correlation function of an electromagnetic current and two axial currents 
which are the basis of the pion form factor analysis within the framework of QCD 
sum rules and local quark-hadron duality approach. The nature of various types 
of contributions is established which are related to particular regions of momentum 
integrations inside Feynman integrals. The trace factors accompanying all six two- 
loop diagrams are calculated and classified. To regularize particular loop integrals, 
the dimensional regularization technique has been used. The calculation involves 
such methods as infinite-momentum frame approach, alpha-represent at ion method, 
Sudakov parametrization of the integration momentum and covariant calculation in 
momentum space. It is shown that final results of integration are given by loga­
rithms and di-logarithm functions. For the diagram with the gluon correction to 
the electromagnetic vertex, it is shown that its large momentum transfer behavior is 
dominated by the Feynman mechanism, in which the active quark carries the bulk 
of the hadron momentum both before and after collision with virtual photon. For 
this diagram, the Sudakov double logarithmic terms were obtained that are known 
to convert into the Sudakov form factor after summation over all orders. Another 
type of double-logarithmic term was found in the contribution of the diagrams with 
the gluon correction to the axial-current vertices. This term appears as a power cor­
rection to the leading power behavior of this diagram governed by a short-distance 
re-scattering subprocess in which the exchanged gluon has large virtuality. This 
subprocess corresponds to the asymptotic perturbative QCD contribution. This ob­
servation shows that the two double-logarithmic terms have different nature. The 
methods developed in this dissertation may be applied to other two-loop calculations 
within the QCD sum rule method.
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C H A PT E R  1
l
IN TR O D U C TIO N
1.1 Q U A N T U M  C H R O M O D Y N A M IC S A N D  THEORY OF 
STR O N G  IN TER A C TIO N S
Quantum Chromodynamics (QCD) is a non-Abelian gauge theory of the strong 
interaction. Its establishment is a consequence of the development of many theo­
retical concepts that emerged as early as 60’s of the last century. In particular, a 
successful classification of hadrons within the framework of the quark model [1, 2] 
provided a strong argument in favor of the hypothesis that all the observed hadrons 
should be treated as bound states of more elementary constituents, the quarks. An­
other evidence in favor of the quarks were the results of the experiments on deeply 
inelastic scattering that indicated the existence of point-like constituents [3] inside the 
hadrons, the partons [4]. To describe the dynamics, according to the parton model 
[5, 6], one should assume that the partons have quark quantum numbers. How­
ever, interpretation of some baryons faced the problem of quark statistics; having 
a half-integer spin, the quarks should obey the Fermi-statistics and Pauli exclusion 
principle which forbids two or more quarks to belong to one and the same quantum 
state. Particles such as A ++ and Q“ is a good example. Within the quark model 
these particles correspond to the states in which the quarks of the same type (flavor) 
have the same spin orientation and zero angular momentum. The quark model did 
not also answer the question why one observes only the systems formed by a quark 
and an antiquark (mesons) or three quarks (baryons), but not free-moving isolated 
quarks and gluons. Careful study of these issues eventually lead to the concept of 
colored quarks [7, 8], according to which the quarks have an additional degree of 
freedom: the color, corresponding to a new, color symmetry group SUC(3). The 
observed hadrons are singlets or “colorless” states of this group and the quarks in­
side the hadrons are bound by extremely strong forces which are responsible for the 
confinement of colored particles inside hadronic “bags” .
An important step to understanding the nature of the forces that bind quarks 
together was the introduction of the gluons [9], which are vector particles correspond­
ing to the octet representation of the color group [10]. In this picture, the gluons
2are colored particles, thus, they must interact with each other. Self-interaction is a 
known characteristic feature of non-Abelian gauge theories, which were proposed in 
the 1950’s [11], but then practically forgotten. Since late 1960’s, however, there was 
a renewed interest in such theories, motivated by the successful attem pts of build­
ing unified theory of electromagnetic and weak interactions [12, 13]. By that time, a 
scheme was already developed of a consistent quantization of such fields [14], and also 
their renormalizability was proven [15]. The final formulation of quantum chromo­
dynamics appeared after the discovery of asymptotic freedom phenomenon [16, 17] 
for non-Abelian gauge theories that explained the approximate scale invariance of 
the deep inelastic scattering form factors.
Asymptotic freedom means that the effective coupling of QCD decreases to zero 
with the increase of the momentum transfer, whereas in QED the behavior is op­
posite; effective charge increases when distances decrease. It justifies the use of 
perturbation theory at short distances, i.e., for large space-like momentum transfers 
q2 = —Q2. However, any physical process is also characterized by small momentum 
invariants p2, which corresponds to particles in initial and/or final states. Therefore, 
one should also take into account the effects due to interactions on large distances, 
where the QCD coupling constant a s may be large. In situations when the effects 
related to interactions at short and long distances can be separated from each other, 
the use of perturbation theory may be an efficient approach for the analysis of such 
processes.
The first successes of QCD [18- 20] have been related to its applications to pro­
cesses of deep inelastic lepton-hadron scattering (DIS) and e+e~ annihilation into 
hadrons, for which separation (factorization) of the contributions due to short and 
long distances could be established with the help of the operator product expansion 
(OPE) [21, 22]. The OPE method is applicable to the cross sections of these two 
processes because one can express them in terms of a Fourier transform of a product 
(or commutator) of two currents J(0),J(z),  and furthermore, the large momentum 
behavior of these cross sections is in a one-to-one correspondence with the singular­
ities of the product J(0)J(z)  at short distances (for <7tot(e+e-  —» hadrons) ) or on 
the light cone (for DIS). The operator product expansion, written schematically as
J ( 0) J ( 2) ~ £ ; G , ( * ) 0 „(0). (1)
The information about the short distance dynamics is accumulated in the coefficient 
functions Cn(z), while information about the long distance dynamics is gathered in
3the matrix elements of the composite operators On.
However, the operator product expansion method is not directly applicable to 
many other processes involving a large momentum transfer. In particular, the cross 
section of the process /?ih2 —> l+l~X  of massive lepton-pair production in hadronic 
collisions (Drell-Yan process) may be expressed in terms of a Fourier transform of the 
product J(0)J(z)  of two electromagnetic currents, but its large mass behavior does 
not have a one-to-one correlation with singularities of this product on the light cone 
[23], Another example is the elastic form factors of hadrons, which are given by a 
matrix element of a single current , rather than a product . Further development of the 
perturbative QCD required the development of a general approach that is uniformly 
applicable to the analysis of various processes involving a high momentum transfer 
(hard processes). Such an approach should allow one to determine for a particular 
process, if it is possible at all to separate (factorize) the contributions related to 
dynamics on short and long distances.
For inclusive processes, factorization theorems were derived in Refs. [24-28] using 
a covariant (Feynman) gauge, and in Refs. [29, 29 31] using axial gauges.
Factorization theorem for the pion elastic form factor in Feynman gauge was 
derived in Refs. [25, 32-34] , and Refs. [35-38]. An approach based on the use of 
light-cone gauge was developed in Refs. [39, 40],
1.2 PE R TU R BA T IV E QCD A PPR O A C H  TO PIO N  FO RM  FACTOR
The factorization theorem [33, 34, 40] states that, for sufficiently large momentum 
transfers, one can represent the pion form factor as a sum of terms of increasing 
complexity (see Fig.l). The first term, being purely soft contribution (see Fig.la), 
contains no short-distance (SD) subprocesses. The second term, Fig.lb, has a hard 
gluon exchange. There are also corrections to the hard term: higher order corrections, 
Fig.lc, containing extra a s factors and higher twist corrections, Fig.Id.
In perturbative QCD (pQCD) one can calculate only the hard terms of this ex­
pansion. The first result of perturbative QCD for exclusive processes is the prediction 
of the asymptotic behavior of the pion electromagnetic form factor [32, 36, 39, 41]:
F*(Q2) = [  dx [  T(xP,  ( l - x ) P ; y P /, ( l - y ) P /;q) <p„(x) <p*(y) dy . 
Jo Jo
(2)
Here <pn(x) is the pion distribution amplitude (DA) [32, 39]. It is the probability am­
plitude of finding the pion in a state where quarks carry fractions x P  and (1 — x )P  of
4a
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FIG. 1. Structure of factorization for the pion form factor in QCD
its longitudinal momentum P; q — P' — P  is the momentum transfer to the pion and 
T ( . ..) is the perturbatively calculable short-distance amplitude. Because the distri­
bution amplitude function ^ ( x )  accumulates long-distance information about the 
pion structure, it cannot be calculated within the pQCD approach. Normally, some 
phenomenological assumptions are used about the form of this function depending 
on a single parameter x. Still, there is a challenge to calculate it from first principles 
of QCD.
FIG. 2. Baryon and meson distribution amplitudes
To calculate the soft contribution to the form factor one should know something 
like the light-cone wave function y»(x, k±) depending also on the transverse momen­
tum k±. We say “something like” , because in principle it is impossible to prove that 
the soft term reduces in QCD to the convolution
(3 )
5In fact, one should treat the soft term as a nonfactorizable amplitude and the problem 
is to calculate it in some reliable way.
1.3 QCD SUM  RULE A PPR O A C H  TO PIO N  FORM  FACTO R
QCD sum rule method [42], invented more than 30 years ago. is the most close to 
perturbative QCD among the existing approaches to the analysis of the nonpertur- 
bative effects in QCD. It is still a popular approach in the theoretical study of the 
hadronic structure.
QCD sum rules provide a method of calculating the nonperturbative hadronic 
characteristics by incorporating the asymptotic freedom property of QCD in a way 
similar to pQCD. Applied originally to the simplest static hadronic characteristics, 
like masses, leptonic widths etc., QCD sum rules were also used to calculate much 
more complicated things like hadronic wave functions and form factors.
Let us formulate its basic ideas [43, 44] within the context of the pion form factor 
problem.
1.3.1 BA SIC  ID EA S OF THE QCD SU M  RULE A PPR O A C H
It is evident that one cannot directly study the soft contribution with on-shell 
pions due to involvement of long distances. But perturbative QCD can be applied in 
a situation when all relevant momenta q, pi, p2 are spacelike and sufficiently large: 
\q2\. |p2], \p2\ > 1 GeV2. To describe the virtual pions one can use some interpolating 
field, usual choice being an axial current j?  =  ( h / ^ n .  Its projection onto the pion 
state | P, 7r) is proportional to /„  :
<0|j5a |P,7r) =  i / wP “. (4)
Using the dispersion relation one can relate the amplitude T(p\,p% q2)
(5)
to its time-like counterpart p(si, s2,q2) containing the double pole term
pv (su s2, q2) =  n 2f 26(si -  ml)S{s2 -  ml)F^{Q2) (6 )
corresponding to the pion form factor. However, the axial current has nonzero pro­
jections onto other hadronic states (A*— meson, say) as well, and the spectral density
FIG. 3. Structure of the operator product expansion for T (p \ ,p \ ,q2)
p(si, .s2, g2) contains also the part phlgherstates(sj, s2, g2) related to other elastic and 
transition form factors. This is the price for going off the pion mass shell. The 
problem now is to pick out the Fn term from the whole mess.
Calculating T(jp\,p2 , q2) in the lowest orders of perturbation theory one obtains a 
smooth function ppert(si, s2, g2) corresponding to transitions between the free-quark 
ud—states with invariant masses si and s2,. The difference between “exact” density 
p(s i ,s2, q2) and its perturbative analog ppert(si, s2, q2) is reflected by additional non- 
perturbative contributions to g2). These contributions are due to quark and
gluon condensates (gg), (GG) etc., describing (and/or parameterizing) the nontrivial 
structure of the QCD vacuum state. Formally, these terms appear from the operator 
product expansion for the amplitude T(p2,p 2,g2) (Fig.3):
T ( p l p W ) = T ^ ( p l p l q * ) + a ^  + b ? ^  + . . .  . (7)
The problem now is to construct such a model of the spectral density p(si, s2, g2) 
which gives the best agreement between the two expressions for T,  i.e., Eqs. (5) and 
(7). Naturally, having only a few first terms of the 1/p2—expansion one can expect to 
reproduce only the gross features of the hadronic spectrum in the relevant channel. 
Still, just using the simple fact that the condensate contributions die out for large 
p2, one obtains the global duality relation between quark and hadronic densities
roc roc
/ dsi /  ds2 {p(si,s2,q2) -  ppert(s1, s 2,g2)) =  0 . (8)
Jo Jo
In other words, integrally the two densities are rather similar. One can even expect 
that they are very close for high s to secure the convergence of the integral (8).
The standard ansatz is to approximate the higher states contribution into 
p(s i ,s2,q2) by the free quark density (compare to the quasiclassical approximation
7for high levels in quantum mechanics):
^ g h e r s t a t e s ^  ^ )  =  ^  <  s 0 )] p P " ‘ ( s i , s 2 , 9 2 ) ,  ( 9 )
with .s*o being the effective threshold for the higher states production.
However, it should be noted that QCD sum rules cannot produce exact results. 
Their precision is limited due to the fact that one can calculate only first few terms 
of the operator product expansion, model ansatz give an approximate reproduction 
of the real density, and there also could appear nonperturbative short-distance con­
tributions ( “direct instantons”) in some channels.
1.3.2 T H R E E -PO IN T  FU N C T IO N
To analyze the pion form factor, consider the three-point function, i.e., the cor­
relator of the three currents [43, 44]:
V U b u t o )  =  i /  (10)
where
Jp =  (11)
O  u
is the electromagnetic current and
ja = dlhla.u (12)
is the axial current. The pion contribution into the three-point correlator
(o | J> (y)\p2 ) (P2 1^(0) \pi )(p1\j+(x)\0) (13)
can be obtained by inserting the pion state(s) between the currents. The form factor 
Fw(q2) appears as the middle matrix element:
(p2| ^ ( 0)|pi) =  (pi +P2)FA q2), (14)
Projections of the axial currents give
(0 |j/?(0)[p2) =  i f i t f a h  (15)
(P lba(°)l°) =  if*(Pl)a- (16)
The three-point function T ^ ( p \ , p2) is the sum of different structures each
characterized by the relevant invariant amplitude t ^ p ^ p 2, q2). The idea is to
8study the pion form factor by analyzing the invariant amplitude correspond­
ing to the structure (p2 )d{Pi)o(P\ +  P2)- However, there are other structures, 
(Pi)fj(P2)a, {pi)a(pi)a- (P2)s(P2)a that coincide with (p2)n(p\)a in the limit q 0. 
This complication disappears if all the basic structures are expanded in P  = 
(Pi +  P2)/2 and q = p2 ~  Pi- Then the pion contribution is
and the “best” structure (not changing with q) is PaP jP tL. The simplest way to 
extract the relevant amplitude (hereafter referred to as T)  is to multiply T£g(pi,p2) 
by TtfjnPnP, where n is a lightlike vector orthogonal to q. The property n2 =  0 kills 
all the structures containing gap and other (?-terms, while the property (n ■ q) =  0 
kills all the structures containing any ^-factor. Thus, the amplitude we are going to 
analyze is
1.3.3 D ISPER SIO N  R EPR ESENTA TIO N
To extract information about the form factors of physical states, one should 
incorporate the double dispersion relation
The subtraction terms, in general, are polynomial in p\  and/or p\. They disappear 
after one applies B(p\  —> M'()B{p\ —> Aff), the Borel transformation [42] in both 
variables. The Borel transform is a special case of the Laplace transform and defined 
as:
fe M p i)« (p f  +  P?) =  2 (P„ +  | )  (P„ -  P" =  2PgP0P “ + 0(g),
(17)
1 r°° f°°
T{pl ,p l,q2) = —  ds\ I ds2 
Jo Jo
p{si ,s2,q2) +  “subtractions” . (18)
(s, - P i )(«2 - P 2)
(19)
The double Borel transform $  =  B\B{P  is related to the double spectral density 
p(si,S2,92 =  - Q 2) by
(20)
91.3.4 SU M  R U L E  F O R  T H E  P IO N  F O R M  FA C T O R  
AT M O D E R A T E  Q2
The physical spectral density p(s i . s2. Q2). of course, differs from its perturbative 
analog. It has a rather complicated structure on the sq. ,s2-plane. In particular, 
p(s], s2, Q2) contains the term corresponding to the pion form factor
P ^ ( s i , s2,Q 2) =  7r2f 2Fn(Q2)6{si -  m 2n)5(s2 -  ml) .  (21)
In addition, it contains the contributions corresponding to transitions between the 
pion and higher resonances, and also the terms related to elastic and transition form 
factors of the higher resonances. Constructing the two-dimensional (sq, s2) analog of 
the simplest ansatz “lowest state plus continuum” one can treat all the contributions, 
except for the pn7V, as “continuum” , i.e., assume that p(s i ,s2,Q2) = ppert( s i , s2,Q 2) 
outside the square (0 , sq) x (0, so):
p(s\, s2, Q2) — pnir(si, s2, Q2) +  (1 — 9{s\ < So)#(s2 < so)) Pper<(s ii s2 -. Q2)- (22)
Now, transferring the continuum contribution to the right-hand side of the sum 
rule and using the operator product expansion in the symmetric kinematics (Q2 ~  
M f, M f), gives the QCD sum rule for the pion form factor [43, 44]:
fnFAQ2) =^2 JQ dSl f o ds2 exp ( - ^ ’)  s2, Q2)
+  aA G3  +  lA ™s{qq? (  2 ( T \  (23)
127tM 2 81 M 4 V Iff2/  ' 1 }
To treat initial and final states on equal footing and to simplify the analysis, it 
was taken M \  = M 2. Unfortunately, the double integral in this sum rule cannot 
be calculated explicitly for arbitrary Q2. However, it is instructive to consider the 
formal limit Q2 = 0:
f*F  mi =  — —  ( l  -  e - 2” /**2) + as{GG) + 208nas^ 2 (24)
J 4 j 2 2 1 /  +  12trM2 81 M 4 ' ( }
This should be compared to the sum rule [42]:
f 2 _  ™ 2 / j  r - s o / m A  , < **(G G ) 176tr a s { q q ) 2
h ~ 4 ^ V  e )  + ~\2txttF  +  81 rn4 ’ (25j
The condensate terms look almost identical, but comparing the perturbative terms 
we observe that M 2, the Borel parameter of the form factor sum rule, should be
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larger by factor 2 than m 2, the Borel parameter of the / 2 sum rule: M 2 = 2 m 2. 
After this change, the (G'G')-term in the form factor sum rule is multiplied by 4 and 
the {^g)2-term is multiplied by 4
f 2F r m _  m2 (-> r -so/m*\  , <*s(GG) 5 2 i ras (qq)2
Thus, obtained sum rule looks similar to that obtained for f 2, but with the gluonic 
condensate term smaller by factor 2 «  (1.4)2, and the quark condensate term smaller 
by factor ~  3.5 «  (1-5)3. Since it is the values of the condensates that (after the 
fitting procedure) determine all the hadronic scales, we conclude that all the hadronic 
paramerters having the dimension of (mass)2, i.e., s0 and the combination / 2F7r(0 ), 
extracted from this sum rule are by a factor 1.4 — 1.5 smaller than s$ and f 2, 
respectively1. To get s0 closer to s%, one should restore the matching between the 
perturbative and the condensate terms, i.e., decrease the perturbative term by a 
factor 2 to 4. This allows us to make an educated guess that QCD sum rule for the 
pion form factor will most effectively work in the intermediate region where the form 
factor varies between 0.5 and 0.25, i.e., for Q2 between 0.5GeV2 and 2 GeV2.
These guesses may be checked by explicit fitting procedure. To this end, one 
should plot the combination f 2Fn(Q2) as a function of the Borel parameter M 2 for 
different values of the effective threshold so (see Fig.1.3.4 and Ref.[44]). As a “true” 
value of s0 one can take the value for which the curve is constant as M 2 —¥ oo from 
the lowest possible value of M 2. One would observe that the value of So obtained 
in this way slowly grows with Q2, from 0.6 GeV2 for Q2 =  0.5 GeV2 to 1.0 GeV2 
for Q2 = 3 GeV2. The growth of s0 reflects the fact that, when the Q2 value in­
creases, the condensate contributions remain constant (with the quark term even 
slowly growing) whereas the perturbative term decreases. The constancy of the con­
densate contributions is an artifact of our approximation. If one includes operators 
of higher dimensions in the OPE, there appear terms diminishing the total conden­
sate contribution for large Q2. These terms, however, have the structure (Q2/ M 2)n, 
and one should resum them to get a reasonable result. However, if one restricts the 
analysis to the region 0.5 GeV2 < Q2 < 3 GeV2, the predictions of the sum rule agree 
with existing pion form factor data within 10% — 20% accuracy.
'One should not worry about the fact that a straightforward extrapolation of the form factor 
sum rule to the point Q2 =  0, gives Gr(0) «  0.7. This sum rule is valid only for sufficiently 
high Q2, and, as emphasized, there appear additional terms in the OPE which will increase the 






FIG. 4. Typical dependence of Fn(Q2 =  2 GeV2) on the auxiliary parameter M 2: (a) 
s0 =  0.7 GeV2 ; (b) s0 =  0.8 GeV2; (c) s0 =  0.6 GeV2.
1.3.5 LOCAL Q U A R K -H A D R O N  D U A L IT Y  FOR  
TH E PIO N  FORM  FACTOR
The approach described above allows to obtain the form factor at different values 
of Q2 by independent fitting procedure, point by point. But it is interesting to see 
the Q2-curve as a whole. This can be done by looking at the F%(Q2)-curves at fixed 
s0 for different values of the Borel parameter M 2. For M 2 > 1 .5  GeV2, all the curves 
are close to each other, approaching the limiting (s0-dependent) form as M 2 —> oc. 
The nature of this convergence is very simple: the condensate terms disappear from 
the sum rule in the M 2 —* oo limit, and the limiting curve corresponds to the local 
duality (LD) relation:
1 rso pso
f lF n iQ 2) = —  I ds\ /  ppen(su s2,Q 2)ds2. (27)
17 Jo Jo
QCD Sum R ule and Local D uality
Let us briefly discuss the steps and assumptions that lead to the LD relation. In the 
beginning, it is assumed that the lowest state is narrow, and the model spectrum: first 
resonance plus perturbative “continuum” starting from some effective scale s = s0 is
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used. In other words, two-current correlator II(p2) is transformed into
Then we try to reach the best possible agreement between the original and model 
correlators in the deep spacelike region of p2 = —P 2. For axial currents. Fa/ —»
M  —¥ m,r ~  0, ppert(s) =  1/ 47r, and
n ( />  -  n LD(P2) =  4  +  A  f ' °  ds ^ 4 .  (29)p2 J0 s — p2
To eliminate the leading 1/p2 term in this difference, we should take f 2 =  Sq/ 4 tx2.
As a result, the coupling f % and the value of so are connected by the local duality
relation
r s o  f S  0
/ pTT( s ) d s =  I  ppert(s)ds  (30)
Jo Jo
between the spectral density pn(s) =  -nf2S(s) of the lowest state and the perturbative 
spectral density ppert(.s), applied within the “duality interval” s0. Transforming the 
nanl3nfl projection of the 3-point function T pen(p\ ,p \ ,Q2) =>
f t F . m
P1 P2 *
00
dso 1 -  0(«i <  s0)9(s2 < s0) Ppert( ^ i^ 2,Q 2)
(si - p f ) ( s 2 - p 2) ’
(31)
and requiring that the difference between T pert(p2,p l ,Q 2) and the model function 
vanishes faster than 1 /pfp2 for large spacelike p\ ,p2. gives the local duality relation 
for the pion form factor [44]
1 f S O  f S O
f lF ™ { Q 2) = - 2 /  d s j  ds2(f ert(su s2,Q 2). (32)
*  Jo Jo
Note, that the function ppert(s1, s2, Q2) describes the transition from a free-quark 
(qq) state with invariant mass Si to a similar state with mass s2. The local duality 
relation states, essentially, that one can calculate the pion form factor by averaging 
the form factors of such transitions over the appropriate duality interval s0. In
the two-point case, the local duality produces the relation between the pion decay
constant f 2 and the duality interval s0
s0 =  4n2f 2 «  0.7 GeV2. (33)
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Recalling that the duality interval is the effective threshold for production of higher 
resonances, and is very natural that it is just in the middle between ra2 ~  0 and 
m 2Ai «  1.6 GeV2.
Explicit expression for the pion form factor in the local duality model is known 
since 1982 [44]:
1 +  6 sq/ Q 2
= i
(1 + 4VQ2)3/2
6s2 40sg 210s4 1008 4  5 10 , *
Q4 Q6 + Q S  Q 8  +  U i5o /y  ) ■ (d4j
As expected, F^D(Q2) behaves like 1/Q 4 for large Q2, but the expansion parameter 
of this series is again large ~  6s0/ Q 2 «  4GeV2/Q 2, so that the asymptotic 1/Q 4 
estimate should not be used at accessible Q2. However, in the region of a few Q2, the 
F t Dm  curve successfully imitates the 1/Q2 behavior and goes very close to JLab 
experimental data [45, 46].
O ne-gluon exchange contribution
This is the contribution to the pion form factor that was calculated using the lowest 
order O(a0s) term in the perturbative spectral density corresponds to the so-called 
“soft diagram”. Since this contribution decreases as 1/Q4 for large Q2, it is normally 
ignored in the perturbative QCD analysis concentrated on the study of the “hard 
gluon exchange diagram” that has the 1/Q 2 asymptotic behavior dictated by the 
quark counting rules.
However, the soft contribution as given above by the local quark-hadron duality, 
is very close to the experimental data (see Figure 6) leaving not much place for any 
other contribution. To estimate the contribution due to the “hard gluon” exchange 
diagrams, one should include the 0 ( a s(Q2))-terms in the perturbative spectral den­
sity.
Among 0 ( a s) contributions, there are gluon-exchange diagrams whose asymp­
totic large-Q2 behavior is determined by the hard pQCD mechanism (see Fig. 5). 
As a result, the leading 1/Q 2 term of the spectral density corresponding to the 
projection can be written in pQCD-like form,
Pas{s\,s2,Q 2) = 2nas /  d x j  dy ^  +  0 { l / Q 4) , (35)
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Pi
FIG. 5. Diagrams producing spectral density p(su s2, Q2) at the one-loop and two- 
loop (C?(as)) level. Outlined diagrams are responsible for the leading pQCD 1/Q2 
behavior.
where p(x, s\) is the lowest order term for the x-unintegrated spectral density,
Sl) =  7^2 f  S ( ? l ~  d2kl± = ^  XX ^XX
(and similarly for p(y ,s2)).
Integrating p(x, s) over the duality interval 0 <  s < ,s0 and dividing result by 
7rfn gives the local duality model p^D(x) =  6f vxx  =  (p^(x) for the pion DA. Thus, 
substituting the 0{1 /Q 2) part of pQs(si, s2, Q2) into the local duality relation (32) 
gives FPQCD(<52) =  87rasf 2/ Q 2 which corresponds to the pQCD hard gluon exchange 
contribution calculated for the asymptotic shape of the pion DA. It is instructive to 
rewrite this result in the form F ^ CD(Q2) = 2(so/Q2)(as/  7r) that clearly reveals its 
nature as the a s correction to the soft contribution (34), with the (as/n)  factor being 
the standard penalty for an extra loop.
Having expressions for pas{s 1, s2, Q2) one can get the local duality model predic­
tion for i v D(Qs) at all Q2. In fact, as proposed in Ref. [47], one can try a simple 
interpolation formula
1 pso rsa
—  / dsi /  ds2Appeit( s i , s2,q2)
J 7T JO JO
1
7T 7T 1 +  Q 2/2Sq
(37)
between the Q2 =  0 value 0) =  Oia/n  (that can be obtained, e.g., from the
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FIG. 6 . Local duality predictions for pion form factor compared to JLab data. 
Shown: one-loop term (“soft” line), two-loop term using the interpolation model 
( “hard” line), total contribution line.
asymptotic behavior
F ? ( Q 2) =  8™,(Q2);p  . (38)
W ith a s/ n  ~  0.1, the 0 ( a s) term is a < 30% correction to the 0 ( a °) term in the 
Q2 < 4 GeV2 region (see Fig. 6), and their sum is in good agreement with existing 
data. Comparison of the local duality predictions of Refs. [44, 47] with experimental 
data [45, 46] is shown in Fig.6 . As shown in Ref. [48], the curve based on explicit 
calculation of pQs(si, s2, Q2) is in good agreement with the interpolation hypothesis 
of Ref. [47].
Two-loop calculation o f Braguta and Onishchenko
The three-point spectral density p ^ ( s i ,  s2, Q2) for the correlator T^0{p\,p2 ) was cal­
culated at the two-loop level in Ref. [48]. If one incorporates the transversality 
conditions % f t La Q —  0 , P i P a p  =  0 and p2Pa;} =  0 , then the tensor can be written as a 
sum of four transverse structures accompanied by invariant amplitudes A,(si, .s2, Q2), 
for i = 1,2,3,4. Arranging four projections of p^e, namely I\ =  P \n P 2 p \  P nft- 
h  = P\n9a0Pav* h  = and h  = Pig^Pap’ one obtains four linear expressions
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for P s in terms of A*’s. Resolving them, one gets A,  in terms of iys. The latter are 
given by two-loop Feynman integrals for three-point functions that have no Lorentz 
indices. Calculating Dirac traces and expanding the resulting numerator factor over 
the denominator factors, one ends up with a set of basic scalar integrals, which have 
been calculated using dimensional regularization for ultraviolet and infrared diver­
gences.
For local duality applications to the pion form factor, one needs the invariant 
amplitude corresponding to the P/J Pa P3 tensor structure. The result obtained for 
this amplitude in Ref. [48] satisfies, in particular, the requirement that the leading 
0 ( 1 /Q 2) term obeys the factorization relation (43).
Another observation made in Ref. [48] for this amplitude is that there are no 
double-logarithmic contributions in its 0 { 1 /Q A) term. This is a rather unexpected 
result. The analysis of the one-loop term shows that it is generated by Feynman 
mechanism [5] in which the active quark carries practically all of the hadron momen­
tum both before and after interaction with the virtual photon. When one includes 
higher order perturbative QCD corrections to the photon vertex, this configuration 
is suppressed by Sudakov form factor of the active quark. This form factor is gen­
erated by double-logarithmic contributions ~  a s In2 Q2 in each higher loop that sum 
into ~  exp[—C a s In2 Q2} Sudakov form factor which vanishes faster than any inverse 
power of Q2 as Q2 -¥ oc. Thus, it was expected (see, e.g., Refs. [49, 50] ) that 
the two-loop spectral density would contain negative — ln2(<52) terms in its l / Q 4 
part. Moreover, it was expected that such terms would come from the correction to 
the quark-photon vertex. Indeed, the authors of Ref. [48] write that they have ob­
tained such negative corrections, and that their magnitude coincides with that given 
in Ref. [50], but that they are canceled by positive double-logarithmic contributions 
coming from diagrams with gluonic corrections to axial-current vertices, which model 
the hadronic wave functions in the LD approach. The authors of Ref. [48] write that 
these corrections are “an analogue of double logs arising in pQCD description of pion 
electromagnetic form factor [51, 52] ” . However, the nature of double-logarithmic 
contributions discussed by G. Sterman and collaborators in Refs. [51, 52] is well un­
derstood (see, e.g. Ref. [53]). They are directly related to the usual Sudakov double 
logarithms, and cannot produce positive In2 Q2 contributions at one loop. Thus, 
one is challenged to clarify the origin and nature of the positive double-logarithmic 
corrections claimed in Ref. [48].
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Unfortunately, the authors of Ref. [48] did not give a diagram by diagram display 
of their results. Furthermore, to clarify the nature of a contribution, it is not sufficient 
to have just the final result for a particular diagram: one needs to see the specific 
region of integration that is responsible for a particular outcome. Moreover, even 
if one would have the diagram-by-diagram results obtained by using the technique 
outlined in Ref.[48], the analysis would be complicated by the fact that, to study the 
invariant amplitude corresponding to the P 11 Pa P^ tensor structure, one would deal 
with a linear superposition of all four basic projections /* of the spectral density, with 
possible (and unpredictable) cancellations between them.
1.4 GOALS A N D  O UTLINE OF THE THESIS
In the present work, the goal is to develop methods of direct calculation of the 
invariant amplitude corresponding to the P^PaPp tensor structure. As indicated 
above, it can be projected from the full three-point function T ^ ( p \ , p 2 ) by contraction 
with the tensor ntlnQn13, where n is a light-like vector n 2 =  0 orthogonal (n ■ q) =  0 
to the momentum transfer q.
q
P i - k
Pi P2
FIG. 7. One-loop diagram.
In Chapter 2, starting with the one-loop calculation the results obtained in 
Refs.[43, 44] are reproduced, and the techniques that will be used in two-loop level 
calculations are illustrated. The goal here is also to present the physical interpreta­
tion of the obtained results, in particular, to identify the momentum regions responsi­
ble for the leading contributions in this work. While different methods give the same 
final result, each of them has its specifics. For illustration, one-loop contribution is 
calculated using four different methods:
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a) Infinite-momentum frame approach (here restricting the analysis by the scalar 
case only).
b) Q-representation method, widely used in Refs. [28, 33, 44].
c) Sudakov parametrization of the integration momentum. This technique will be 
one of the main tools for building the methods of two-loop calculations.
d) Covariant calculation, which in spinor case is based on reduction of tensor inte­
grals over k containing ka , etc. to basic scalar integrals. This technique will also be 
extensively used in the two-loop calculations.
The results confirm previous findings. In particular, the calculation using Su­
dakov parametrization explicitly shows that the leading Q2-behavior of the one-loop 
spectral density (which is 1/Q2 in scalar case and (sq +  s2)/Q 4 in QCD) is due to 
the Feynman mechanism when the active quark carries almost all of the initial or 
final state momenta while the spectator carries “wee” aq ~  Si/Q2 fractions of initial 
or final momenta pi, p2 (the extra (si -I- s2) /Q 2 suppression of the spinor case just 
reflects the numerator factor k  ~  x xpi + x2p2 of the passive quark propagator).
In Chapter 3, the results for trace factors accompanying all six two-loop diagrams 
are presented. For reference, the result for the one-loop diagram is also included. 
Then the results are organized for the traces in such a way that each term is either 
proportional to the denominator factor of some propagator in that diagram or to a 
momentum invariant built solely from the external momenta p\, p2, q of the diagram. 
If one of the denominator factors is canceled by a contribution from a trace term, 
a Feynman integral corresponding to a “reduced” diagram is obtained. If such a 
diagram contains a subgraph made of just two lines (“fish” subgraph), the integral 
corresponding to such loop has an ultraviolet (UV) divergence. All other diagrams 
are UV finite, but have infrared or collinear divergences. Thus, each particular loop 
integral should be regularized either in the ultraviolet or infrared region (but not 
both). This is achieved by dimensional regularization [54], i.e. by changing the 
dimension of the momentum space to D  =  4 — 2e to regularize UV divergences, and 
to D  =  4 +  2e to regularize collinear/IR divergences.
In C hapter 4, contributions containing UV singular subgraphs are considered. To 
start with, a table of UV singular integrals over the loop momentum I containing up 
to the second power of (I ■ n), with n being the light-like vector used in the projection
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FIG. 8 . Two-loop vertex correction diagrams and possible locations for self-energy 
corrections.
of the original tensor three-point function is presented. Then, for each of 6 two-loop 
diagrams, the UV-singular parts are identified, and integration over the first loop 
momentum I is performed. The results depend on the remaining loop momentum 
k and external momenta pi, p2, q of the whole diagram. The UV divergences of 
the /-integral result in l / e  poles. After combining all pole terms it is observed that 
the poles l / e  cancel leaving an UV finite result. This cancellation is a consequence 
of the fact that all the currents entering the correlator are conserved. Despite the 
fact that the l /e  poles cancel in combinations like (k2)~£/e  — [(pi — k)2]~£/e,  for 
calculational simplicity it makes sense to leave them in this form rather than to write 
the difference as ln[/c2/(Pi — ^)2]- To calculate Feynman integrals involving factors 
l / ( k 2)l+£ with fractional powers of squared momenta, a spectral representation which 
involves integer inverse power l / ( k 2 — s) and integration over the spectral parameter 
s is introduced. This may be treated as the mass squared of the corresponding line 
of the diagram. Depending on the location of such a line, two types of effective 
one-loop diagrams (with central or side massive line) are obtained. Both types of 
these s-dependent integrals are calculated. In fact, the result of this calculation will 
be needed in further computations of some UV finite contributions.
FIG. 9. Cut 1 for left and right reduced diagrams, and Cut 2 for left reduced diagram.
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In Chapter 5, UV finite reduced diagrams resulting from the diagram correspond­
ing to the electromagnetic vertex correction are considered. Since each of the two 
loops of the reduced diagram in this case has 3 lines, there are no UV divergences. 
Formally, there are two types of such reduced diagrams, but they can be obtained 
from each other by interchanging p\ p2 initial and final momenta. Thus, there 
is only one diagram topology. Still, spectral density for these diagrams is given by 
two different cuts; “Cut 1” and “Cut 2” . Presence of cut lines simplifies taking loop 
integral since two of the propagator factors (e.g., 1/A:2) are substituted by delta- 
functions {S(k2) in this example). Using Sudakov decomposition k = xPi  +  yP2 +  k± 
(where Pi and P2 are light-like vectors close to external (non-light-like) momenta 
Pi, p2) converts S(k2) into S(xya — k \ )  [with a =  2(P iP2)], which makes one of the 
integrations (over transverse momentum k± or one of the fractions x or y) trivial. 
After incorporating two delta-functions, one is left with an integral over remaining 
fraction which is calculated in terms of gamma-functions. The result of this integra­
tion gives a function that will be frequently encountered in the calculation of other 
diagrams. This function contains l /e  pole as an overall factor. This pole corresponds 
to collinear divergence of the cut A:-integral. The integral over the virtual momentum 
of the remaining loop is again taken using the Sudakov decomposition. The eventual 
integrals over the remaining Sudakov fraction are more complicated than in the first 
loop case, and is calculated by Taylor-expanding e-dependent fractional powers in 
e series. Since only the terms finite in the e —> 0 limit should be kept in the final 
result, one needs only two terms of the e expansion, and results of integration are 
given by logarithms and dilogarithm Li2 functions.
FIG. 10. Cuts 1, 2, 3 (from left to right) for unreduced top-vertex correction diagram
In Chapter 6, non-reducible part of the diagram with top-vertex gluon correction 
is considered. It comes from two trace terms that contain Q2 factor which does not 
cancel any of the loop propagators. Thus, the problem is to deal with the original
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diagram topology in which the lower loop has four lines. The calculation of a box 
diagram with at least two external lines (those corresponding to momenta p\ and 
p2) being off-shell, is not a trivial task. The problem is simplified by the fact that, 
due to cuts, some propagators are converted into delta-funetions. Formally, there 
are four types of cuts: two symmetric with respect to p\ «-» p2 interchange, and two 
asymmetric. However, the asymmetric cuts may be obtained one from another by 
the pi *4 p2 transformation, so there are just three essentially different types of cuts, 
which are enumerated 1 through 3 (see Fig. 1.4).
Cut 1 is the simplest one: it crosses 3 lines of the lower box while all 3 lines of 
the upper triangle are left uncut, with two of its external momenta being light-like. 
As a consequence, the result of the upper loop integral is a function of the photon 
virtuality Q2 only, and the lower loop integral is not affected by the result of the 
upper loop integration. The lower loop integral contains then three cut lines with 
precisely the same momenta as in the one-loop diagram, i.e. the lower loop integral 
just produces the one-loop spectral density, and the total result for Cut 1 is product 
of one-loop spectral density and the (^-dependent factor coming from the upper 
loop. This factor, in fact, has a double-pole singularity l / e 2, which generates the 
—C a s In2 Q2 term. This is precisely the Sudakov double logarithm that converts into 
the Sudakov form factor ~  exp[—C ln 2 Q2} after summation over all orders.
Double poles l / e 2 are also present in two complementary Cut 2 contributions, for 
which they come with the plus sign, and in Cut 3 contribution, for which they come 
with the minus sign, just as for Cut 1. The momentum scales accompanying these 
contributions are different, and the total contribution for large Q2 is proportional to
Here, all double poles in e cancel. The result has the structure of the usual Sudakov 
double logarithm for the situation when mass scales s l5 s2 for the initial and final 
states are not equal. Hence, the expected Sudakov suppression of the one-loop result 
by gluon corrections to the electromagnetic vertex is observed.
The calculation of the Cut 3 contribution is the most involved one. It is tempting 
to start the calculation with the upper loop, since the result for it is just the triangle 
spectral density calculated earlier in Chapter 2. Its explicit form, however, is rather
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involved: e.g. the simplest scalar result in D  dimensions is given by
f ~  '  ( S i S 2 Q 2 ) tPi {s i , s2,Q ) — 2— a- u/2+7 ! (^0)16[(si +  s2 +  V ) ~  4s!S2J1/i+e
where sq =  (pi — A')2. s2 =  (j>2 — A:)2 are the quark virtualities involved in subsequent 
ZTdimensional integration over the A’-momentum of the lower box. In this situation, 
taking the integral for the lower box first turns to be an easier way.
The lower box is a four-point function depending on four momentum invariants: 
external virtualities p\  =  si, p2 =  s2, momentum transfer variable (px — p2)2 =  ~ Q 2, 
and s-channel variable s =  I2. Hence, the contribution due to Cut 3 generically may 
be written as
/■du l S((p 1 -  iy)5((p2 -  lY)  F(s\,  s2, s = Q 1) . (41)
Introducing s =  I2 as a new integration variable, the expression given above can be 
rewritten as
r»QOJ  d s  J  dDlS(l2 -  s)S((pi -  l)2)S((p2 -  1)2) F { s i , S 2 , s , Q 2) . (42)
The /-integral now corresponds to the one-loop spectral density for a diagram in 
which one line has mass y/s. This density is given by the expression
[(*! -  s)(z2 -  s)Q2]E , ,
16 [ ( s 1 +  s 2 +  g 2) 2 - 4 s 1s 2p / 2+ ^  -  -  l j ’
similar to Eq. (40), but with Sj =  p \ , s 2 =  p2 being fixed variables of the whole 
diagram, and Zi, z2 being the roots of the equation
z 2 +  SiS'2 — z{Q2 +  Sx +  s2) =  0 ,
(z\ being the smaller of them), i.e. again the functions of external variables Si, s2, 
Q2 only. Thus, the strategy is to calculate the lower box as a function of s l5 s2, Q2 
and s, and then integrate the result with (zi — s)(z2 — s). In spinor case, there are 
additional factors like l /(s j  — s), 1/ ( 2, — s), but integrals are doable in logarithms 
and dilogarithms.
The calculation qf the lower box is simplified by the fact that two other external 
lines of the box are light-like. They correspond to lines with momenta p\ — I = q\ 
and p2 — I =  q2 of the upper triangle loop and are cut in the Cut 3 configuration. 
We use the sum of the light-like vectors q\ and q2 as the basis vector of the Sudakov
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decomposition k =  £</i +  77*72 +  k± for the integration momentum k of the lower box. 
which makes the calculation of the lowrer box integral possible. The complication of 
this choice is that now the external momenta pi, p2 are assigned to have a transverse 
component p_1 =  l±. Thus, the result of the lower box calculation in spinor case 
(when it involves explicit vectors and tensors containing components of la) should 
be rewritten in terms of the Sudakov decomposition of the upper loop in which both 
Pi and P2 are longitudinal. Final results are expressed again in terms of logarithms 
and dilogarithms of the ratios of momentum invariants.
In Chapter 7, diagrams with gluon correction to an axial-current vertex that 
imitates an incoming or outgoing hadron are considered. Since there are two such 
vertices, there will be formally two diagrams with a “vertical” gluon. Because they 
differ by the p\ O  p2 interchange only, there will be just one new type of the two-loop 
diagrams. For definiteness, the diagram with the gluon correction to the right vertex 
will be discussed.
There are six possible Cuts for the diagram with a vertical gluon (see Figure 1.4). 
Cuts 1-4 all contain the S(k2)S((pi — k )2) factor, which can be interpreted as 2-body 
(quark-antiquark) wave function for the initial current with momentum p x. In this 
sense, Cuts 5 and 6 correspond to 3-body (quark-antiquark-gluon) wave function of 
the initial current, with Cut 5 corresponding to 3-body wave function of the final 
current, and Cut 6 to 2-body one.
FIG. 11. Possible cuts (1 through 6) for the 2-loop diagram with vertical gluon 
For Cut 4, it is shown that it gives vanishing contribution because it involves
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transition of a quark with light-like momentum k into a quark with light-like mo­
mentum I and a gluon with light-like momentum k — I. This process has zero phase 
space.
The remaining Cuts can be split into two groups:
а) Cuts 1-3 corresponding to the 2-body wave function of the initial current and thus 
having S(k2)S((pi — k)2) factor in the A:-integral, and
б) Cuts 5, 6 corresponding to the 3-body wave function of the initial current and 
having S((pi — k)2) (k2 factor in the fc-integral.
Unlike the diagram with a horizontal gluon, whose large-Q2 behavior [which is 
0 ( s / Q 2), just like in one-loop case] is dominated by the Feynman mechanism, the 
large-Q2 behavior of the diagram with a vertical gluon is governed by a short-distance 
re-scattering subprocess in which the exchanged gluon has large ~  Q2 virtuality. 
This subprocess corresponds to the asymptotic perturbative QCD contribution, and 
behaves asymptotically as 1/Q 2, becoming dominant at very large Q2. In pQCD 
language, this part of the two-loop spectral density may be written as
Pas{si ,s2, Q 2) =  27TQS y  dx J  dy + 0 ( 1 / Q A) . (43)
Here, the factor 1 / (xyQ2) comes from the product of large virtuality (short distance) 
propagators of quark line with momentum p2 — k ~  p2 — xp\ [and (p2 — xp\)2 ~  —x Q2) 
and gluon line with momentum k — I ~  xpi — yp2 [and (xp\ — yp2)2 ~  —xyQ2], with 
l/(x<32) propagator compensated by x Q 2 factor coming from the Dirac trace.
Other lines in this configuration have small virtualities, and their contribution 
factorizes into functions p(x , Si) ~  x( \  — x) and p(y, s2) ~  y(\  — y) corresponding to 
lines to the left and to the right from the lines forming the short-distance subgraphs. 
In the first function, the factors x  and 1 — x  come from the numerators of quark 
propagators with momenta k ~  xp\ and p\ — k ~  {I — x)p\.  Similarly, the factor 
y( 1 — y) in the second function is due to numerators of the propagators of the lines 
with momenta I ~  yp2 and p2 — I (1 -  V)P2-
Since the virtuality (k — I)2 ~  —xyQ2 of the virtual gluon vanishes as x  —> 0 or 
y —> 0, the functions p(x, s : ) and p(y , S2) also vanish for small x  or y. This is crucial 
for convergence of the integrals over x  and y. In case when, say, p(x, s'i) is nonzero 
for x = 0, the integral over x  would logarithmically diverge. As indicated above, the 
x  factor in p{x, s^) comes from the xpx part of the quark momentum k. The parton 
interpretation is that initial momentum p\ is split between two emerging quarks in
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fractions x  and 1 — x. This reasoning, however, is more complicated at the level of 
non-leading power contributions. In the calculations, a ~  (In2 Q2) /QA contribution is 
encountered that was produced by a logarithmic ln(.r) part of the subleading 2-body 
wave function which gave ~  (In2 Q2) contribution from f  In(x)dx/x  effectively cut at 
~  s / Q 2 value from below. The nature of this double-logarithmic term is completely 
different from that of the Sudakov double logarithms that were encountered in the 
diagram with a horizontal gluon. The qualitative difference between the two terms 
comes also from the fact that diagrams with a vertical gluon have l / Q 2 asymptotic 
behavior due to hard gluon exchange, and the particular st/ Q 4 In2 Q2 contribution 
explicitly comes from a power correction to this leading behavior. On the other hand, 
the diagram with a horizontal gluon has Si/QA as its leading power behavior, and 
the Sudakov double logs are generated at this leading power level. This means that 
cancellation of the two logarithms at the two-loop level observed in Ref. [48] may be 
fortuitous, and may be destroyed in higher loop contributions. This problem needs 
further study.
C H A PT E R  2
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ONE-LOOP D IA G R A M
We start the analysis of the three-point spectral density with the one-loop calculation. 
Consider a three point function T(pi ,p2) with pi being the incoming momentum and 
p2 the outgoing one. The momentum transfer is q = p2 — p i . As usual, we define
(P2 ~  P i f  = q2 = - Q 2 •
pi
FIG. 12. One-loop diagram
2.1 IN FIN IT E -M O M E N T U M -FR A M E  CALCULATION IN  SC ALA R  
CASE
A convenient way to calculate the triangle diagram is to use the “infinite mo­
mentum frame” (IMF). This technique is close to the light-cone perturbation theory 
used in Ref. [40]. To introduce it, one first assumes that the “plus” component of 
Pi is given by some V , i.e., Pi = p \ + p \  = V,  while the “minus” component of pi is 
given by Pi =  p° — p\  =  p\ /V .  One also assumes that the transverse component of 
Pi vanishes. For p2. one takes p2 — V , and p2 =  {p\ +  Q2)/P-  with the transverse 
component of p2 given by a two-dimensional vector q± satisfying q\  =  Q2 (the con­
vention in which pi, = p2p2 —q± is implied). An essential feature of this construction 
is that the plus component of the momentum transfer q is always zero, even if V  is 
finite. To get the infinite momentum frame, one considers the V  —> oc limit. Then
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the minus components p jf ~  l / V ,  P2 ~  l / V  tend to zero, i.e.. IMF corresponds to a 
parametrization in which the momentum transfer q is purely transverse.
The procedure described above is equivalent to introducing two lightlike vectors
P  and n defining the longitudinal direction and satisfying 2(P ■ n) =  1. Then the
momenta pi and p2 are represented as
Pi = P  + p\n  (44)
p2 = P  +  {p\ +  Q2) n + q± . (45)
The Feynman integral corresponding to the one-loop triangle diagram has the form 
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Writing the integration momentum k in the light-cone variables,
k = x P  +  an  +  k±_ (47)
we derive that the virtualities corresponding to the lines of the triangle diagram are 
given by
k2 =  x a  — k\ ,  (48)
(Pi ~  k)2 = (1 -  x){p\ -  a) -  k \ ,  (49)
(p2 - k ) 2 =  (1 - x ) { p \  + Q2 -  a) -  (q± -  kL)2 . (50)
(27r)4i  J _______________________ (Pk_______________________i —k2 -  i e ) ( - ( p i  -  k)2 -  i e ) ( - ( p 2 -  k)2 -  ie) (46)
2.1.1 POLES IN  C O N T O U R  IN TEG R A TIO N
Thus, in the light-cone variables, the integral reads as
+00 +00
dx J  da  J  d2k 1 1X'
2(2?r)4 J  J  J  x a  — k \  -(- ie (1 — x)(p2 — a)  — k\ - \ -  ie
-O O  — OO
 1___________________
X (1 -  x)(j% +  Q 2 -  a)  -  (qL -  kL)2 +  ie 51
The poles of the o-integration are located at the following positions:
1 k \  — ie
— =>«! =
x a  — k \  — i t  x
1 2 k \  — ie
(1 — x){p\  — a)  — k \  — ie ^  a2 x — 1
1 2 ^ 2  (q± ~  k ± ) 2 -  i t
<*-i =  p I + Q +(1 -  x)(p2 +  Q 2 -  a)  -  (q± -  k±)2 -  ie x — 1
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If x < 0 or x >  1, the poles are on the same side of the integration line, and the 
integral over a  vanishes:
x<o* I J h °  
x>1~ I I h °
while integration under the 0 < x < 1 condition may give a nonzero result:
0 < x < 1 =t> j J J  ^  0.
Calculating the o-integral by taking the residue at a  =  gives
dx 1
T \
2(27T)3 f d k ± f 0 X
1X
( ( !  -  s O O i  +  Q 2 -  -  (gx  -  * u ) 2)
h d  *  ’
2.1.2 SPEC TR A L D E N SIT Y
Using that





1 f  2 f  dx 1 1
2 ( 2 ^  J  ± J  x ( l - x ) U v 2 *1  ^ • (52)
0 x(l-x) j  x(1-x) J
Observing that x (l — x) >  0 and writing
OO
7-------------------=  f d Sl^ — 5 ( S l -  , f L , (53)
fp2 _  J ± _ )  J  p l - s ,  V z ( l - x ) , /
x ( i - x )  J  0
OO
 1________  _  f ,  1 s (  (k± -  x g ± ) 2 N\
( p 2 _  J  ^ p I  ~  S 2 V 2 x(l -  X )  )
\ y 2 x(l—x) J 0
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we see that the result for the one-loop three-point function has the form of a double 
dispersion relation:
+  OC
1 r  „
T0 =
 f  2 1 I" dx T ds j . /  k \
167r3 J J x{ \  -  x ) 2 J  S i - p j d \  1 x ( l  -  x)
— oc 0
oc
7  J s ^  /  _
7 «2 -P2 V (^1 -  X ) J0
OC OC'
=  4  f  f  “2 ^ -----2 ^ M * 1 ’S2,Q2) , (56)7T2 J J Pi — Si pi  ~  S2
0 0
with one-loop double spectral density pi given by
P i ( s i , s 2 , Q 2 =  q2±)
i
I f  dx f  2 (  k'{ \  (  (k± — xq±)'
i  /  M T X 7 f f d2k± s  ( Sl -  7 ( r ^ ) )  6
0 0
(57)167r J x ( l  — x)2 J  \  x l  — x) J \  x ( l  — x)
o
In spinor case, we have an extra factor x (l — x)2 due to the trace, and
P ( S 1 , Q2) =  ±  j  dX j  d2k±S (* , -  6 ( s 2 -  )  (58)
0
Cutkosky rules
Another form of the dispersion relation is
OC OO
T ( p l t i , Q 2) =  p ^ / / ^ ^ D i s c 12(Sl, S2,Q 2) , (59)
where the discontinuity in the first variable corresponds to
T(si  -H e ,. . .)  - T ( s i  -  ie, . . . )  ,
and similarly for the second variable.
Returning back to original integration momentum k, we see that the discontinuity
Disci2 ( s i ,s 2,Q 2) =  (2ni)3 J  d4k 6(k2)S ((p: -  k )2) 6 ((p2 -  k)2) (60)
is obtained in this case from the corresponding vertex function by substituting the 
propagators l / (m 2 — k2 — ie) —> 2ni5{m2 — k2) by their discontinuities, the pre­
scription known as “Cutkosky rules” [55]. The prescription also states that to get a
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discontinuity of an amplitude with respect to p\ (p2). one should cut a contributing 
diagram in such a way that the total momentum square entering into each compo­
nent of the cut is p2 {p2). To get a double discontinuity, one should arrange a cut 
combined from a p2-cut and a p2-eut. For the one-loop diagram, forming the double 
cut, one cuts all 3 lines of the diagram. At two-loop level, some lines are cut, and 
some are not.
In what follows, we will use the spectral density p(si, s2, Q2) rather than the dis­
continuity Disci2(si, s2, Q2). These two functions are related by Disc12(si, s2, Q2) = 
—4p(si ,s2, Q2)- The consequence of Cutkosky rules is that calculating the spectral 
density at two loops, we should add the factor 1/[(2tt)4i] for having an extra loop, 
and change —1/A:2 —» 27ri5(k2) for each cut line.
2.1.3 PR O PERTIES OF p i(S1,S 2,Q 2) 
Drell-Yan formula
Note that the result (58) for the density pi(si, s2, Q2) in spinor case has the structure 
of the Drell-Yan formula [56]
F(Q2) = J  dx J  d2k±'&*S2(x, h± — xq±)ty Sl(x, k±) (61)
of the form factor F(Q2) of a two-body bound state in terms of the light-cone wave 
functions \F of the initial and final states. In our case,
# ,(* , fcx) ~  s  ( S -  J ^ L )  .
Later on, we will discuss this analogy in more detail.
It is also instructive to rescale k± = \ / x { \  — x )kx and gx =  \ f x / {  1 — x)q± to 
represent the one-loop 4-dimensional scalar spectral density
7T d  X
Pi (s u s2, Q 2) = -  /   ------p[2]{su s2, x Q2 -  x)) (62)
4 Jo l - s
in terms of the 2-dimensional spectral density
P(2)(si, s2, ql) = J  5(s! -  k2±) S(s2 -  («x -  Qx)2) , (63)
with g2 =  xQ2/ { 1 — x). In other words,
7r Hr
Pi {s \ , s2, Q2) = -  /   ------p(2)(s i, s2, x Q2/ (1 — x)) (64)
4 Jo 1 - 3
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Calculation o f 2-dim ensional scalar spectral density
The 2-dimensional scalar spectral density
I ( s i , s 2la2) =  J  d2k S  (sj — k2) <5 (s2 — (k — a)2)
can be evaluated in the following way. After change of variables
1
d2k = k d k d f  = - d k 2d f
we have
2tt
I ( s \ , s 2, a2) = \ j  J  ^ {s i ~  k2) S (s2 -  (k -  a)2) dk2dip
o
2tr





I ( « i , s2, a2) = -  J  6 (s2 -  k2 -  a2 -h 2k ■ a) dip
o
27r
=  -  J  5 (s2 — si — a2 + 2^/s^a cos if) dtp 
o
27T
=  — J  5 ( A  + B  cos ip) d<p .
S (A  + B  cos*) +









where f \ , f 2 are two solutions of the equation cos if =  —A /B .  Evidently, |sin | =  
|sin 1 =  \ / l  — A 2/ B 2. This gives
27T
\ ! 6{a +  B  cos if) d f
6(A2 < B 2) 0(A2 < B 2)
\B\ y/1 -  A 2/ B 2 V B 2 -  A 2 
_  0{4sia2 — (s2 — si — a2)2 > 0} 




PW (Sl, 8 2 , ? )(2) / . ~2\ __ 1 ^ (ly^ l ~  y/^2| <  |g| < y/^1 +  y/sj)
4tt2 y j 4s 1S2 -  (sj + $ 2 -  q2)2 
1 9{y/sZ <  |g| <  y^T)
4tt2 a/(^2 -  s-)(s+ -  q2)
where
(74)
S_ =  (y/s7 -  V ^ )  ,
s+ =  (\/®i +  v ^ ) 2 • (75)
The theta-function here reflects the triangle inequality between the 2-dimensional 
momenta p x, p2 and q.
Triple spectral density in scalar case
To obtain pi(s\,  s2, Q2) from Eq. (64), we change integration variable by introducing 
s — x Q 2/ ( l  — x). This gives
1 f s+ ds 1
16?r Js_ s + Q2 y j ( s -  s_)(s+ -  s) 
1
16y (si +  S2 +  Q2)2 — 4siS2
 1____________
16y/ (Q2 + s _) ( Q2 + s +) '
(76)
As a by-product, we derived that the original one-loop 3-point function T(p2, p q 2), 
calculated with all the momenta P\,P2 ,Q being spacelike, has the triple spectral rep­
resentation
t i  2 2 ^  _  j _  r  ds2 r  ds1 r  __________ 1 ™
Pl 'p2 i q 167T2 J Q S2 -p%Jo S i - p 2 Js_ S - q 2 y j { s -  s_ )(s+ - 5) '
2.2 SPEC TR A L D E N SIT Y  CALCULATION IN  
a -R EPR ESEN TA TIO N
In further calculations, it will be sometimes convenient to use the techniques 
based on the a-representation. To this end, we present below the calculation of the 




FIG. 13. One-loop diagram for scalar case.
2.2.1 SCALA R  CASE
Consider the scalar triangle diagram
d4kI k2 (pi -  k)2 (p2 -  k f
Taking into account the /’^ -prescription, one can write the propagator in the a- 
representation:
—ioc
1 =  J  da e~a{k2+ie) . (78)k2 +  ie
o
Applying it to all three propagators (with a x corresponding to the p x — k line, a 2 
corresponding to the P2 ~ k  line, and ct3 corresponding to the k line), and calculating 
the Gaussian integral using
/„ =  J  e- Ak^ 2Bkdl h = ( j j 2eB'/A , (79)
we obtain
r ( p ( ,p ^ 2 )  =  _ L  J  e- aia3P?/A- Q2a3^ /A- aiaMa/Ad a 1d a2da3 (80)
where A =  a j  +  ay +  a 3 . On the other hand, the amplitude T(p\ ,p2,q2) has the 
double dispersion representation
OO OO
T(p I pW )  = ~ f j  ’ (81)
o o
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Let us now apply double Borel transformation to both of these formulas, which 





The Borel transformation also converts exp[—A\pf\  into (5(1 — A y / M 2) and exp[—Ap\  
into <5(1 — A 2 / M 2 ) [57]. This allows to easily take two integrations in the a- 
representation to get
xQ24.(M12,M |,Q 2) =  ^ | T^ e x P
(1 — x ) ( M 2 +  Mf)
(83)
where x  =  (an +  a 2) / \ .  Now we introduce the variables ux =  1 / M 2, u2 =  1/A/|. 
rewrite the exponent as
exp 1 -  X V y + V 2
exp x
1 — X v\ Q2 exp
x _q 2  ^
1 -  X Uy +  z/2 (84)
and represent the second factor in the form of a two-dimensional Gaussian integral:
exp x n2 Vi-Q =  (^1 +  ^ 2)  J
d2k 1
7T
exp — (i^ i +  v2)k\  +  2iq (k±Q) , (85)1 -  X Uy +  v 2 _
where Q is a two-dimensional vector satisfying Q2 =  xQ2/(  1 — x). This gives
OO OO
j  dsi j  ds2e SlUl 321/2pi(su s2, Q2) 
0
1 f 1 dx f  d2k± 
Jo T ^ X  J
exp (vy -(- u2)k± — V\Q +  2uy(kxQ) (86)
167T , /n 1 — X ./ 7T
Then we apply a double Borel transform B ( u y  —> l / a y ) B ( u 2 —> l/er2) and obtain
Pi(v i , v2, Q 2) = ^  J o J  d2kxK°2 ~  -  (k± +  q f )  . (87)
The k± integral here can be understood as a “perturbative” spectral density for a 
form factor of a two-dimensional quantum-mechanical system:
d2k\




7T y 1 dx
4 J o  I  - x 1
p {2)( s l , s 2 . x Q 2/ ( l  -  x ) )  .
An explicit expression for this density is
1
p (2) ( s u s 2, x Q 2/ {  1 -  x ) )
1
4?r ^4SJS2 -  («1 +  S2 -  xQ2/{ l  -  x)Y  
Now, performing integration over x, we obtain




16-y/(fil +  S2 +  (?2)2 ~  4SjS2
(91)
2.2.2 SPIN O R  CASE
In the spinor case, we deal with
/ Tr[n (p2 -  fc) n {Pi ~  k) nk ]Cl K  o  o--------k2(pi -  k) (p2 -  k)
The trace factor is given by
Tr[n (p2 — k ) n  (p\ — k) nk] = 16(p ■ n — k ■ n)2 (k ■ n) (92)
where pi ■ n  =  p2 • n =  p ■ n been used. Using the a-representation, we obtain that 
T i p ^ p i q 2) =  1 2 j  (Qi +  Q2)c- Qla3p2/A_Q2a3P2/A„QlQ2g2/Ad a 1da2da3 _ ^
Thus, we have an extra factor (a^ +  a 2)/A3. Since (au +  a 2) /A =  x, then a 3/X = 
1 — x, and we obtain that, in spinor case, the double Borel transform is given by
r XQ2 ] d x .  (94)'KA/f. =  —U  f  i ( l  — x) exp
0
(1 — x ) ( M 2 +  M f )J
At this stage, we will incorporate a very useful formula
l
/ { l - x ) N dx 1 — x
( - Q 2)




N\ \ d Q 2
1
I I d x x exp x Q 2(1 -  x) (Af2 +  Mf) (95)
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that can be easily proved by induction (see below). The integral over x  on the rhs of 
this formula corresponds to the scalar case. Hence, representing the x( l  — x)2 extra 
factor of the spinor case as (1 — x)2 — (1 — x)3, we can obtain the spectral density of 
the spinor case by differentiating the scalar density with respect to Q2:
p(su s2, Q 2) = :
2 \ 2 d(Q )
2! \ d Q
. 2 \ 3
+ m3! \ d Q 2 v /(s l +  «2 +  Q2)2 -  4siS2
(96)
D erivation of formula.
Changing integration variable 1 — x = y, we need to show that
1  ( _ ± Y  f d y
N\ d.K J y









Indeed, applying (—d/dn)  to the rhs of this relation, we get an extra factor





( i  - y)  
y
-K —d { expK {
( i  -  y)   1
y }
and integrating the second term of the extra factor by parts we obtain the expression 
(N  +  1 )y/n  for the extra factor in the rhs, which proves the proposed relation by 
induction.
Formulas for powers o f (k • n ).
For future use, it is useful to have formulas for integrals containing extra powers of 
(k ■ n ) compared to the scalar case. One should just use that each power of (k ■ n ) 
results in the factor (1 — x) in the x-integral for the double Borel transform (as usual, 
x = 1 — x). In particular,
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I d
[ (S l  +  S2 + Q2)2 ~  4 S i S 2]
(98)
Similarly,




y/(Si + S2 +  Q 2)2 -  4SiS2
_  ((s l — s2)2 +  Q 2 (fil + S2)) +  2S1S2Q4 
[ ( S i  +  S2 +  Q2 ) 2 -  4 s i s 2]5/2
2.3 CALCULATION IN  SU D A K O V PARAM ETRIZATIO N: 
SCA LA R  CASE
Let us return to the basic triangle integral in scalar case
2.3.1 TR IA N G LE SPEC TRA L D E N SIT Y  IN  4 DIM ENSIO N S
T (s i’s2 'G 2) =  (2bj i  ■ (100)
It is a function of sj =  p\,  s2 =  p\  and Q2.
q
FIG. 14. One-loop spectral density.
We already discussed above its calculation using infinite momentum frame vari­
ables. Now we will calculate it using the Sudakov parametrization.
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D efinition of Sudakov param etrization.
Let us write the integration momentum k corresponding to the line connecting p\ 
and p2 vertices
in terms of the light-like momenta Pi and P2. They are built from the momenta p\, 
p2 characterizing the particular 3-point amplitude under consideration. The formal 
definition is given by
Pi, p2 and use s 1? s2 notation instead of p\, p\. Note that now the “longitudinal” 
direction is defined by p\ and p2, and the momentum transfer q is purely longitudinal. 
Inverting the definitions given above, one gets expressions for the Sudakov vectors in 
terms of the original momenta:
When momenta pi and p2 are light-like, i.e., si =  0, s2 =  0, we have P\ = pi and 
P2 =  p'2■ Furthermore, a =  2(P1P2) =  Q2 in this case. For nonzero .s'i, s2 and 
large Q2 Si, s2, the light cone vectors P lt P2 of the Sudakov parametrization are 
dominated by p\ and p2, respectively, with small 0 ( si i2/ Q 2) corrections. Thus, if 
Q2 3> si, s2, we have p\ w P\ and p2 ~  P2) i.e., the external momenta p\ and p2 are 
approximately light-like. In this sense, the Sudakov parameterization is based on the 
light-cone vectors suggested by the Q2 —» oo limit of the amplitude under study.
Integration m om entum  decom position.
In the basic definition of the Sudakov parametrization,
k — xP\  -)- yP2 -(- k_i , ( 101)
where < ( 102)
a = 2 (P, • P2)
Since our goal is the calculation of spectral density f .s , s , , (!l ) we take timelike
(103)
(104)
h = xPi  +  yP2 +  kL , (105)
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the transverse part k_L of the integration momentum is a two-dimensional Euclidean 
vector, so that
k2 = xya — k \  . (106)
The virtualities of two other lines are given by
(pi -  k)2 =  (1 -  x)(sj -  ya) -  k \  (107)
and
(P2 -  k)2 =  (1 -  y)(s2 -  xa)  -  k \  . (108)
Jacobian.
To calculate the Jacobian, we split d4k  into its perpendicular and parallel compo­
nents: d4k = d‘2k^d'2k± and then add delta-functions defining x  and y. We note
that x  =  (k ■ P2)/(P\  • P2) and y = (k ■ P 1) /(P 1 ■ P2). Choosing the frame where
Pi =  (Pi, P i, 0±) and P2 =  (P2, - P 2,0x), we obtain
ko + kz ko — k3 nnn\x  — —  , y =  ■ _ —  (109)2Pj ’ y 2 P 2 v y
and
d2fc|| =  4 P iP 2 J  dk0 dk3 dx dy 6(2V\X — ko — k3) 5(2V2V ~  ko +  k3) . (HO)
Eliminating dko dk3 gives
d2k\\ =  2P iV2dxdy  =  (Pi • P2) d xd y  = ^ d x d y  . (H I)
2.3.2 IN TEG RA L CALCULATION
In 4 dimensions, the one-loop integral for the spectral density p i(si, s2, Q2) is 
given by
Pi (s i , s2, Q2) = ~  j  d4k5( k2) 5 ( ( k - p l )2) S ((k -  p2)2) . (112)
Substituting the arguments of the delta functions by their Sudakov parametrization 
versions (see Eqs. (106), (107) and (108) ) gives
S (k2) 5 ((k -  p ^ 2) S ((k -  p2)2) (113)
=  5 (xya -  k2±) 5 ((1 -  x) (ya -  «i) +  k2±) S ((1 -  y) (xa -  s2) +  k \ )  .
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Changing d4k into Sudakov variables gives
pi (s i , s2, Q2) J  d2k±dxdy  6 (xya -  k \ )  (114)
x 8 ((1 -  x) (ya -  si) +  k \ )  5 ((1 -  y) (xa -  s2) +  k]_) . 
Integrating over d2k j_ =  d(k\)dtp/ 2 results in
P i(s i,s2,Q 2) J  dxdy  8 ( ( l - x ) ( y a  -  s l) + x y a ) 5 ( ( l - y ) ( x a  -  s2) + xya)
= ~  J  dxdy  S(ya -  (1 -  x)si) 8(xa  -  (1 -  y)s2) . (115)
Taking the integral with respect to y and then using y =  (1 — x ) s i / a  gives
Pi (s u s2, Q2) = J  dxS ( xa  ( l  -  -  s2 +  • (116)
The second delta-function gives
s2 1 S\ /ax = x 0 = —  ---------- — . (117
a  1 —  s \ s 2/ a z
Integration over x  produces
Pi (s i , s2, Q2) = ------7777T =  "y= =  ' (118)
16 (a  a ) 1 6 y ( s i  +  2^ +  Q ) — 4si«2
the same result as that obtained in the IMF technique. If a —» Q2 s 1;s2, this 
gives
Pi(si, s2, Q2) —»• Yq~Q2 ’ (H9)
i.e., the spectral density has a monopole-type decrease for large momentum transfer
Q2-
Feynm an mechanism .
Note that using the result for x  given above, we can also obtain the result for y:
Si 1 — s2/ a
y  =  y 0 =  -1 ~------------------------------------------------------------- 120
a  1 —  S\S2/ a z
For large Q2 or when a  »  Si, s2, we have x  ~  s2/ a  ~  s2/ Q 2 and y ~  Si /a  ~  S\ /Q2, 
i.e. the contributing fractions decrease like 1 / Q 2. If we will model a hadron by
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integrating the spectral density p(si.S2-Q2) over a fixed region S i,s2 < so of s j . s 2 
space, then the large-Q2 behavior of the form factor of such a hadron will be given by 
integration over the fractions x < sq/ Q 2, y < s0/ Q 2. This corresponds to Feynman 
mechanism: the spectator part on is “wee” : when Q2 increases, it carries smaller 
and smaller fractions both of Pi and P2, while the active parton carries momentum 
practically coinciding with P\ in the initial state and with P2 in the final state.
Note that the combination xycr = Sis2Q2 / A equals A2 , i.e.,
H  ^  (121)
in the above calculation. For large Q2, we have A ~  Q4, and A2 ~  S\S2/ Q 2, i.e., A2 
is also 0 ( 1 / Q 2) in this limit.
2.3.3 LIG H TCO NE V EC TO R S A N D  TH E IR  PR O PERTIES
Let us present now some useful relations between the quantities encountered while 
using the Sudakov parametrization. We remind that the latter is introduced by




P i — P i  H P i
e ) , where
pi  =  p2 +
a
a = 2(P\ ■ P2)
or through expressions for the Sudakov vectors in terms of the original momenta:
Pi =  (pi  ~  '^P-i) /  (1 -  Si s2!(t2) , (123)
P2 = (p2 -  -^Pi)  /  (! ~  ^ i^ /o -2) . (124)
As we have seen above, a — Q2 for light-like p i,p 2- For nonzero sj, s2. the definition
(P2 - P i f  =  q2 =  - Q 2 (125)
gives
2 (.Pi • P2 ) = S\ s2 + Q2 . (126)
On the other hand, writing p \ , p2 in terms of the Sudakov momenta, we have
2 (pi - Pi) = a + s i s2/ a (127)
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The resulting quadratic equation
o 2 — (si +  s2 +  Q2)& +  ^1^2 — 0 (128)
gives two solutions for a
<r± = 2 ( Q2 + s i T S2 i  y/ (Q2 +  Si +  s2)2 — 4sjS2^ , (129)
out of which we choose a+ because it is ~  Q2 when Q2 s i ,s 2. Evidently, cr_ =
s is2/er+, and it decreases like l / Q 2 in this limit.
Expressing q in terms of the lightlike momenta P\, P2 , we can write
2






A — (si +  S2 +  Q ) — 4sjS2 ,
a =  ^ (si +  s2 +  Q2 +  y/X)
S1S2 _  )L 
~ ~ o ~  ~ ~  2
-f- s2 +  Q2 — y/X
S1S2 „ o





( 1 - a )  ( 1 _  a ) _ ^ _ 2 f ^ ( S , + S 2  +  0 2 “ ' / X )  ’
52\  _  Si — s2 — Q2 +  v^ A
V  “ 7 /  2si  ’
S2 — Si — Q2 +  y/X
and










2.3.4 INTEGRAL CALCULATION IN D DIMENSIONS
The one-loop integral for the spectral density pi(si, s2,Q2) in D  dimensions is 
given by
P i(s i,s2,Q 2) =  i2n)D- ! / d° k 6 (k2) S ((fc- P i ) 2) <5 { { k - P 2 )2) • (139)
(Explanation: l/[(27r)£)t] for 1-loop amplitude T,  2ixi from taking residue and 7r2 
from T  =  (1 /7T2) f  pds\ds2)-
The calculation is very similar to that performed in 4 dimensions. In particular, 
substituting the arguments of the delta functions by their Sudakov parametrization 
versions (see Eqs. (106), (107) and (108) gives
5 (k2) 6 {{k - p i ) 2) S ({k - p 2)2) (140)
= S (xya  -  k \ )  S ((1 -  x) (ya -  Si) +  k{) 5 ((1 -  y) (xa  -  s2) +  k \ )  .
Changing dPk into Sudakov variables results in
2 r
P i ( s i , s 2, Q 2) = 2 ~(2 t t )d - 1 J  dD~2k±dx dy S (xya ~ *£) (141)
x <5 ((1 -  x) (ycr -  Si) 4- k \ )  5 ((1 -  y) {xa -  s2) +  fc2) . 
Since the integral does not depend on angles, we may write
dD~2k± = i  n D-.2{ k l )D/2~2d{k2±) , (142)
with
2t t d ^2
Qd =  r(D/2)  (143^
being the D-dimensional solid angle. Taking D =  4 +  2e and integrating over k± 
gives
P i(si,«2.Q 2) =  16-4T\.p n  +  e) j d x d y ( x y a ) ‘S(ya -  (1 - x ) s l) S ( x a ~  (1 -  y)s2) .
(144)
In this expression, the factor (47r)~£/ r ( l  +  e) results from switching to D dimensions 
to regularize possible infrared and ultraviolet divergences that will appear in two-loop 
calculations. After the regularization, the divergences convert into 1/e singularities.
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Expanding (47r)~£/ r ( l  +  e) in Taylor series over e would produce then ln(47r) and 
7Euier =  —T'(l) in finite parts. These terms are just trivial artifacts of the regular­
ization prescription. The standard way to avoid them is to use the following version 
of the MS-convention
d4k -7 (4tt)d/2~2 F(D/2 -  1 )dDk ,
or
dAk
(k \ ) D!2~ 1 a d xd yd ( k \ )  —^-  ,
(145)
(146)(2tt)4 v (2tt)4 2 “ " v' 'x/ 2?r
where we restored the azimuthal integration for the cases when the integrand explic­
itly depends on <p. In other words, with the MS-convention, the only change in the 
one-loop integral is the ( k \ )D/2~~2 factor. Then
P \ ( s i , s 2, Q 2) = ^  J  d x d y ( x y a ) ( 5 ( y a - ( l - x ) s l ) 8 ( x a - ( l ~ y ) s 2) ,  (147)
and the delta-functions give
s 2 1 —  S i / a
x  =  Xq 
which results in 
P i ( s i , s 2, Q 2)
a 1 -  s i s 2/ a 2 
(xoy0o)e
si 1 -  s2/ a
y  =  y  o = a 1 -  Sis2/ a 2 (148)
(S1S2Q )2 \ e 2 \ e
16(a — SiS2/a)  16 (a — sis2/ a ) 1+2t
________ (■s i s 2Q 2/ \ y ________









(<7 -  S l S 2 / f f 2 ) 2
For e =  0 this gives the same result as that obtained in the IMF technique, and 
also through the a-representation calculation.
Note that si s2Q2/X is equal to k \  in the above calculation. Hence, the D- 
dimensional result may be obtained from the 4-dimensional case by simply not­
ing that the only difference between the D-dimensional calculation (with the MS- 
convention) and the 4-dimensional one is the (k\ ) £ factor in the k± integration.
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2.4 ONE-LOOP SPECTR A L D E N SIT Y  IN SPIN O R  CASE: 
CALCULATION IN  SU DA K O V  PA R A M ETER IZA TIO N
In spinor case, the triangle diagram contains terms with (k ■ n) factors due to 
traces. So, let us consider the situation when the numerator contains powers of 
(k ■ n) with vector n satisfying n 2 =  0 and (n • p }) = (n • p2).
2.4.1 PR O JEC TIO N  V E C TO R  A N D  ITS CO NV O LU TIO N S  
IN SU DA K O V  R EPR ESEN TA TIO N
For future applications, we need the Sudakov parametrization for the projection 
vector.
Projection  vector in Sudakov variables
First, we write the projection vector n in terms of external momenta, we have
n =  api +  bp2 + fix , (151)
which gives
asi +  b{pi ■ p2) = a{px ■ p2) +  bs2
or
b[ ( Pi  ■ P 2 )  ~  s2] =  a[(pi • P2)  ~  si] .
This will be satisfied if we take
a = f a :M - £ !  m d  6 = (£l ^ £ i .
A A
with A being some scale. Now, from n2 =  0, we get
2 2 , i2 , o l/ \ /o2 (Pi ' P2)2 — S1S2n ± = a s 1 +  t f s2 -I- 2ab(pi ■ p2) =  Q£--------- —--------  .
Az
If we take
A2 =  (pi ■p2)2 -  S1S2 ,
then n2 =  Q2 and (pi • n ) =  (p2 ■ n) = A. Note that this A can be also written as
A =  (a -  s1s2/a)  /2  =  V \ / 2  ,
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where
A =  (si +  a'2 +  Q2)2 ~■ 4sjS2 • (152)
Rewriting n in Sudakov variables
n =  api +  bp2 +  n± =a(Px +  — P2) + b(P2 + — Pi) +  n±
o  a
= (a + b ^ j  P1 +  (b +  a — P2 + n± ,
we obtain
2(k ■ n) = x (ba +  as\) + y (aa 4- bs2) — 2(kx • n±) .
T ransverse  p a r t  o f (k ■ n).
Writing
(k_i ■ n ±) =  |fc± ||nj.| cos ip ,
we see that (k±-nx ) part gives zero for integral containing (k ■ n) to first power. For 
integral containing (k ■ n)2. the terms proportional to (kx ■ nx ) also give zero, while 
the term (kx ■ nx )2 gives nQ2k \  =  n Q2axy  after integration over p, which is equal 
to
_ P 2 „ „ (! -  s i /^ ) ! 1 -  s2/a)  (1 “  «i/cr)2(l -  s2/ a f
* Q s ' s2 =* S'S2—
Q4 A Q4SlS2 2
SiSV o  - w * 2)2= ~ v -  (p • n)
for the triangle contribution. Thus, we can write that
(.kx ■ n x )2 2siS2Q4
(p ■ n )2 A2
before integration over p. In this case 2n will be the general result of the integration 
over p  and should be placed as an overall factor. Alternatively, we can take
(kx • n_L)2 4nsis2Q4
(p ■ n )2 A2
after integration over p. In this case 2ir must be inserted before longitudinal terms 
only. Representing
4SjS2 =  (®1 "k S2 +  Q2)2 — A ,
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we obtain
Q A S \ S 2 (
4?r ~a~2 (p • «)




( s j  +  S2 +  Q 2)2 — 46 'x«2




(k± ■ nx )2 7r ^  (p • «)2
■2 \ 2(Si - f  S2 +  Q  )
A
1
For (fc • n)3, we should keep terms with (k± • nx)2, while (k_L • nx) and (Px • n±)3 terms 
give zero.
Longitudinal part o f (k ■ n )
For the longitudinal terms in (k ■ n) we obtain:
aa +  bs2 = a — s2 
b a  +  as'i =  <j — si
or
1 -  S!S2/cr2 
This formula may be also obtained using
Pi =  (pi -  ^ 2)  / ( I  -  Sj^a/CT2) , P2 =  (p2 -  ^ P l )  / ( I  -  5!S2/(72)
and (pi • n) =  (p2 • n).
The integral for the triangle contribution in the spinor case has the form
/ j p h i p - n - k - n )  (k - n ) k2(pi -  k)2(p2 -  k)2
Representing (k ■ n ) as
(k - n )  = (fc|| • n||) -  (kL • n±)
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we obtain for the numerator factor
( p- n  — k-  n)2(k ■ n) = -  (p ■ n -  k • n )3 +  (p ■ n -  k • n)2(p • n) (155)
= - [ ( p - n -  fcy • n,|)3 +  3(p • n -  A’,, • n |()2(A;x • n x )
+  3 ( p - n -  *u • n.y)(*x  • nx )2 +  (*x • n x)3]
+  [(p ■ n -  *|| • n||)2 +  2(p • n -  *y • ny)(*x • n x ) +  (*x • nx )2](p • n )
or
(p ■ n — k ■ n)2(k • n) =(p ■ n)2(k ■ n) — 2(p ■ n)(k ■ n)2 +  (* • n)3 
= (p ' n )2((*|| ' n ||) ~  (k± ■ nx ))
—2(p ■ n)((*n • ny)2 -  2(A:X • n x )(*|t ■ ny) +  (*x • n x )2)
+  (*H • n,,)3 -  3(*u ■ n,||)2(*x • n x ) +  3(fc|| • n t|)(*x • n ± )2 -  (*x • nx )3 .
Neglecting terms odd in (*x ■ n±), we obtain
( p - n -  * • n)2(A; • n) ->(p • n)2(k{l • ny) -  2 (p ■ n)((*|| • ny)2 +  (fcx • nx )2)
+  (fe|| • ny)3 +  3(*|| • ny)(*x • n x )2 
=  (p ■ n  -  fey • n||)2(*yn||) +  (*x • n x)2(3A:yny -  2p • n) .
Since the delta-functions for the triangle give
s2 l - s i / a  Si l - s 2/ a
x = — ~-.---------- 7-2 > y = — z / - j  (156)cr 1 — SiS2 /(tz a 1 — Sis2/cr
and
we can use
/, \ x ( l  -  s i /a )  +  y(l  -  s2/a )  /
' n|l) = ---------- 1 -  s i a 2 / a *  { V  ■ n )  '
n   ^ S2( l - s 1/cr)2 +  s 1( l - s 2/cr)2
(*» ’ =   ff(l  -  W f f 2)2 (P ’ "> •
Further transformations give
(fell -W||) =  : _  Q2
, X -  . («1 +  S2 +  Q2) •(p -n ) A
Derivation of this result: start with
s2(l  - s 1/(r)2 +  s 1(l  - s 2 / ( t ) 2 ,  ,
(*» ’ "«> “  a ( l - W < ^ P  ( ? ' ^  '
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Frome above it follows.




Q2 (si + 2^ +  Q2) 
A
Q2(s\ +  S2 ) +  (si — S2 )' 
A (157)
Combined result
Our effective trace result is given by
( p -n  — k ■ n)2(k ■ n) —>■ (p - n — k\\ - n||)2(/c||n|j) +  (kx ■ n_L)2(3k\\n\\ — 2p - n )  (158)
= ( p ' 71)3 0 "  ¥ ^  +  { k ± ' 1,1)2 ( 3 | ^ )  “ 2) { p ' n) 
Taking the integral over tp and putting the above equations,
2 ^ 2
2n(p ■ n)3 I Q2 (Sl +  S2 +  Q2) I I I
A




(p - n f
2 \  2 3 _  Q2 (gl +  s2 +  Q2)^ _  2
— 7t\/A-^- A2 +  3A (2Q2 +  sj +  S2) {Q2 +  si +  $2) — 5Q2 (Q2 +  Si +  S2) ^
(159)
Including the common factor we get,
P (s ii s2, Q2) =  ^ ~ 2 ^3A (sx +  S2 +  2Q2) (sx +  s2 + Q2)
— 5Q2 (si + s2 + Q2) 3 — A2^  . 
This result agrees with that obtained in Refs. [43, 44, 58],
(160)
2.5 TR IA N G LE SPEC TR A L D E N SIT Y  IN  SPIN O R  CASE: 
CALCULATION IN  IN V A R IA N T FORM
In spinor case, we have powers of (k-n)  in the integral over the virtual momentum 
k. In a non-contracted form, one deals with extra factors ka, kak(\  etc. in the 
integrand.
2.5.1 LIN EA R  TER M
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Consider integral
J  dDk 8{k2) S ((k -  p x ) 2 ) 5 ((k -  p 2 ) 2 )  ka
=  J  dDk S ( k 2) S ( s i - 2 ( p i - k ) ) 8 ( s 2 - 2 ( p 2 - k ) ) k a 
=  I i(si ,  s2, Q2) p® +  I 2(si, s2, Q2) p2 . (161)
Since the original integral is symmetric with respect to p\ p2 interchange, we 
should observe that
h  (si, s2, Q2) =  I 2(s2, si,  Q2) . (162)
Multiplying both sides by p f  or p% and using (pi • k) — S\/2, (p2 ■ k) =  s2/2,  we
obtain
h ( s h s2, Q2) =  "y (Q2 — si +  s2) J , (163)
h ( s i, s 2, Q 2) — +  s i — s 2) 1 , (164)
where
1 = J d Dk 8(k2) S ((k -  pi)2) 8 { ( k -  P2f )  (165)
is the scalar spectral density
i  =  h (J i ^ 8 L  (166)
v  A
with % =  7t/2. We see that the expected symmetry property is fulfilled. As a result,
J  dDk 8(k2) 8 ({k -  pi)2) 8 ((k -  p2)2) (k ■ n)
m(  i Q 2{s\d-S2) Jr(Si — S2)2 2 / \ \t= H(p ■ n ) ---------------^  (SiS2Q /A) . (167)
Symbolically, we can write
(u \ v / a Q2(Sl +  s2) +  (si — s2)2 , ,(k ■ n) (jp ■ n )     , (168)




2.5.2 BILIN EA R  TERM
Consider integral
dDkS(k2) S ((A -  Pl)2) 5 ((A -  p2)2) AQA*
dDk,S(k2) S (Sl -  2(pi • A)) <5 (s2 -  2(p2 • A)) kak0
=  loo(si ,  s 2 t  Q 2) g a&
+  An(si, S2) Q2) PlPl +  -^ 22(s li s2: Q2)P2P2
+  I u (s i , s 2, Q 2) p ° p i2 +  I2i {s u s 2, Q 2) .  ( 1 6 9 )
Since the original integral is symmetric with respect t o a  H  /3 interchange, we should 
have
s 2, Q 2) = I2i(si, s2lQ2) . (170)
Hence, we may write
dDk5(k2) 6 (si — 2(pi • A)) S (s2 — 2(p2 • A)) kak^
=  Ioo(Sl, 52, Q2) ^  +  / i l  (si, S2, Q2) P?Pi 
+  / 2 2 ( 5 l , S 2 , < 5 2 ) P 2 A 2  +  7 i 2 ( S i , 6 ' 2 , Q 2 )  [p?P2 +  P2P1] • ( 1 7 1 )
Furthermore, the original integral is symmetric with respect to the p\ e-> p2 
interchange, which leads to
7 i 2 ( s i ,  s 2 ,  Q 2) =  7 i 2 ( s 2 ,  S i ,  Q2) ( 1 7 2 )
and
7 n ( s i ,  « 2 ,  Q 2) =  7 2 2 ( s 2 ,  s i ,  Q 2 )  .  ( 1 7 3 )
The next step is to multiply both sides by appropriate projectors like PiP2, etc., 
and use (pi • A) =  S i / 2 ,  (p2 ■ k)  =  s2/2. Convoluting the integral with the following 
combinations
/ '
q/9 a 8 a 8 a 8
9  ’ P lP l’ PlP2’ P2P2 ’ ( 174)
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we obtain a set of equations,
0 =  4/oo +  I11S1 +  122^2 +  2/ 12(pi • P2)
s2
- 2 /  =  I 00S1 +  I \ \ s i  +  122 (Pi  '  P 2 ) 2  +  2 / i 2 ( p i  • P 2 ) ^ l
"“ ^ 7  =  Ioo(p\ ■ P2 ) +  h l { p i  • P 2 ) * ‘ 1  +  7 2 2 ( P l  • P 2 ) - S 2  +  / 1 2  [{pi  '  J > 2 ) 2  +  S l S 2 ]  
s2
•^7 =  7ooS2 +  7n (Pl ' P2)2 +  122^2 +  27i2(pi • P 2 )s 2  , (175)
where 7 is the scalar spectral density
: J  dDkS(k2)S(s1 -  2 (pl ■ /.:) -  2(p2 ■ k))
=  . (176) 
v  A
Solving for the Imn functions and using Q2 = — (p2 — P i)2 =  — ($2 +  Si — 2p2 • P i) and 
A =  (sj +  s2 +  Q2)2 — 4si«2 we we obtain
/oo =  - / ^ p  (177)
/ £ |
A2
7 s 2 ^
^2 ^(Q2 +  •§! +  S2) — 4s1S2j
— 3 (sj — s2) 2 — 3Q 2 (sj +  s2)
The integral is then
j  dDk5(k2)5(s\ — 2(pi ■ k))S(s2 — 2(p2 • k))kak13
I
7n =  —jTjr [(Q2 +  s i +  S2) — 4sjs2 — 6Q2Si (178)
I 22 = ^(Q2 +  5i +  s2) — 4siS2 —6Q2s2 (179)




A2 ~ Q 2Xsis2ga0 +  s\  (A -  6Q2S!) p?pf +  s2 (A -  6Q2s2) P2 P2
+  Sis2 (2A -  3 ( s j  -  s2f  -  3 (sx +  s2) Q2) +  p fp ? )j • (181)
Contracting by nanp gives
 ^ ( s i  4 s i s 2 +  s 2 )  — 0 s i s 2 (2Q2 ( « i  +  S 2 ) T ( s i  — s 2 ) 2 ) ]  , (182)
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which may be further simplified to
{ ( s 2 ~  s l) +  Q 2 (s i  +  52 )) +  2 Q 4S\S2 , (183)
in agreement with the result
j k - n ) 2 (fry • ny)2 (k± • n±)2
/ \o / \o • / \o '(p ■ n )2 (p • n )2 (p • n )2 (184)
obtained using the Sudakov representation.
2.5.3 TR ILIN EA R  TER M
Consider integral
J d DkS(k2) S ( ( k - Pl)2) 6 ( ( k - p 2)2) kQk&k7
=  J  dDkd( k2) 6 (si — 2 (pi ■ k)) 5 (s2 — 2(p2 ■ k)) ^ k ^ k 1
=  P\P\[hn{s\ ,  s2, Q2)pJ +  h i 2 {si , s2, Q2)pl)
+  P2P2 [^22i(s i> s 2) Q2 )Pi  +  -^ 222(31 > s 2 , Q 2) P2]
+ PiP2[h2i ( s1, s 2, Q 2)p'l + I i 2 2 (su s 2, Q 2)pZ]
+  P2P\ [ l21l ( s l ,  5 2 ,  Q 2 )  P l  +  ^ 2 1 2 ( s l 5 s 2, Q 2) P2]
+  g a 0 [k001 ( S 15 s 2 , Q 2)p J  +  /o02(si, s2, Q 2) P2]
+  5 Q7 [^ 01o(Sl, s2, Q 2 )Pi  +  /o2o(s l) 2^) Q2) P2]
+  P ^ 7 [ - f l O o ( S l ,  « 2 )  Q 2 )  P ?  +  h o o ( s \ , s2, Q2) P 2 ]  .  ( 1 8 5 )
Using the symmetry properties, we can reduce the number of independent functions. 
In particular, the symmetry with respect to a <r> (3 interchange gives
-fi2i(si> s2, Q2) = I2n(si ,  s2, Q2)
Imposing the symmetry with respect to a  7  interchange, we obtain
11 1 2(3 1 , s2, Q2) = I2n {s i , s 2l Q2)
■^122(^ 11 s2, Q2) — I2i2(s\, s2, Q2) . (186)
and
7oio(si, s2, Q2) — /ioo(si, s2, Q2) 
■ ^ 0 2 o ( ^ l i  $2, Q2) =  ^ 200 ( ^ 1 )  S2, Q2) ■ (187)
7l22(si ,  S2, Q2) — I 22\ { s i ,  s 2, Q2) . (188)
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and
Iooi(s i- S2 iQ2) — hoo(s i- s2. Q2) 
Iq02(Si,S2,Q2) = hoo(S}. s2. Q 2) . (189)
Finally, from (3 -H- 7 symmetry we formally get
^112(^ 11 S2 , Q2) — / l 2l(si, ^2, Q2) 
h n { s \ , S 2 , Q2) =  /221 (®i, s2, Q2) (190)
and
0^01 (®i7 s2 , Q2) — Foio(si7 s 2 , Q2)
-^0 0 2(^1 , S2 , Q2) =  /q2o(Si, S2 , Q2) , (191)
but these equalities do not impose new restrictions. Hence, the total number of 
independent functions becomes 6 , and we may write
J  d Dk S ( k 2) 8 (si — 2(pi • k))  <5 (s2 —  2 ( p 2 • k)) kak0ky
= P l P l P j h n ( S l ,  S2, Q 2) +  P 2 P 2 P l h 2 2 ( S l ,  S2, Q2)
+  Fi 12(S1, 5 2 , Q2) b “PlP2 +  P1P2P1 +  P2P1P1]
+  I i 2 2 ( s u  s2, Q 2) \Pi P 2P 2 +  P2P \ P I  +  P 2 P 2 P 1]
+  /ooi(si, s2, Q2) b a/3Pi +  9aip{ +  gMPi]
+  « * ! ,  *2, Q 2) [ga0pl  +  s T f i  + / > ? ]  • (192)
Imposing the symmetry with respect to p\ p2 interchange, we obtain the following 
relations
governing the Sj. -H- s2 interchange of the arguments of the invariant functions.
■^111(51, s2, Q2) — ^222(^ 27 5 j, Q2) 
•fii2(s ii s2, Q2) =  -^ 122(52, 5i, Q2) (193)
and
Iqoi{si, s 2 , Q2) — 0^02(^ 27 Si, Q2) . (194)
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Convolutions.
To find the functions that appear in the basic parametrization,
J  dDkS(k2) S (si -  2(pi • k)) S (s2 -  2(p2 ■ k)) kak0k7
=  P l P l  P \ h  IX (■S1 , S 2, Q 2 ) +  P2 P2 P2 J222 ( S1, S2, Q 2 )
+  / l l2(si, 3 2, Q 2 ) [P1P1P2  +  P 1 P 2P 1  +  P 2 P l P j \
+  / l 22 ( « l ,  «2 , Q 2 ) \P \ P 2 P 2  +  P 2P lP 2 +  P 2P 2Pl]
+  Iooi{si,s2, Q2) [ga0p] + gaiPi +
+  /oo2(«i, s2, Q2) [ga0p\  +  galp02 +  g01p2] , ( 195)
we convolute it with the following tensor structures:
P i P i p I ,  P2 P2 P21 p > iV i- P i p I p I ,  p \ g a0< p \ g a0 ■ ( 196)
This gives
-A ' P i )3 = hn(p2)3 +  3/ooi (p 2) + 3 /1 1 2 (^ 1 )  (p i ■ P2)
+  3/002(^1 • P2)p\ +  3/122 (Pi • P2)2Pi +  I222 (Pi • P2)3 ( 197)
I  ( h  ’ P 2 )3 — 3 Ia02 { p \ ) 2 +  / 222(p2)3 +  -^111 (Pl ■ P 2 )3 +  3 /112P 2  (p i • P 2 ) 2
+  3 /o o i(p i • p 2)p 2 +  3/122(Pi ■ P 2)(p 2)2 ( 198)
/(A: • P2) (A: • p i )2 — I 0 0 2 (P1P2) +  / n 2(P i)2P2 +  A22 (Pi • P2)3 ( 199)
+  2/002 (p i • p 2) +  2/112 (p i ■ P2) P l +  I2 2 2  (p i • P2) p 2 
+  3/001 (P l • p 2)p 2 +  / l l l ( p l  • p 2) (p2)2 +  2/122(p i • p 2)p?p2
/(fc • P l)  (fc • P2)2 = /o o i(p 2p 2) +  ^122(P2)2Pi +  h \ 2  (Pi • P2)3 (200)
+  2/ooi (Pi • P2)2 +  h n P i  (Pi ' P2)2 +  2/122P2 (Pi ' P2)2 
+  3/002(p i • P2)p2 +  2 / n 2(pi • P2)(P?P2) +  A222(pi • P2)(P2)2 
/(A: • Pi)(A;2) = / m ( p 2)2 +  6/ 00i (p 2) +  / i 22(p |P i)  +  3/ n 2(pi • p 2)p2
+  6 /oo2(p i • p 2) +  2 /1 2 2  (p i ■ p 2)2 +  / 222(p i • p 2)p 2 ( 201 )
/(A: • p 2)(A;2) = 6/oo2(p2) +  -Aii2(P iP 2) +  ^222(p2)2 +  2/ n 2 (p i • p 2)2
+  6/001 (Pi "P 2) +  / m ( P i  • p 2)p 2 +  3/122(Pi ‘ p 2)p 2 (202)
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As usual,
I  = J  dDk S(k2)S(s\ — 2(pi • A*))«5( 2 ~  2(j?2 ■ k)) 
_  n i (sis2Q2/ x y
=  t t --------------------j=—
The (5 functions in the integral imply
;2 n i Sl i s2k =  0 , k • pi =  — , k - p 2 = —
We also have
1 c
P i  s i  i P2 * s 2 i ( P i  ‘ P 2 )  2 ( Q 2 +  s i +  2^) =  2
Thus, the set of equations is given by
Is \   c31222 , 3  3 2r
-g - - —g H 2 C^ oo2Si +  - c  I 122S1
3
+  3 / 001S? +  2 C-^ 112s 1 +  A llS ?
/ s |  c ^ I n i  3 3 2
- r -  =    h VC/001S2 +  7C I U 2 S 28 8 2 4
3
+  3Io02S2 +  2C^ 122S2 +  ^222s\
I s \ s 2  C2 I q02 C3/ 122 3 , 1 2 T , ^  T 2
8 2-----1-----g-----h 2 00151 +  2 C 112Sl + 2 1
+ - C 21222S2 +  I002S1S2 +  c/j 22^ 1^ 2 +  /112^ 1^ 2
/ S i S 2  _ C 2 / o o i  C 3 / i i 2 1  2 ,  3  1  2 r
—8— _ —2-------  8--4 C 2 00252 2 ° 12252
+  /o01s 1^2 +  C/112S1S2 +  2 C^ 222S2 +  Il22Sls\
0 =3c/ oo2 H +  6/001 Si +  2C^ 11251
+  /lllS 2 +  -C/222S2 +  I\ 2 2 s \ s 2
0 = 3c /0oi H +  - c^ n iS i +  6/002S2









(2 1 1 )
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Solving these equations, we obtain the following expressions for the functions in­
volved:
r „ 3
1^11 { Q 2 — S1 + s 2) (A — 10<52Sl) (212)
I
-^ 222 (Q2 ~  S2 +  S i)  (A — 10Q2s2) (213)
h i 2 =  . 3'2 (3Q6 — Q4 (3sj — 5s2) — Q2 (si — s2) (5si +  s2) +  (si — s2)3) (214)A3
I s 2S2
1122 A3





Q2 (Q2 — A’i +  ^2 )
0^02 = -~  S2 +  Sl^
Where A =  (si +  s2 +  Q2)2 — 4s1,s2 . In terms if si, s2 and A the integral is
J  dPk S(k2) S (Sl -  2 (p i  • k)) 6 (s2 -  2(p2 ■ k)) ^ k ^ k 1
A3 si  (Q2 -  si +  s2) (A -  10Q2si) p*i4pl
P1P1P2 +PiP%Pi +P 2 P1PJ
x P1P2 P2 + P2 P1P2 + P2 P2P1
S1S0A
s2s?A
Q2 (Q2 -  s, + s2) [ r t ;  +  s T r f  + g K f i  
Q 2 ( Q 2 -  *2  +  S i )  [g°0p l  +  < r £  +  / 7 P ?
(216)
(217)
+  s3 (Q2 -  s2 + S i)  (A -  10Q2s2) p2j4pI
+  Sis| [3Q6 — Q4 (3si — 5s2) — Q2 (si — s2) (5si +  52) +  (si — s2) ]
X
+  s2s2 [3Q6 — Q4 ( 3 s 2 — 5si) — Q2 (s2 — si) (5s2 +  si) 4- (s2 — s i)3]
(218)
Contracting the integral with nQn^n7 and taking into account that pi-n =  p2-n =  p-n 
and n2 =  0, we obtain
J  dDkS(k2) 5 (si — 2(pi • k)) S (s2 — 2(p2 • k)) (k ■ n )3 
I(p  • n )3
A3
[(s2 — si) +  Q2 (si +  s2)]
* ((s2 — Si)2 +  Q2 (si +  s2)) +  6Q4siS2 (219)
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or
x [(s2 — Sj)2 +  Q2 (sj +  s2)] ((•s2 — ^ i)2 +  Q2 (si +  s2)) + 6Q4Sjs2 . (220)
Symbolically, this can be represented as
(fc ‘ n )3 f  Q2(s 1 +  ^2) +  (si — s2)2\ 3
(p -n )3 \  X J
( 0 Q2(si +  s2) +  (si -  s 2)2 2SiS2Q2 /ooi A+  d (221)
in agreement with the result
( k - n f  (fey - n ||)3 (Ar|| -n||) (k± • n ± )2
(p • n )3 (p • n)3 (p • n) (p • n )2
obtained using the Sudakov parametrization.
C H A PT E R  3
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TW O-LOOP DIAGRAM S: TRACES
In spinor case, the integrand of the Feynman integral for each two-loop diagram may 
be treated as the product of the same denominator factors as in a corresponding 
scalar case, and a numerator factor which has a form of a trace of Dirac gamma- 
matrices. The traces that we will consider correspond to a special projection of the 
amplitude, in which h  is placed at each vertex, with n2 =  0 and pi ■ n =  P2 ■ n = p • n . 
Since we will apply dimensional regularization for Feynman integrals, we need traces 
in D dimensions.
General conventions are:
Metric tensor is given by
g ^  = g ^  = d i a g ( l ,  - 1, - 1, - 1
The totally antisymmetric tensor is fixed by
e°123 =  + 1 ;  em23 =  a n d  e1230 =  _ L
The table o f contractions o f tensors in d dim ensions is given by
g,u ,< r  =  d
=  D
Y Y l ,  =  ~ ( D - 2 ) Y  
Y Y Y l v  =  4gvp +  (D -  4 ) Y Y
Y Y Y Y i n  =  - 2 Y Y Y  - ( D -  4 ) Y Y Y
Y Y Y Y Y l n  — 2 Y Y Y Y  +  2 Y Y Y Y  + (D — 4)7a767 c7d 
{ Y , Y }  =  Y Y  +  Y Y  =  2 ( T
To standardize the approach, we start with calculation of the one-loop triangle dia­
gram and then perform the calculation for two-loop diagrams.
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3.1 ONE-LOOP TR IA N G LE D IA G R A M
The Feynman integral corresponding to the one-loop triangle diagram is given by 
(we omit the overall factor)
To simplify notation, we will skip slash for factors involved in traces. E.g., we
will write Tr[n (p2 — k ) n  (p\ — k)nk]  instead of Tr[^ — ft) if, — f  J i/il/i].
The detailed calculation of this basic trace goes as follows:
Trx =  Tr[n (p2 — k ) n  (pi — k)nk]
=  Tr[(2n • (p2 -  k) -  (p2 - k ) n ) n  {pi - k ) n k ]
=  2 n ■ (p2 — k) Tr[n (pi — k)nk];  since n2 =  0 
=  2 n ■ (p2 — k) Tr[(2n • (pi — k) — [p1 — k ) n ) n  k)
=  4 n ■ (p2 — k ) n  • (pi — k) Tr[n A:]
=  16 n • (p2 — k) n ■ (py — k) k ■ n
= 16 (p ■ n — k ■ n )2 (k ■ n ) ; since p\ • n =  p2 ■ n =  p ■ n .
Q
FIG. 15. One-loop diagram in spinor case.
Hence,
Tri =  16 (p ■ n — k ■ n )2 (k ■ n) .
Thus, the integral becomes
Tr[n (p2 — k ) n  (pi — k ) nk] 
k2(pi -  k f ( p 2 -  k f
]D 16 (p • n — k ■ n)2 (k ■ n)
, ft a r\
k2(pi -  k f { p 2 -  k)2
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3.2 TO P-V E R TE X  CO RR EC TIO N  D IA G R A M
Let us consider now the trace for a two-loop diagram with the vertex gluon 
correction in the upper corner.
Q
pi -  k
k -
P1
FIG. 16. Two-loop diagram with top vertex correction.
The arrows on the spinor lines in this figure correspond to the momentum flow 
from left to the right through the diagram. Writing the traces, one should, of course, 
stick to either clock-wise or counter clock-wise traffic of momenta. The transforma­
tions of the trace proceed in the following way:
Tr2(top) =Tr [ya (I -  p2) n ( l -  p x) ~/a (k -  px) n k n  (k -  p2)] 
=Tr [ f  (p2 — l )n  (px -  I) ^  (px -  k ) n k n  (p2 -  A:)] 
=  -  2Tr [(px — l )n  (p2 -  I) (px -  k) n k n  (p2 -  k)] . 
-  (D -  4)Tr [(p2 — l )n  {px -  I) {pi -  k) n k n  {p2 -  k)] .
Thus, we have the part that one would get in the D  -> 4 limit, and the term specific
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for D ^  A case. Taking traces, we get







+  16 (k ■ n — n ■ p) (k • n — I • n) k  ■ n(pi — I)2
+  16 (k ■ n — n • p) (k • n  — I ■ n) k  • n(p2 — I)2
— 16 (k • n — I • n) (I ■ n — n • p) k ■ n(pi — k )2
— 16 (k ■ n — I ■ n) (I ■ n — n ■ p ) k  ■ n(p2 — k)2
— 16(/c • n — n ■ p)2k ■ n(p\ — p2)2
— 16(1 -n — ri' p)2k • n(pi — p2)2 .
The 0 ( D  — A) part is given by
Tr2(top)—Tr2(toP)|D=4 =  16(D -  4) (k ■ n -  n ■ p) (I ■ n -  n ■ p) k ■ n(k -  I)2 (230)
3.2.1 CLASSIFICATION OF C O N T R IB U T IO N S
Depending on the structure of particular terms in the trace, we can subdivide 
the two-loop contributions in several groups. Take first the terms that do not have 
(D — 4) factor in the trace.
Terms w ithout (D — 4) factor
U V -sensitive contributions. The terms given by the first three lines, Eqs. (316) 
-  (318) contain an 0 ( l 2) factor for large I, namely, (k — I)2, (px — I)2 or (p2 — I)2. 
In all these cases, one of the propagators of the upper subgraph is canceled by a 
numerator factor, and the resulting /-integral corresponds to a diagram made of just 
two lines. The integral over I for such a “fish-like” diagram is ultraviolet-divergent, 
and produces poles 1/e for dimensionally regularized integrals. As we will see, the 
UV poles cancel in the sum of contributions of all diagrams, but the finite parts of 
these terms remain. In what follows, we will combine together all UV-singular parts
+  8(D — 4) (k ■ n — n ■ p) (k ■ n — I ■ n) k ■ n(pi — I)2
+  8(D — 4) (k ■ n — n ■ p) (k • n — I • n) k ■ n(p2 — I)2
— 8 (D — A) (k • n — I • n) (I • n — n ■ p) k ■ n(pi — k)2
— 8(D — 4) (k ■ n — I • n) (I ■ n — n • p) k • n(p2 — k)2







of all three diagrams with vertex insertions and add to them also the contributions of 
diagrams with self-energy insertions (they are also UV-singular). We will establish 
the cancellation of UV \ / e  poles and study the remaining UV-finite contributions.
U V -finite reduced diagrams. The terms given by Eqs. (319), (320) contain 
(Pi — k)2 or (P2 ~  k)2 factors that cancel one of the denominators of the ^-integral. 
The result is a “reduced diagram", the /-integral of which is UV-finite, but the k- 
integral has only two denominator factors, which makes them simpler to calculate.
U V -finite full diagrams. Finally, the terms given by Eqs. (321), (322) do not 
contain numerator factors capable of canceling a denominator factor, and their cal­
culation is similar to that of a relevant scalar diagram.
Terms w ith  (D — 4) factor
U V -sensitive contributions. The first three terms given by Eqs. (230) -  (232) 
differ just by the (D — 4)/2 ~  e factor from the UV-singular terms of Eqs. (316) - 
(318) . The £ factor cancels the 1/e pole coming the /-integral, which gives a finite 
contribution proportional to the pole part of the /-integral. However, since the pole 
parts cancel after summation over all diagrams, those finite contributions that are 
proportional to them also cancel.
U V -finite contributions. The remaining three terms, given by Eqs. (233) - 
(235), produce UV-finite /-integrals, i.e., there are no 1/e poles, and the resulting 
contributions vanish in the D  —» 4 limit because of the overall (D  — 4) factor.
3.3 R IG H T-V ERTEX  CO RR EC TIO N  D IA G R A M
Let us now consider the diagram shown in Fig. 17 corresponding to vertex in­
sertion into the right vertex. Again, for the trace calculation direction of momenta 
shown on the digram must all be adjusted to either clock-wise or counter clock-wise 
flow. First, splitting the trace into D — 4 part and the 0 ( D  — 4) remainder:
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<7
P2 -  I
p  1
FIG. 17. Two-loop diagram with right vertex correction.
Tr2(right) = T r[7aln(l  -  p2)la{k -  p2)n (k -  pi)nk]
=  - T r [jcrln(p2 -  l)la{P2 -  k)n(pi  -  k)nk]
=  2Tr[(p2 — 0 n ^(P2 — k)n(pi  — k)nk]
+  (D -  4)Tr[ln(p2 -  l)(p2 -  k)n(pi  -  k)nk] .
The D — 4 part is given by
T r 2 ( r i g h t )  | d = 4  =  16(k ■ n —  n  • p)2 (k ■ n —  I ■ n + n ■ p ) l 2 (236)
+  16 (k ■ n  — n ■ p) (k ■ n — I ■ n — n • p) k ■ n(p2 — I)2 (237)
+  16 {k • n — n  • p) (k ■ n (21 ■ n  — n ■ p) +  n ■ p (n ■ p — I ■ n)) (k — I)2
(238)
— 16 (k • n — n • p) (k ■ n — I ■ n — n ■ p) (I ■ n — n ■ p) k2 (239)
— 16 (k ■ n — n ■ p) (k ■ n — I ■ n  +  n  • p) I • n(p2 — k)2 (240)
— 16 {k ■ n — n ■ p) [I ■ n — n ■ p) l  ■ np\  (241)
— 16(k ■ n — n ■ p)2k ■ n p 2 . (242)
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The 0 ( D  — 4) part is given by
Tr2(right) Tr2(right) |d=4 S(D 4)(A • Tl Tl • p) {k • Tl I ■ 7?) I







+  8 (D — 4) (k • n — n- p)  (k ■ n (21 ■ n — n ■ p) — I • nn ■ p) (k — I)2 
— 8 (D — A)(k • n — n-  p) (k  ■ n — I ■ n) (I ■ n — n ■ p) k2
— 8 (D — 4) (k - n — n • p) (k • n — I ■ n) l  ■ n(p2 — k )2
— 8 (D — 4) (k ■ n — n ■ p) (k • n — I ■ n)2p\ .
3.3.1 CLASSIFICATION OF C O N T R IB U T IO N S
Again, we have terms with and without the (D — 4) factor.
Terms w ithout (D — 4) factor
The terms without the (D — 4) factor are divided into the UV-singular contributions 
(795) - (797) that we will combine together with the UV-singular terms from other 
UV-singular diagrams, and the UV-finite terms (1122) - (1125) which, in their turn, 
are divided into terms (1122), (1123) corresponding to reduced diagrams and the 
terms (1124), (1125) having the denominator structure of the full scalar diagram.
Terms w ith  (D — 4) factor
As we discussed, the terms accompanied by the (D  — 4) factor may be also divided 
into two groups. The last three terms, given by Eqs. (246) -  (248), correspond to 
UV-regular contributions, and vanish in the D  —>• 4 limit. The bulk part of UV- 
sensitive terms given by Eqs. (243) -  (245) repeat the structure of the UV-singular 
terms (795) - (797), and cancel with similar terms from the UV-sensitive parts of 
other diagrams. However, one can notice that each of the traces in Eqs. (246) -  
(248) contains a term absent in their counterparts of Eqs. (243) -  (245). These 
terms produce extra contributions that are finite in the D —> 4 limit.
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3.4 LEFT -VER TEX  C O R R EC TIO N  D IA G R AM
In a similar way. we perform the calculation of the diagram with insertion into 
the left vertex. Splitting the trace into D = 4 part and 0 ( D  — 4) remainder
P i - k
Pi P2
FIG. 18. Two-loop diagram with left vertex correction.
Tr2(ieft) =Tr [ f  (I -  px) n l ^ k n  (k -  p2) n{k  -  px)]
=  -  Tr [7 (pi -  I) nl^t jkn (p2 - k ) n  (pi -  k)}
=2Tr [In (pi — I) k n  (p2 — k ) n  (pi — A;)]
+  (D -  4)Tr [(px — l ) n l k n  (p2 - k ) n  (pi -  Ar)] ,
we obtain the D  =  4 part
Tr2(ieft) \ d =4  =  1 6 ( A  •  n  — n ■ p)2 (k ■ n  —  I ■ n  T  n ■ p) I2 (249)
+  1 6  (k ■ n  — n  ■ p) (k  ■ n  — I • n  — n  ■ p) k ■ n(p\ — I)2 (250)
+  1 6  (k ■ n  —  n  ■ p) (k ■ n  (21 ■ n  — n  ■ p) +  n  ■ p (n ■ p —  I ■ n) )  (k — I)2
(251)
+  16 (k ■ n — n • p) (k ■ n — I ■ n — n ■ p) (n • p — I ■ n ) k 2 (252)
+  16 (k • n — n • p) (I ■ n — k ■ n — n ■ p) l  ■ n(p\ — k)2 (253)
— I6(k  • n — n ■ p) (I ■ n — n ■ p) l  • np\  (254)
— 16(k ■ n — n ■ p)2k ■ np\  (255)
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and the G( D  — 4) part
Tr2(ieft)-Tr2(ieft)|£>=4 =  8{D ~ 4)(k ' n ~ n ' p f  (k • n - l ■ n) 12 (256)
+  8(D - 4 ) (k ■ n -  n ■ p) (k • n — I ■ n) k ■ n(pi -  i f  (257)
+  8(D — 4) (k ■ n — n ■ p) (k ■ n (21 ■ n — n ■ p) — I ■ n n  ■ p) (k — i f  (258)
+  8 (D — 4) (k ■ n — n ■ p) (I • n ~  k ■ n)( l  ■ n — n-  p) k2 (259)
+  8(D — 4) (k ■ n — n ■ p) (I • n — k ■ n) I ■ n(pi — k f  (260)
— 8(D — 4) (k • n — n • p) (k • n — I ■ n )2p\ . (261)
3.4.1 CLASSIFICATION OF C O N T R IB U T IO N S
The structure of the left-vertex correction diagram mirrors that of the right- 
vertex correction one. Thus, among the terms without the (D — 4) factor, we have 
the UV-singular contributions (249) - (251) that we will combine together with the 
UV-singular terms from other UV-singular diagrams, then, the UV-nonsingular terms
(252) - (255) producing reduced (252), (253) and non-reduced (254), (255) diagrams. 
The terms with (D — 4) factor can be divided into UV-regular terms (259) -  (261) 
vanishing in the D —» 4 limit, the terms in (256) -  (258) that repeat the structure 
of the UV-singular terms of Eqs. (249) - (251) and cancel after summation over all 
diagrams, and finally, the terms from (256) -  (258) that produce extra contributions 
that are finite in the D 4 limit.
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C H A PT E R  4
TW O-LOOP DIAGRAM S: U V -SIN G U LA R  INTEG RALS
Calculating the spectral density at the two-loop level, one faces ultraviolet diver­
gences that come from integration over large momenta.
4.1 TABLE OF U V -SIN G U L A R  IN TEG RA LS
The ultraviolet divergences appear in self-energy diagrams, in which the /-integral 
has just two denominator factors, say, l / ( a  — I)2 and l / (b — I)2, with a, b being some 
combinations of external momenta pi, p2 and the virtual momentum k of the original 
loop. The integrals over / in triangle subgraphs, that we encountered in the two-loop 
contributions considered in the previous section, also have ultraviolet divergences due 
to trace terms that contain /2, (p% — i f ,  (pi — I)2 and (k — i f  factors that cancel one 
of the denominator factors of the triangle subgraph and convert it into a self-energy- 
type integral over I. Thus, before proceeding to particular UV-singular contributions, 
we present a table for dimensionally regularized /-integrals that contain (a — l)2{b — l f  
in the denominator and some power of (l-n) in the numerator. Namely, we will use the 
following D — 4 — 2e dimensional integrals corresponding to generalized self-energy 




In 4 dimensions, each one-loop integral is accompanied by the g2/ (2n)4i factor. 
Changing to D  dimensions, we will always imply below the MS-convention
d4k (4tt)d/2- 2 T{D/2  -  l )dDk  . (263)
which results in the
-  i f ^ r a  -  m  (264)
factor for the integrals above, with
B ( e )  -  - < 2 6 5 >
4.2 U V -SEN SITIV E PARTS OF D IA G R A M S
The diagrams with vertex corrections possess both ultraviolet divergences and 
ultraviolet-finite parts. The UV-singular integrals appear when one of the propaga­
tors inside the vertex-correction subdiagram is canceled by a numerator term gener­
ated by the trace factors. Our goal below is to extract the terms with UV-singular 
integrals for each vertex-correction diagram.




FIG. 19. Two-loop diagram with top vertex correction.
The Feynman integral for the 2-loop diagram with the gluon exchange at the top 
vertex is given by
f  d D l T r h c (1 -  P2) n ( l -  P i )  l a  {k  -  P i )  n k n  (k  -  p 2))
J  (p2 -  0 2(pi _  l)2(k -  0 2
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Below, we repeat the result obtained in the previous Chaper. explicitly showing only 
the terms with factors canceling one of the propagators of the /-loop
Tr [ Y  (/ -  p2) n (I -  pi) 7* { k - p i )  n k n  (k -  p2)\
= ... +  32 (k ■ n — n ■ p) (/ ■ n — n ■ p) k ■ n(k  -  I)2 
+16 (k • 77. — n ■ p) (k ■ n -  I ■ n) k • n(p\ — I)2 
+16 (k ■ n — n • p) (k ■ n — I ■ n) k ■ n(p2 — I)2 
+  16(D — 4) (k ■ n — n ■ p) (I ■ n — n ■ p) k ■ n(k  — I)2 
+ 8 (D — 4) (k ■ n — n ■ p) (k ■ n — I ■ n) k ■ n{p\ — I)2 
+ 8 (D — 4) (k ■ n — n • p) (k ■ n  — I • n) k • n(p2 — I)2 .
The terms that do not contain factors (pi — I)2, (p2 — I)2, (I — k )2 canceling one of 
the propagators of the vertex correction subgraph are denoted by . . .  . As already
mentioned, such terms do not contain ultraviolet divergences in the /-integral. We
may denote them as I [ ^ , while the sum of terms having canceling factors we will 
denote by . Integrating these with respect to /, we get
Jtop9 = 8A(e)(k - n - n -  p)2k ■ n /  ((p2 -  k f ) e 
+ 8 A(e)(k ■ n — n ■ p)2k ■ n j ((px — k)2) E 
+ 4 (D — 4)A(e)(k ■ n — n ■ p)2k ■ n j ((p2 — k)2) E 
+4 (D — 4 )A(e)(k ■ n - n -  p)2k ■ n j  ((pi — k)2) E
4.2.2 D IA G R A M  W ITH  IN SERTIO N AT RIG H T VER TEX
Q
Pi  - k
P l
FIG. 20. Two-loop diagram with right vertex correction.
The Feynman integral for the 2-loop diagram with the gluon exchange at the
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right vertex is given by
f  dDf T r [ Y l n ( l  -  p2h„{k  -  p2)n (k -  Pi)nk]
J  (p2 _  l f {k _  i f  t2
The trace can be decomposed in the following way:
Tr[ Y i n  (I -  p2f t a(k -  p2)n (k -  p f n k )
=  ... +  16(A: • n — n ■ p f  (k ■ n — I ■ n + n ■ p) 12
+  16 (k ■ n — n ■ p) (k ■ n — I ■ n — n ■ p) k ■ n(p2 — I)2
+16 (k • n — n ■ p) (k • n (21 • n  — n ■ p) +  n ■ p ( n  • p — I ■ n )) (k — i f
+ 8 (D — 4)(k ■ n — n ■ p f  (k • n — I • n ) l 2
+ 8 (D — 4) (k ■ n — n ■ p) (k ■ n — I • n) k ■ n(p2 — I)2
—8(D — 4) (k • n — n ■ p) (k ■ n (n ■ p — 21 ■ n) +  I • nn ■ p) (k — i f  ,
where, as above, dots denote terms that do not contain factors I2, (k — I f ,  (p2 — I f  
canceling one of the propagators of the vertex correction subgraph. Integrating sin­
gular terms with respect to /, we obtain
7righ9t =  &A(e)(k - n - n - p f  ( k - n  + n-  p ) / ( ( p 2 -  k f ) e 
+  16A(c) ( k - n  — n- p)  — n ■ p'j k ■ n / (k2f
+ 8^1(e) (k - n -  n-  p) (n ■ p f /  ( p l f  
+4 (D -  4 )A(e)(k •n - n  • p f  /  ((p2 -  k f ) e 
+ 4 (D — 4:)A(e) (k ■ n — n ■ p) (k ■ n f  /  (k2f  
- 4 (D -  4)A(e) (k ■ n — n ■ p) (n- p)2/ { p l f  •
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4.2.3 D IA G R A M  W ITH  IN SERTIO N AT LEFT VERTEX
p i  ~  k
P ‘2 -  k
Pi
FIG. 21. Two-loop diagram with left vertex correction.
The Feynman integral for the 2-loop diagram with the gluon exchange at the left 
vertex is given by
f  ^  Tr [ya (I -  p i ) n k n  (k -  p2) n (k -  p i )]
J  ( P l  -  l)2(k -  l)2P
The trace can be decomposed in the following way:
Tr [7ct (Z -  pi) n l ^ k n  (k -  p2) n ( k - p i )]
=  ... +  16(k ■ n  — n ■ p )2 (k ■ n — I ■ n +  n ■ p) I2
+16 (k ■ n — n ■ p) (k ■ n — I ■ n — n ■ p) k • n(px — I)2
+16 (k ■ n — n • p) (k • n (2/ • n — n ■ p) +  n ■ p(n  ■ p  — I ■ n)) (k — I)2
+ 8 (D — A)(k ■ n — n ■ p)2 (k ■ n — I ■ n ) l 2
+ 8(D — 4) (k ■ n — n ■ p) {k ■ n — / • ri)k ■ n(p\ — I)2
+ 8(D — 4) (k ■ n — n • p) (k ■ n (21 • n — n ■ p) — I • nn  ■ p) (k — I)2
where, again, dots denote the terms that do not contain factors /2, (px — Z)2, (k — I)2
canceling one of the propagators of the vertex correction subgraph. Integrating sin­
gular terms over I gives
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I  left9 = 8A(e)(fc • n -  n • p f  (k • n +  n ■ p) / ( (p i  -  k f f
— — n ■ p^j k ■ n / { k 2y
+ 8A(e) (A- • n - n - p ) (n • p)2/(p ? )e 
+4(7) -  4)A(e)(k ■ n -  n ■ p f / ( { p i  -  A)2)£
+4(77 — 4)i4(e) (k ■ n ~  n ■ p) (k ■ n f / ( k 2f  
—4(77 — 4)A(e) (k ■ n — n ■ p) (n  ■ p f  j (p2f  .





FIG. 22. Possible locations for self-energy corrections.
The self-energy insertion into a fermion line with momentum p gives the factor
As we have already established, the original triangle diagram is given by
f  dD,.X n P^‘2 ~ k^n ~~ -  f  dDk} ^ P ’n ~ n ' k)2 k^ ' n)
J  k2(pi -  k f ( p 2 -  k f  J  k2(pi -  k f ( p 2 -  k f
There are three two-loop diagrams containing self-energy parts. Compared to the 
one-loop triangle diagram, they have extra factors, which in 77 =  4 — 2e dimensions
+16A(e) (k • n — n • p)
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look like
Ai=)W(p - n -  n ■ k f  (k ■ n)
k2(Pl -  k f ( p 2 -  k f
/ { ( p . - k f f  .
a ! _\ ’ n ~ n ■ k f  (k ■ n)
VW 10/ 1 \2/ 1 \2/c2(pi -  k f ( p 2 -  A:)2
k2{pi -  k f ( p 2 -  k f
/ ( k 2f  .
4.4 SU M M A R Y  OF TER M S C O N TA IN IN G  U V -SIN G U L A R  
INTEG R A LS
Let us summarize results for contributions that contain ultraviolet-singular inte­
grals. As we have seen, the contributions containing ultraviolet divergent integrals 
may be written as the contribution of the one-loop triangle diagram multiplied by a 
factor specific for a particular 2-loop diagram. The UV-sensitive factors present in 
the vertex correction diagrams are given by
!top9 = S A ( £ ) ( k - n ~ n - p f ( k - n ) / ( ( p 2 - k f f  
+  8A(e)(k • n — n ■ p f k  • n/[(pi  — k f f  
+  4(D — 4)A(e)(k ■ n  — n • p f  (k ■ n) /  ((p2 — k f f  
+ 4 (D -  4 )A{e)(k ■n - n - p f ( k - n ) / ({Pl -  k f f  .
^Tght =  S A ( £ ) ( k - n - n - p f ( k - n  + n - p ) / ( ( p 2 - k f f
+ 8A(e) (k ■ n -  n ■ p) (n ■ p f  / (pf)6 
+  4(D -  4)A(e)(k - n - n -  p f / ( ( p 2 ~  k f f  
+  4(D — 4)A(e) {k ■ n — n ■ p) (k ■ n f  /  (k2f
— 4(D — 4)A(e) (k • n — n ■ p) (n ■ p f  / ( p l f  •
/,**l g = 8A(£)(k • n — n-  p f  (k ■ n + n- p) / ( (pi  — k f f
+ 1 6A(e) (k • n — n • p) ^ — n • p'j k • n j  (k2f
-I- 8A(e) (k ■ n — n • p) (n ■ p f  /  (p2f
+ 4(D — 4 )A(£)(k ■ n — n-  p f /  ((p x — k f f
+  4(D — 4)A{e) (k ■ n — n • p) (k • n f /  (k2f
— 4(D — 4)A(e) (k -n  — n ■ p) (n ■ p f /  ( p l f  .
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As we found above, the factors that appear in the self-energy correction diagrams 
are given by
51 =  — 16A(t)(A; ■ n — n ■ p f  (k ■ n)  /((p i — k f f  .
5 2 =  — 16A{e){k ■ n -  n ■ p f  (k ■ n) /( (p 2 -  k f f  ,
5 3 =  —16A(e)(k - n — n - p f  (k ■ n ) / { k 2f  ,
where index i in Si corresponds to numbering of self-energy insertions in Fig.22. 
Adding up all the factors listed above, we get
T  = 8 A{e)(k ■ n -  n ■ p f  {n ■ p) (((p! -  k f )  e + ((p2 -  k f )  £ )^
— 16A(e) (k ■ n — n ■ p) (k ■ n) (n ■ p) [k2) e
+ 8  A(e) (k - n - n - p ) (n ■ p f  ( ( p\)~£ +  (Pa)”*)
+  4(D — A)A(e){k ■ n — n • p f  (2 k ■ n — n ■ p) ({{jpi — k f )  £ +  ((p2 -  k f )
+  8 (D — 4)A(e) (k ■ n — n • p) (k • n f  (A:2) e
-  4 {D -  4)A(e) { k - n - n - p )  {n ■ p f  ((pa) " 5 +  (p?)” ' )  •
This result is proportional to the function A{e) that contains the pole 1/e. However, 
the factor D — 4 present in the last three lines, compensates this singularity, so these 
terms are finite. For this reason, one can substitute ((pi — k f ) ~ e, etc. in these terms 
by their e =  0 values, i.e., by 1. This gives for the sum of these regular terms
T re<> =4(D -  4)A(e) (k - n - n - p )
x [2 (k - n — n - p) {2 k - n — n ■ p) +  2 {k ■ n f  — 2 {n ■ p f  ]
=  24(£> — 4)A(e) {k - n — n - p f  {k ■ n) . (266)
The remaining, singular terms can be rewritten as
T sing =  8 A { e ) { k - n - n - p f { n - p ) [ { { p i - k f y £ + ({p2 - k f y £ - 2 (k2 y £)
+  8 A(e) (k ■ n -  n ■ p) {n ■ p f  ( { p l y 6 + (pl)~£ -  2 (k2 y 6^  ,
and one can see that the combinations ^((pi — k f )  6 +  ((p2 — k f )  £ — 2 (k2)~e'j
and ((p?)“£ +  (p2) E ~ 2  (k2) are proportional to  e for small e. As a result, these 
terms are also finite. In other words, the ultraviolet divergences of vertex corrections 
are canceled by the ultraviolet divergences of self-energy parts. Still, we need to 
calculate the finite parts of these contributions.
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4.5 C A L C U L A T IO N  O F U V -S E N S IT IV E  PA R T  O F  S P E C T R A L  
D E N S IT Y  
4.5.1 S E L F -E N E R G Y  IN S E R T IO N  O N  T H E  C E N T R A L  L IN E
Now we are going to calculate spectral densities for each particular self-energy 
insertion term.
We start with the term that contains the 1/ (k2)s factor, which corresponds to 
self-energy insertion on the bottom line (number 3 on the Figure 22). The basic 
integral is
\ 2/ iD ( p - n - n - k )  (k - n ) ( . m d - 4) / 2  , 2 „ 7 >d k H Pt -  k f  (p2 -  k f { k )  ■ (267)
Since the (k2)(D 4^ 2 factor resulted from a UV divergent diagram, we formally should 
take D = 4 — 2e. Consider first its scalar version
dPkI (k2)1+e(p1 -  k)2(p2 -  k)2 ' 
We will use the spectral representation
1 sin (7re) ds 1
(268)
(k2)1+£ 7T




9 n B{e) (270)
r 2 ( l  -  e)
^  “  r t b f c i  <271>
being finite for e =  0 . So, we need to deal with the integral
r  ds f  dDk [°° ds ^  2 2 ~ N x
Jo s ,+e j  (k2 -  S)(P1 -  k f ( P 2 ~  k)2 =  Jo 7 ^ T[P" P2' Q ' s) ’ (272)
where T(p\ ,p2, Q2, s) is a scalar triangle amplitude, in which the /c-propagator has a
mass y/s, and two other ones are massless. As such, T(pl,pl ,  Q2, s) may be written 
through a double dispersion representation
i  r o o  j  f o o  j
T{p I p I Q \ s ) = V2 - — ^ - o Pi (s u s2, Q 2, s ) (273)
w Jo S 1 ~  Pi Jo s 2 — P2
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with the double spectral density given by
P i(s i,s2,Q 2.s) = - ^  J  dDl5{l2 -  s)5{{px -  l)2)6{{p2 -  I)2) , (274)
where Si =  p\< s2 = p%, s = I2, Q2 = — {p\ — p2)2)- Hence, the spectral density for 
the original basic integral may be written as
As written, this integral has an infrared divergency for s =  0, which will appear 
as a pole 1/e. If one writes the spectral representation for l / ( k 2) l+e, this pole is 
compensated by the sin(7re) factor, and the result was regular. Furthermore, we 
know that ultraviolet divergences cancel in the sum of all contributions. To avoid 
working with explicit infrared divergences , let us take D = 4 +  2e, i.e. consider the 
representation
One-loop spectral density w ith  central m assive quark line.
Thus, in the calculation of this 2-loop spectral density we need the 1-loop integral
corresponding to the triangle diagram with the quark corresponding to the central 
line having nonzero y/s mass. So, we need to consider
(276)
Pi ( sus2, Q2, s) = ~ f  S((Pl -  l)2)S( ( P 2 -  l)2)5(l2 -  s)dDl (277)
Taking
Pi =  Pi +  — P2, P2 = Pi + — Pi, I = xPx + yP2 -+■ l±a a
we obtain
2“  J  dxdyd{ l2i) { l 21) £5{sl + s  -  {ya + xsi))
x8 (s2 + s — (xa + ys2)) 5(xya — s — l2±) .
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From the first delta-function we have
(1 -  x)si + sy  =  -------------------  .
cr
Substituting this result into the second delta-function, we obtain
x (  i S l «2 , i6 s2 +  s ------------ s2s/cr -  x ( a --------- ) ,\ a a >
which gives
S 2 +  S — S \ S 2 / ( J  — S 2s / ( J  S2(l — s l / cr) T S(1 ~~ s2 / cr) 
a - s i s 2 / a  o  S \ S 2 / ( j
Using this result in the expression for y  gives
_  gi(l ~ s2/a)  + s (  1 -  Sj/a)  
a  -  S\S2/cr
The third delta-function then gives .
Q2l \  = xyo -  s =  ------------------ (s2 +  sxs2 -  s(Q2 + s i +  s2)) .
(a -  s i s2/ a ) 2
Here we used that Q2 =  a(  1 — Si/cr)(l — s2fa)  . It is also easy to notice that 
s2 +  sxs2 — s(Q2 + Si +  s2) can be written as (s — 2i)(s — z2), with z i, z2 defined as
or
+  s2 +  Q2 /  ( S i  +  s2 T  Q2)2
z \,2  —  r  —  T  \   ~A----------------------------------------Si S2
z \  =  S \ s 2 / a  , z 2 =  a  . (279)
Hence,
l± = 7........ - ...7..t 2 (u  -  s )(^2 -  s) .
( a  -  s i s 2 / o ) 2
This combination is positive for s  <  z\ <  z 2 or for s  >  z 2 > z\. Only the region 
s < z\ < z2 corresponds to a physical situation. Taking the integrals with respect to 
y, x  and l \  and switching to MS convention gives
/ 5((P l - l ) 2) 6{ (p 2 - l ) 2)5( l2 - s ) d Dl (280)MS
ni 1 ( Q 2{zi - s ) { z 2 ~ s ) \
=  I  ( » - . , « , / » ) »  1 e{s < SlV<T) ’
where H = n/2.
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s-integral.
Now we can substitute this result in the s-integral for S3. As we discussed, the 
integration parameter s  should be smaller than z \  and z 2 [i.e.. Z \  =  S i s 2 / o \ .  As a 
result, we have the following integral over s:
zi
/ ^ _ ( 2 i _ s )*(22_ s)*
0
Zl z 1
= J  dss~~1+£ + J  dss~1+£ ( ( 2 1  -  s)e(z2 -  s)£ -  1)
0 0
zi
= — + J  dss~l+eeln{(zi — s)(z2 — s)]
0
Z\ Zl
= — + e J  dss~1+£ \n(z\z2) +  e J  dss~1+£ In {{1 — s/ Z\)(l — s/ z2)\
0 0
The first integral gives a pole 1/e  that is canceled by the £ factor in front of the 
integral. The second integral is finite, so we can ignore s£ factor there and obtain
Zl
z 6 f  d s
—  +  z f l n( z i z2) +  e /  —  In [(1 -  s / z i ) ( l  -  s / z 2)]
£  J  S
0
=  - + l n  z2 + 0(e ) .
£
The last integral is given by
J  y  In [(1 -  s/*i)(l -  s / z 2)\ =  - y  -  Li2 
0
but it is accompanied by the £ factor.
Spinor case.
In the spinor case, the basic integral is
r dDk (281)
J  (k2 -  $) (pi -  k) (p2 -  k)
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Neglecting terms odd in (k± ■ n±), we obtain
Cp - n - k ■ n)2(k ■ n) - > ( p  • n ) 2 ( A : , ,  • n y )  -  2 (p ■ n){(k{l • n y ) 2  +  (k± • n ± ) 2 )
+  ( A ' | |  • n y ) 3  +  3 ( A - j |  • n\i)(k± ■ n±)2
=  ( p - n -  fc|ln.|i)2(fc|| • n y )  +  (kx • n x ) 2 ( 3 A : | | • ny -  2  p ■ n) .
We will use
n  ^  x ( l - s i / a )  +  y ( l - s 2/ a ) ,  , n  ,
(* ' n) “  ----------1 -  s ts,/o>---------- (P ' ’l) -  (kl ■ '
and the values for x and y in the case when the central line has mass s:
« 2 ( 1  -  s i / o )  +  s ( l  -  s 2/ a )x =
y  =
a -  s i s2/<J 
«i(l -  s2/a)  + s(l  -  si /a)
o  -  s i s2/ a  
and also for
Q 2l \  = xycr - s  =   -r-rz (s2 +  s i s2 ~  s(Q2 +  si +  s2))(a -  SiS2/cr)2 "
Then
s2(l -  sx/a)2 +  Sj(l -  s2/ a ) 2 + 2sQ2/ o
( h ' n|l) = ---------------- ..(I -  w * 2)2----------------
The transverse combination (k±7i±)2 converts into
4V - W < 7 )*(21 -  S)(22 “  S) '
where
z\ = s \ s2/ o  , z2 = a . (282)
The basic s-integral
Z\
I  - »)‘
is then modified by a factor which is a polynomial in s, so the resulting integral can 
be taken as in the scalar case.
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4.5.2 SELF-ENERG Y INSERTIO NS IN TO  SIDE LINES
Now let us consider the contribution corresponding to self-energy insertion on the 
left line. It contains (in D =  4 — 2e dimensions) the extra factor ((pi — k f ) ~ s. The 
basic integral is
f  d D k  iP  ' 11 ~  U ' k ) 1  k  ' ” 1 9 8 T
J  /c2((pi -  k f ) x+e(p2 -  k f
We consider first its scalar version
f  d° kJ k^(Pl- k y y ^ ( P2- k y  ' (284)
Using the spectral representation
1 sin(7T£) f°° ds 1
(& :2 ) 1 + £  7r
we obtain the integral
ds f  dDk f°° ds
f    , ,
I  7 *  T T r . '  (285)
f°° *  i  d k r  d s  T - I 2 2 ^ 2  N
Jo  J V ( ( P l - k y - s ) ( K - k ) i - J 0 2 (P i-P 2 ’ «  ’s > (286)
where Ti(p\,p\,  Q2, s ) is a scalar triangle amplitude, in which now a sidewise, namely, 
(pi — A:)-propagator has a mass y/s, and two other ones are massless. As such it may 
be written through a double dispersion representation
T2{p I,P2, Q2, s) =  \  [  dSl 2 [  ^  2 p2{si,s2, Q 2,s)  (287)
n  J O  S1 P i  Jo s2 P 2
with the double spectral density given by
p2{si, s2, Q2, s) = ~  J  dDl S(l2)S((pi -  I f  -  s)S((p2 -  I f )  , (288)
where si =  p2 , s2 =  p2 , Q2 = —{pi — 7b)2- Hence, the spectral density for the 
original integral the basic integral may be written as
r0° /*00 dspoo p c
Jo Jo
p2(su s2, s , Q  ) . (289)
One-loop spectral density w ith  m assive quark on a side line.
Consider the integral
P2 ( s i , s 2, Q 2, s ) =  Js( (p1- l f - s ) S ( p 2- l fS{ l2)dDl




Pi — P i  H— P2 — P 2 H P i- I — xP\  + y p 2 T _^lcr cr
P ~ ^  J  d x d y d { l \ ) { I l f  8 (si - s  -  (ya + xs i) )S (s2 -  (xa +  ys2)) 8{xya -  l \ )
From the second delta-function we have
1 cry = 1 -  x — .
S2
Substituting this result into the first delta-function, we obtain
x (  0-20 I sj — s — a + x  xsi
\  «2
which gives
1 +  s / a  -  s i / a
x = s2--------------    .
a  -  sxs2/ a
Using this result in the expression for y  gives
=  g l(1 ~  s^ /a ) ~  g 
a - s i s 2/ a
The third delta-function then gives
l \  =  xya  =    S2 ( - s 2 +  s(2sj -  SiS2/ a  -  a) + Q2Si) .
{ a - s i s 2/ a f y •
Here we used that Q2 = a{l  — S!/er)(l — s2j a ) . It is also easy to find out that 
s2 — s(2«i — s i s2/ a  — a) — Q2si can be written as (s — z+)(s — Z - ) ,  with z+, z_ given 
by
z+ =  s j ( l  -  s2/a)  = si ®
a — Si 
z_ = sj — a .
Hence,
^  =  77r ! n \ ^ Z+ ~  ~~ *-) •(cr -  SiS2/a)2
Switching to D =  4 +  2e and taking the integrals with respect to x, y and l \  gives
P2 {si, s2, Q2, s) =  J  8 ((pi -  I)2 - 8 ) 8  ({p2 -  I)2) 8{l2) dDl 
-  ^  / sz(z+ ~ s )is ~  z- )
a -  SiS2jo  \  {a -  sis2 / a ) 2
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Since Z- is negative, the factor (2+ — s) should be positive, i.e.. integration parameter 
s should be smaller than z+. As a result, we have the following integral over s:
0
Its calculation is absolutely similar to that of the integral corresponding to the dia­
gram S 3 . The result is
— b ln(—2_) +  0(c)  =  — b ln(<r — si) +  0(c)  .
In case of the diagram S2, the result is
— b ln(—2_) +  O(c) =  — b ln(cr — S2) +  O(e) ,
£ £
where
2_ =  si — a.
Total contribution.
Thus, adding contributions corresponding to the combination
\(Pl- k f Y + ((p2- k ) y - 2 ( k j
we observe that the pole contributions will cancel, and finite parts will give the factor 
ln(2_5_ / z%) = In (Q2/a).
4.5.3 TR IA N G LE TIM ES “FISH ” D IA G R A M
Let us now consider the diagram resulting from cancellation of the gluon propa­
gator due to the (I — k)2 in the numerator. We start with the case when the original 
diagram was a right vertex correction. The amplitude for such a configuration is 
given by
Ti(p2v p2,q2) = (pl)eTo(p\,pl,q2) , (290)
where To(pf,pl, q2) is the amplitude for the one-loop triangle diagram, and the factor 
(P2 Y comes from the “fish” subdiagram that appears after the gluon line is contracted 
into point. There are two possible type of cuts.
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Q
P i - k
Pi
FIG. 23. Triangle times right uncut “fish” diagram.
dPl
12{P2 -  I f
(291)
Right cut going through the triangle
In this case (see Fig. 23 ) we deal with the integral
J  dDkS(k2)s((Pl -  k f m P2 -  k f )  J
The A;-integral gives the one-loop spectral density
, ^ 2  ^ {sls2Q2/ \ yPo{si, s2,Q  ) =  — ------------—  ,
16(cr -  S\S2/a)
while the /-integral corresponds to the “fish” diagram calculated for timelike virtu- 
ality pi =  s2, and is given (in D = 4 — 2e dimensions) by
A{e) j4(e)s.—e2 cos(7re) +  i sin(7re)( - s 2 -  i e f
Thus, the total contribution of this configuration is given by
A(e)p0s cos(7T£) +  ?sin(7re)
(292)
(293)
Its real part contains the pole term A(e)p0, while the imaginary part
A(e)p0S2 £ sin(7Te) (294)
is finite.
Similarly, the diagram with the “fish” subgraph attached to the pj-line gives
A(e)po8x' cos(7re) +  i sin(7re) (295)
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Spinor case In the spinor ease, “triangle times fish'' diagrams are accompanied 
by (p ■ n)2(p-n  — k • n) factor. Since it is linear in (k ■ n), the transverse part of (k • n) 
does not contribute, and we should consider the factor [p • n — (fry • ny)]. In Sudakov 
variables, we have for the factors involved in the triangle spectral density
n   ^ s2{ \ - s j a ) 2 + s x{ \ - s 2l(r)2
<*>' ” l) = --------- ; ( i  -  --------- {p ' n ) '
so, the extra factor is
s2(l -  s i / a ) 2 +  s i ( l  -  s2/ a ) 2
1 -  (*|| • ny)/(p • n) = 1 <r(l -  S i S 2 / o 2 ) 2
- kPi
P2
FIG. 24. Triangle times right cut “fish” diagram.
Right cut going through the “fish” subgraph.
Now we should deal with
/ d°k I,Dl 8(k2)S((pi k )2) 1 jDl xn2\xff^ 1(P2 -  k)2 dPl S(l2)5((p2 -  I)2) .
The /-integral is the imaginary part of the “fish” diagram Fig. 24, i.e.,
A(e)
Im
s2 -  ie)£
=s2£A(e) Im cos(7re) i sin(rre)
= s2eA(£) sin(7re) . 
Now let us consider the remaining integral





over k. For consistency with the "fish" part, we will take D =  4 — 2s. Introducing 
Sudakov variables
Pi = Pi + — Pi- Pi =  Pi H— -Pi- k — xP\  + yPi  +  k± , a a
where
(si +  S2 +  Q 2) \ J  («1 +  S i  +  Q 2) 2 — 4SiS2 
°  =  2 +  2  '
we can write the integral as
~ &D- 2 J  dxdy{k\)~edk\5({ \  -  x) s l -  ya)S(xyo -  k2±) — _  ^  _ ^ ~ ^ 2 _  ie ■
(299)
The first delta-function gives
y = (1 -  x) — , (300)a
a n d  t h e n  t h e  s e c o n d  d e l t a - f u n c t i o n  g i v e s
k \  =  x ( l  —  a : ) s i  .  ( 3 0 1 )
T a k i n g  i n t e g r a l s  o v e r  y a n d  k']_ g i v e s
7 ^ 0 - 2 /  dx (x( l  -  x ) s l )~£ —------------- — — —  ------------— ------- .  ( 3 0 2 )
4  Jo x ( c r - s - i s 2/ a ) - s 2 ( l - s 1/ c r ) - i e
N o t e  t h a t  f o r  l a r g e  Q 2 ( i . e . ,  f o r  l a r g e  a  ~  Q 2 ) ,  i t  c a n  b e  w r i t t e n  i n  t h e  “ p a r t o n ”
f o r m :
®4( s i , s 2, Q 2)\q 2 ^ SuS2=  [  ^ ~ d x ,  ( 3 0 3 )
Jo
w h e r e
ip(x)  ~  ( x ( l  —  x ) s i ) ~ e  ( 3 0 4 )
i s  t h e  i n i t i a l  s t a t e  d i s t r i b u t i o n  a m p l i t u d e  a n d  x Q 2  i s  t h e  v i r t u a l i t y  o f  t h e  o f f - s h e l l  
q u a r k  l i n e .  U s i n g  t h e  e x a c t  e x p r e s s i o n
~ { P 2 ~  k ) 2 - i e  =  x(cr  -  - ^ )  -  s 2  ( l  -  — )  -  f e
<7 V (7 /
f o r  t h e  q u a r k  v i r t u a l i t y ,  w e  s e e  t h a t  i t  i s  n o t  p o s i t i v e  d e f i n i t e ,  a n d  t h a t  i s  w h y  w e
k e e p  t h e  e x p l i c i t  ie r e g u l a r i z a t i o n  i n  t h i s  f a c t o r .
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Restoring the dimensional regularization scale p  under the integral, we have 
1,1 ( x ( l - x ) s i  / n 2y e (si / f i2)~EIJo x




I/0 x ( a - ^ ) - s 2 ( l - * ) - i e  





a -  s xs2/ a In
*'2
Po{Sh S2, Q2) In
s2(l -  S \ / a )
o -  s2
+  t7T
+  m
+  0 ( e )
ks2(l -
The imaginary part of the leading term of this expression has the structure
7T Po(Sl) s2j Q2) ? 
and it cancels the imaginary part of the leading term




of the configuration with the right cut going through the triangle subgraph considered 
above.
The second integral in Eq. (305) gives dilogarithms:
a -  s xs2/ a
Lio S \ S 2/<T
S2(l -  s i /a)
Lio a  — S \ s 2 j  <j  
o  -  s 2
(309)
but it is 0(e)  in magnitude.
S p inor case In the spinor case, “triangle times fish” diagrams are accompanied 
by (p ■ n)2(p ■ n — k ■ n) factor, i.e., we should deal with the integral
S(k2)S((Pl -  k f )
/■d k ((p ■ n) — (k • n)) (p2 -  k )2 +  ie (310)
over k. In Sudakov variables, we have
( t n )  =  x ( i - v ^ ( i - ^ ) ( p . „ ) _ (<,i . n i )
Since it is linear in (k - n ), the transverse part of (k ■ n) does not contribute, and we 
should consider only the factor (p ■ n — (k\\ ■ ny)) in the integral, which gives
oQ.d- 2  J  dxdy{k2L)^Edk\8{{l  — x)«i — ya)S(xya  — k \ )
[x(l -  8x!a) +  y( 1 -  s2j a ) / 1 -  s xs2/ a 2}x
xa -  (1 -  y)s2 -  ie (311)
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T h e  f i r s t  d e l t a - f u n c t i o n  g i v e s
y = (  l - x ) — , ( 3 1 2 )
a
a n d  t h e n  t h e  s e c o n d  d e l t a - f u n c t i o n  g i v e s
k \  =  x ( l  -  x)si  ,  ( 3 1 3 )
s o  w e  s h o u l d  d e a l  w i t h  t h e  i n t e g r a l
1 f 1 x ia2 ~~ +  S1S2 ) +  5i(g — S2) ,  .  .
1 - W W o  x ( < r - * * ) - 8 2 ( l - * ) - i e  ’ 1 j
w h i c h  c a n  b e  t a k e n  i n  l o g a r i t h m s .
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C H A PT E R  5
TO P-VERTEX CORRECTION: R ED U C ED  DIAG RA M S
The three 2-loop diagrams with the vertex corrections, Fig.25, contain also UV finite 
contributions. These diagrams describe corrections to, correspondingly, top, right 
and left vertex. The latter two can be obtained from one another by p\ p2 
interchange. So, basically, we should consider two diagrams: the diagram with the 
top correction (the gluon line in this case is horizontal), and the diagram with right 
(or left) vertex correction (the gluon line in this case is vertical).
5.1 TO P V E R TEX  CO RRECTIO N
In the scalar case, the top vertex correction diagram corresponds to the integral
(315)
(definition of integration momenta is illustrated on the figure below).
Pi P2
FIG. 25. Two-loop diagram with top vertex correction.
There are three cuts possible for this diagram (see Fig. 26). As we have seen, the
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pi - 1 pi  - 1
P i - kP i - k P i - k
Pi Pi Pi
FIG. 26. Cuts 1, 2, 3 (from left to right) for top-vertex correction diagram
trace factor for this diagram can be decomposed in the sum of 7 terms. 
T ^ 2 (to p )  |d =4 + 3 2  (A: • n — n ■p)(l- n — n ■ P) k ■ n(k - -I)2 ( 3 1 6 )
+ 1 6  (A; ■ n — n ■P) (k ■ n — I ■ n ) k • n(pi - I f ( 3 1 7 )
+ 1 6  (A; • n — n •P) {k ■ n — I • n ) k ■ n(p2 - I ) 2 ( 3 1 8 )
—1 6  (A; • n - I - n) (I- n — n ’ p ) k  ■n (pi -- k f ( 3 1 9 )
— 1 6  (A: ■ n - I - n ) (/• n — n ■p)k- n(p2 -- k f ( 3 2 0 )
— 1 6 ( A: • n -  n ■ pf k - n (pi ~-P2 ) 2 ( 3 2 1 )
—1 6 ( Z  • n -- n ■p f k - n(pi - P2 ) 2 ( 3 2 2 )
Three of them contain factors canceling one of the propagators of the /-integral: 
(/ — k)2, (pi — Z)2, (p2 — I f .  These terms are UV-divergent, and have been considered
earlier. Two other terms contain factors (pi — k)2 or (p2 — k)2 canceling one of the
propagators of the A>integral. In particular, the term containing (p\ — k)2 factor 
contracts into point the left quark propagator of the lower block.
In scalar case, the resulting integral corresponds to left diagram of Fig. 27, and 
is given by
f  d° k f  d° l fOOON
J  k \ p 2 - k y  J  ( P l  - m -  k y ( p 2 - I f  { ]
The term containing (p2 — k)2 factor contracts into point the right quark propagator 
of the lower block. In scalar case, the resulting integral corresponds to right diagram 
of Fig. 27, and is given by
f  d° k f  d° l f™1l




p i  - 1
- kPi
Pi  -  I
P2 - 1
P i
FIG. 27. Left and right reduced diagrams (cut 1 is shown).
Each of these diagrams can be cut in two ways. On figures above, we show “Cut 
1” in which the uncut propagator belongs to the upper, I-loop. This cut corresponds 
to Cut 2 for the original unreduced diagram. There is another possibility, “Cut 2” , 
shown for the case of the diagram with (px — k) line contracted. In this case, the 
uncut propagator belongs to the lower, k-loop. This cut corresponds to Cut 3 for 
the original unreduced diagram. Cut 1 for the original unreduced diagram produces 
vanishing contributions for reduced diagrams.
q
P2 -  I
P i  - 1
- kPi
FIG. 28. Cut 2 for the left reduced diagram.
When the right reduced diagram results from the top vertex correction diagram, 
the term containing (px — k )2 factor, tha t contracts into point the left quark propa­
gator of the lower block, is accompanied by the factor
— 16 (k ■ n — I • n) (I ■ n — n ■ p) k • n .
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The resulting integral is given by (see Fig. 5.1)
J dDkd(k2)S ((p2 -  k )2) (k ■ n)
/ > ,  m - k m ^ - m {k n _ l n)[l  n _ n p) (325)
J \P2 -  ‘j
This reduced diagram may also follow from the diagram with right gluon insertion 
(see Fig. ), which contains the term
— 16 (k • n — n • p) (k ■ n — I ■ n — n ■ p) (I ■ n ~ n ■ p) k2 (326)
containing the factor k2 canceling the k-propagator. The resulting integral, however, 
differs by relabeling I k from the reduced diagram obtained from the top-gluon 
diagram. Changing I e* k gives the numerator factor
— 16 (I • n — n • p) (I • n — k ■ n — n ■ p) (k ■ n — n • p) . (327) 
Thus, the total numerator factor for this reduced diagram is
+16 (n ■ p) (I ■ n — n ■ p)2 , (328)
which looks essentially simpler than the original factors. In particular, the combined 
factor does not depend on the integration momentum k.
5.2 L E F T /R IG H T  R E D U C E D  DIAG RAM S: C U T 1
5.2.1 U P P E R  IN TEG R A L (O V ER  L).
The integral over k
J  dDk8(k2)S ((/>2 ~  k)2) S((l — k )2) (329)
corresponds to scalar spectral density for the triangle with external momenta I, P2 
and (p2 — I). As we know, it is a rather complicated function of the invariants I2, p2 
and (p2 — I)2, which is difficult to integrate further over I. So, it makes sense to start 
with the /-integral
[ M  (330)
J (P2 ~  0
and make the shift / —» I + k  there, which gives
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9
P i -  I
Pi
FIG. 29. Cut 1 for right reduced diagram
/
d D{ S{l2)S({pi  J ? )  {{p . n )  _  . u ) ) 2 ) (331)
(p2 ~  I)2
where p i  =  P i  — k and p 2 = P2 ~  k. For the right reduced diagram one gets
/ d ° i  6 ( P ) S ( f a  ^ I f )  a p . n ) _ ( l . „ ))2 (332)
/
Scalar case.
Consider the scalar version
dD,HQ M ! > ,  ,333)
ip i -  0
of the /-integral for the right reduced diagram. In general, it is a function of virtu- 
alities of the external lines of the upper triangle, i.e. p \ , p\ and (pi — p2)2 =  q2 [in 
our case, q2 = q2 =  (pi — p2)2]- However, (pi — k )2 =  p\  =  0 in this case, so it is a 
function of the photon virtuality q2 and the invariant p\.
Let us consider the generic function
F { P u  P 2 )  =  /  d ° lI JD] t o *  -  i m i 2)(pi - 1)2 (334)v f=o
where p\ =  s2 [= (p2 — k)2 in our case] and p\  =  (pi — k )2 =  0 (denoted by a cross 
on the pi leg). Take
Pi = Pi, P2 = P2 + — Pl, I = xPi +  yP2 +  l± .a
Note that from (pi — p2)2 =  q2 it follows that
a = s2 — q2 . (335)
Thus, we obtain
I2 = xya  — l \ ,  (pi -  I)2 =  - ( 1  -  x)ya  -  l \ ,  ( p 2 -  I)2 = (1 -  y)(s2
For the integrand, using 12 =  0, p\  =  0, p2 = s2 we obtain
( P i  -  I)2 =  - y o  , (P2 -  l)2 = - x a  +  (1 -  y)s2 ,
which gives
F(Puih)  =  T ^ n -2 I dxdyd( l2L)(l2L)£-^— 5(s2( l - y ) - x a ) ) 6 ( x y a  
4 J - y o
From the first delta-function we have
( i  -  y ) s 2x  = ---- -— — .a
The second delta-function then gives
l \  = xya = y( 1 -  y)s2 .
Taking the integrals with respect to x  and l \  gives
Fi pu f c )  =  J
p\=0- 1 tP i - i )2
=  n  f  ( y(  1 -  y ) s 2y  
Jo - y o
=  7/ 1 £l r2(l + £ )
§2 — q2 e  r ( l  -I- 2 e )
where, with the MS convention, H  =  ir/2.
9
Pi -  I P2 -  I
FIG. 30. Subgraph corresponding to function F(pi ,p2).
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S pinor case.
The /-integral in spinor case is given by
/ dUl ( P i  -  0 s ( (p-n)  -  (l - n ) Y (338)p \ = o
  H T -Im m o u rn  m o x r  c n K c t i f n f o  ( m. __ 7^2where, again pi = p\ — k, p2 = p2 — k. and pf = 0. Hence, we ay substitute (pi — /) 
in the denominator by [—2(pi ■ /)].
L inear te rm . Consider first the term linear in I ■ n. The /-integral is then
,d , S(i2)S ((P2 “  0 2)/ du l ( / ' n ) (339)( P i  ~  0 2
(for brevity, we will skip sometimes indication that pf — 0). It can be obtained from 
the generic integral
fa(pi,p2) = J dDlS (P) S( ( P2- l ) 2)( P i  -  I ) 2
(340)
The coefficients I i , I 2 are functions of invariants pf, p\ and (pi — p2)2. In our case, 
pf =  0 and (pi —p2)2 =  — Q2. Also (pi ■ n) =  (p2-n) =  (p-n) = (p-n) — (k-n).  Thus,
/ ]Dl6(F)5((p2 - l f )  ( P i  ~  I ) 2dDl (I - n) = (p-n) ( l i  + / 2) . (341)
The scalar functions A, I2 can be found from the convolutions (p\ ■ I)  and (p2 • I):
h  = (Pi-I) / (Pi-P2) , (342)
and
(P2 • I) ~  (Pi • I )h l i P l  -P2) / ( P i  ■ P 2 )  -
In our case, (pi ■ p2) =  (s2 — q2) / 2. Now,
n  r JD, s ( p ) H ( p 2 - i ) 2) ,=
) = j  (?. - 1? <p2 ■ 0 Pi?=0
^ F ( p i , p 2) ,
where




p \ = 0
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is the basic scalar integral.
F(h-P2) =  - n  ^  r!.(1 V I  • (346)s2 -  q £ r ( i  +  2s)
Also,
(Pi - I ) = J  dDl ~l)l)2) (Vi-l) = - \ J  dDlS(l2)S ((p2 -  I f )  , (347)
where
(348)
is the imaginary part of the “fish” diagram. Thus, the linear term
j  {pi  -  i y
°  ~ n  m + V o  g( l + 2e) -  ^  + 1 - j 2) ) • n) ■ (349)
Bilinear term .
r » ( P u n )  =  j d Di m ^ i h ~ l)2)
=  Img°S +  /nfifPi + f e p ??2 + Jl2 (ffP 2 + ????) ■ (350)
For our case we need
/  d° l S{l2^p[iP!i)2 /)2) (Z • n )2 =  (7n  +  722 +  2712) (P ■ n f  (351)
To find Iij values the integral I aj3 (pi ,p 2) is convoluted with gap, p2ap2 0 , Piafha-, and 
PiaPi/3 to give following set of equations
0 — 4/oo +  I22P2 +  2/12 (pi ■ P2) 
I'*13 p2ap20 — I00P2 +  h  i (Pi ■ P2)2 +  122 (,P2) +  2/ i2 (Pi ' P2) p\  
I ^ P laP20 =  IoO (Pi ■ P2) + 122 (Pi ■ P2) P\ + I\2 (Pi ■ P2)2
I a0PiaPi0 =  I22 (Pi • P2)2 (352)
Thus, considering (pi -p 2) =  (s2 — q2) / 2 desired coefficients add up
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Il\  +  I22 +  2 / l2  —— ZZ72 { I a!3p2aP23 +  ‘ZIaSplap23 ( 2  —- ---
( s i  -  q2) I V s i ~  q2 J
+ I a0PlaPl3 ( l  +  } ' (353)
where
j a d  ~ ~ — ^2 f  1D 1 & { l 2 ) $  { { p 2  — O 2) roe. dx
I  P2aP2f) = j j d l  { —J i y   (354)
I a9p IC.P20 = - J  J  d ° l S ( l 2)5 {{p2 -  I)2) (355)
I a9PlaPl0 = \ J  dDlS(l2)S ((p2 -  I f )  (py -  I)2 (356)
and the base integrals are
- -  057)J  { P i - l )  T(1 +  2 e )  £  s 2 - q 2
L2 = J  dDl S( f )6( (p2 - l f )  =  + n  g i ± |  ^  (358)
L, = J  dDl 5(P)6 ((p2 -  I f )  (p, -  I f  = -  H ^  (359)
Finally the bilinear integral will be
/ ^ ( ? g y V ">’
_  7 / r2(1 +  e) 1 ^ ( 2 s 2 + e ( q 4 - 4 q 2 h ^ § 2 ) )  , 2  ,„6(n
~  ^  r(l +  20  £(1 +  2e) 2 ( s 2 -  *  n) ' <360)
Combining results for linear and bilinear terms, we obtain 
H t ' W f a  -  i f  )
=  _ W  r 2 ( l  +  e) 1
r ( l  +  2e) e(l +  2e) {§2 — q2)3
P'i=o
e
-q2 * 2  + - ( q 4 + s2) {p- n) 2 . (361)
The integral we need is
6(l2)6((p2 - 1)2)
=  _ 7V r2(! +  g) 4  (P • n)
r ( l  +  2 e )  e ( l  +  2 e )  s 2 — q2
pf=o
2 1 (2<j2 -  s2) s2 ( 3  q2s2
e ( « 2 - 7 2)2 V2 (s2 ~ q 2)2
(362)
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5.2.2 LOW ER IN TEG RA L (O VER K) .
Let us consider now the lower integral in the case of the right reduced diagram.
P i - 1
P2 - 1
P i  ~ k \
P i P2
FIG. 31. Cut 1 for right reduced diagram
Scalar case.
The resulting A;-integral in scalar case is
f  jD, $(k2)S{si -  2(p! ■ k))[s2 -  2(p2 ■ k)}£
= J d k  0 » +  ^ - 2 fe .fc )------------ ' (363)
Note that (p2 — k) is a sum of two momenta (p2 — I) and (I — k ) from the /-integral. 
They both are light-like and belong to the upper light cone. Hence, (p2 — k)2 ^  0. 
Using k2 = 0, we may write
/ d kDk S(k2)6((pi -  k)2)[{p2 -  k)2)e
S(k2)6(si -  2(pi ■ k))[s2 -  2(p2 • k)}£
['Q2 + (P2 -  k)2]
J  [Q2 + s2 -  2(p2 ■ k)]
Introducing again the Sudakov variables
Pi =  Pi H Pi, Pi = Pi 3---- P\, k = xP\  +  yP2 +  k±a a
we write the integral as
1 _r> f  ^ ^ . n „ 2 i e j , „ i S ((1 - x )s i - y a ) S( x y v - k 2jL) ( ( l - y ) s 2 - X ( T y
r n D. 2 J  d z d y ( k ± ) dk± ------------------------------ Q 2  +  ( 1 - _ y ) s i _ x a ------------------------------- ' (365)
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Q
P i - k
FIG. 32. Structure of fc-integral.
Taking integrals over y and k \  gives
l o  r  -  ^) g i ) £ M l  -  si /a) -  xo(  1 -  s ^ / o 2)]' dx 
4 D- 2Jo Q2 +  s2(l -  Si/a) -  xa( l  -  s ^ / o 2) ’ ^
The upper limit of integration
S2 1 - S j / c r  /oi?r?x
XQ =  7 o V367
a  1 -  s i S 2 / < J 2
is determined from the requirement (p2 — k)2 ^  0. It is convenient to rewrite the 
integral in terms of xq:
S\e r  ( x ( l - x ) ) £ ( x p - x ) £ dx
(a -  s xs2/^ ) 1_£ Jo Q 2 1 {o -  8 1 8 2 / 0 ) + x Q- x  ‘
Rescaling x  =  xqz, we obtain the integral
S ie(<T -  S i52/cr) l+ex l £ [  d z
Jo
(369)
1 -  2 +  Q2/[s2{l -  S1 / 0 )]
The integral is regular for e = 0, and should be calculated up to linear terms in s. 
The result is ln(l +  s2(l — s i / a ) / Q 2) plus e times combination of Li2 functions. 
Consider the integral
2£(1 — 2)£(1 — X(jZ)£Jo dz - 1 — 2 + Zq
with
*  *  1
0 s2(l -  8 l / o )  s 2
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the series expansion of the numerator
z£( 1 -  z)£( 1 -  x0z)£ =  1 +  £ (In (1 -  x 0z) +  ln(l -  z) +  ln(^)) +  O (e2) ... 
results in what follows:
r l d y ( i - z y ( i - Xoz y  
J o  1 — z + z0
=  f  dz-   -------+  e /
J O  1 — 2 +  2Q J o
1 In 2 +  ln( 1 — z) +  In (1 — xqz)
In 1[>






1 - 2  +  20
(370)
+  0 ( e 2) (371)
a
si
+  Lio S2a — s2
’S2' -  In 1 -
a
In
' i  —  s z  ‘a
L a  J 5U 1 -  L fj 2 J }
+  0 ( e 2) (372)
Note that, since a > s x and a > s2, ln[l — cr/si] has imaginary term. Other imaginary 
terms come from
Lio





Li2(2 ) =  —— Li2( l / 2 ) — -  In (z) — Z7r ln(jz) for 2 > 1 (373)
one finds that all imaginary terms add up to give zero and the integration gives
f 1 d z z t ( 1 ~  z Y ( l  ~  x oz Y 
Jo 1 — 2 +  20
In 1 £2 
a  J
+ e | 2 ln
a 2
- I n — -  1 In
a ( a  -  s 2 )
_s i. + i a 1 -  s xs2 _
- - I n
2
a 2 -  s xs2 2
+  Li2 ’s i ‘ — Li2
'si (a -  s2y
Si (a -  s2)_ . a . a2 -  s is2 _
+  0 ( e 2) . (374)
Spinor case. We should take the result of the /-integration in the spinor case 
and use





n  s x/ a ) + y { \ - s 2/o)  t x
<*" ' "»> = ----------1 -  Sis2/ a 2--------(P ' ">
y = (1 -  x ) s i / a
k \  =  x (l — x)si .
Then one should proceed as in the one-loop case.
5.3 L E F T /R IG H T  R E D U C ED  DIAG RAM S: C U T 2
5.3.1 K  A N D  L IN TEG R A LS IN SCALA R  CASE
The Cut 2 for the left reduced diagram corresponds, in scalar case, to the integral
J  dDl S ( ( p i  -  l f )S({pi  -  ()2) I  dDk S { k 2 ^ ^ ) 2 )  • (375)
In this case, the uncut line belongs to the lower, A’-integral
f  S(k2)S ((I -  k)2) , .
} d k  f a - V  ■ (376)
which is given by the function F(l,p)  considered above:
F(l p) — H __ -__ — ^  ^  +  (377)n k P )  e r (1  +  2 e ) ’ ^
where s = I2.
Now we can write the original integral as
J dDl 6{(Pl -  l)2)5((p2 -  I)2) F ( - p l  = - s 2,12 = s)
= J  ds F { - s 2, s) J  dDl 6({jpi -  l)2)6{{p2 -  1)2)6{s -  I2)






Pi -  I
- kPi
FIG. 33. Cut 2 for the left reduced diagram.
corresponds to the spectral density for a triangle diagram in which /-line has mass 
y/s. This function was calculated earlier. Thus, the original scalar integral may be 
represented as
n  P  i s - ! — s-  r2 (1  +  e) 1 ( W * - * ) ( * - * ) ) ‘ l s m
Jo S2 - S c r ( l  +  2 £ ) J - w d  ( a - s ^ / a f  )  ' ^
Similarly, the integral corresponding to the right reduced diagram (when (p2 — k) 
line is contracted into point) is given by
1 . (QJZl- a)(f - s)Y . (381)J0 Si -  s e T(1 +  2e) a -  SiS2/(J \  (a -  s i s2/a)2 J
5.3.2 5-IN T EG R A L IN  SCALAR CASE
Since si > Z\ and s2 > as far as Q2 > 0, the integrals over s are finite. 
They should be calculated up to terms linear in e. Let us consider first the integral 
related to the left reduced diagram. Omitting the factors that do not depend on the 
integration variable s and rescaling s =  Z\y, we get the integral
J0 dy y£ (1 ~  y){1 ~ ZlV,Z2))e ' (-3 8 2 ^
Its s°-part is given by (s i/z i) ln ( l  — zi /si ) ,  and e-part by Spence functions, which 
result from the e expansion of the integrand. Explicit calculation gives
Thus, for the left reduced diagram we have
f Zl d s  — L -  -  r ^ 1  +  £ )  1  ( Q 2(z i - s ) ( z2 - s ) Y
J q s 2 -  s  £ r ( l  +  2e) a -  s i s 2/ a  \  (o - s i s 2j o )2 )
i r 2(l +  e) (Q2Y 
e T (1 +  2e) ( a -  *&)  1+2e 1 *~2'
x  I  — \ n ( l  — — ^  —  e  I n  f l  -  ^  i n  f f L Z i A
I V 3 2 /  V z 2 j  \ S 2 - z2J
Similarly, for the right reduced diagram (when the p2 — k line is contracted), the
s-integral is calculated as
\  Z2 J  \ S i - Z 2 J
■ £ ( L i2( s ) " L i 2 ( “ ^ ) )
+  e ( h i 2 (  - L i 2 ,
V V S1 - Z 2 J  \ S l - Z 2J J
and the result is
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r  ds  —  ^  f 2 (1 + g ) 1 ( Q 2^  1 -  * ) ( * 2  -  8)
Jo s i -  S  £ r ( l  +  2 e) a  -  s xs 2/(7 V
(*?*)
S — 2 £ — S1 S / 0  (a  ~  <^ 1^ 2 / c r ) 2 
i r 2( i  +  6) (Q2Y
e r  (1 +  2e) ( < r - ^ f ) l + 2 f
s \ /  \  ~2 /  \S i — ~2
e  (  Li 2 (  —  )  —  Li 2 ( --------------------- —
Sl /  \  Si — Z \
+e ( u 2 ( ------— )  - L i 2
\  \  S1 - Z 2 J \ S 1 - Z 2 ,
These expressions can be simplified by using z\ =  Sis2/ a  and z2 = cr.
5.3.3 if-IN T E G R A L  IN  SPIN O R  CASE
In the spinor case, we have an extra factor
[—16 (k • n — I ■ n) (I • n — n ■ p) k ■ n] , 
i.e., (omitting the numerical factor) we should deal with the integral
y > ,
x [(fc • n — I ■ n) (I ■ n — n ■ p) k • n]
- f # i
x [(fc • n )2 — (k ■ n)(l ■ n)\ (I • n — n ■ p) . (383)
Linear term .
Consider first the term linear in k • n. The £:-integral is then 
It can be obtained from the generic integral
r ( p 2, i ) =  J dL’k ....^  S(k2) S W - k f )  L„
( P 2 -  k ) 2
T 1 \ 2 \  1 lot T 2 /2p %h ( p 2i 1 > ( P 2  -  0  )  +  \  ( P 2  -  0  )  • ( 3 8 5 )
Then
2-2 \ x 111 _  l,\2[ jD, S(k2)S ((I -  k)2) n  , , „  , „  , r
J  -----( P 2 ~ k )2----  ’ = ' ’ '
The scalar functions I\, J2 can be found from the convolutions (p2 ■ I)  and (I
h ( s 2,s) = [ - s { p 2 • I)  +  (p2 ■ I)(I ■ Z ) ] / [ ( P 2 • I)2 -  SS2] ,
and
h (s2, s) =  \{p2 ■ l)(p2 ■ I) -  s(l ■ I)]/[{p2 ■ I f  ~ ss2] •
In our case, (p2 — I)2 = 0, and p% =  s2, 12 =  s. Hence, (p2 ■ I) = (s + s2) / 2. 
(p2 — I)2 = 0, we obtain
! / [ ( P a  • D 2 -  s s 2] =  4 / ( s 2  -  s ) 2  .
Now,
I (s2, s ) - i  J  dDk5(k2) 6 ( ( l - k ) 2) ,=  £2 
2
where
7 ( 3 2 , s) =  j  dv k,D, S(k2) 6 ( ( l - k ) 2) (p2 -  A:)2
is the basic scalar integral related to the F  function: I ( s2, s) =  F ( —s2, s),
#2 — s £ r ( i  +  2e)
and the second integral is the imaginary part of the “fish” diagram: 
Calculation o f cut “fish” diagram. The one-loop integral
p(s) =  J  dDkS( k2) S {(I — k)2)
can be calculated using Sudakov parametrization
g
















with q2 = 0, a =  2(P ■ q), which gives
8 (A2) (5 ((/ — A’)2) =  <5 (xycr — A2 ) <5 (ycr — (1 — x)s) .
Changing dDk into Sudakov variables results in
p(s) = — J  d2+2tk±dx dy S (xya  — A2) 8(ya — (1 — x)s) .
Integrating over d2+2ekj_ = f2D_2(A2 )fd(A2 )d<p/(4n) gives
p(s) = CtD- 2 j  J  dxdy  (xyaY6(y<T -  (1 -  x)s) . (396)
The delta-function gives ya = (1 — x)s,  and we get
(397)
One can also easily obtain that
( ! ■ / ) =  J d Dk S^ ^ ~ y )2) ( * ■ ! ) - .  ( 3 9 8 )
Hence integral linear in (A • n) will be
O, r 2(l +  e) 1
T(1 +  2e) e(l +  2e) (s2 — s)3 
x {s2(l ■ n) (3s +  s2) — s(n ■ p) (s +  3s2)
- e  (4s(n -p)(s  + s2) -  (I ■ n) (s2 +  6ss2 +  s2)) } . (399)
Bilinear term .
For the term bilinear in (A • n), one should start from the generic integral
J  (.P2 ~  k)2
=  g a0I o +  n 0 I u  +  (p%l0 +  lap%)  / i 2  +  p aA h 2  (400)
[where I -functions have p2, {p2~ l ) 2 and I2 as their arguments], and extract the scalar 
functions from the relevant convolutions. Let us define the following integrals as A\,
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A 2 and A3:
A l S f M ^ i - m = H g g g s _ L _  (401)
J  \ P 2 k )  r ( l  +  2 £ ) 8 S2 — S
A 2 .  j  a ° k  6 ( ^ ) 6  ((, -  *)») _  H  ^  (402)
A , .  J  < m (^ -  ((I -  k f )  ( *  ~  k f  -  «  (403)
Calculation o f A3. The integrals Ai .A2 have been calculated earlier. The
integral As can be calculated using the Sudakov parametrization
I = P  + , P2 =  I + q =  P  +  ( l  + q , & =  x P  4- yq 4- k± , ( 4 0 4 )
with q2 = 0 ,  E =  2(P ■ q) = 2{p2 ■ q) =  s2 — s (on the last step, we used that
s = (P2 ~ q) 2 = s2 -  2{p2 ■ q) ). Then
(p2 -  k )2 =[q + ( l -  k ) } 2 = 2 (q • I) -  2 (q ■ k)
=  E — xE =  (1 — x)E =  (1 — x)(s2 — s) . ( 4 0 5 )
As a result,
A ,(S, S2) = f iD- 2 j ( * 2 - S) ^  d x x ‘( 1 -  g )1*' =  W rtlV V e) 1 +  2 / '  2~ " ' (4° 6)
The scalar functions 70, 7n, 7i2 and 722 can be found from the convolution of 7a/?
with £a/3, lal01 PaPp and lapp. In our case, we have {p2 — l ) 2 =  0 ,  and p2 =  s2 , I2 = s,
and thus (p ■ I) =  (s +  s2)/2. As a result, we obtain
0 =  470o +  s7n +  7i2 ( s  4- s2) 4- 722s2 (407)
s2 A\  =  47oos 4- 4s27n +  4s7i2 (s +  s 2 ) +  I22 (s + s 2 ) 2 (408)
s\A\  — 2s 2A 2 +  A3 =  47ooS2 4- 7n {s 4- s2) 4" 47j2s2 (s 4- s2) 4- 4722«2 (409)
s (s2Ai — A2) =  270o (s 4- s2) 4- 2s7n (s 4- s2) (410)
+  7i2 (4ss2 4- (s 4- s2) ) 4- 2722s2 (s 4- s2) (411)
Solving for scalar functions, we get
T s (A2 (s — s 2) +  A 3)Joo _     ,
2 (s -  s2)
T (s2 +  4s2^ +  s 2) +  (s — s2) s2 (A \  (s — s2) s2 +  2 ^ 2  (2s +  S2 ))l n =  .  ------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
(•S -  S2)
s (-A1 S2  (s — s2) +  2A2 (s +  2 .S2 ) (s — S2 ) +  3^3 (s +  S2 ))/ 12 =     ?
( s - s 2)
s2 ( j4 i (s — s2)2 +  QA2 (s  — S 2 )  +  6 .A3 )J22 ----------------------- _ _  .
(s -  s2)
Finally, the integral bilinear in (k ■ n) is given by
, f a , o s / ^ y >  (*-,.)>
=  Iu{l  ■ n f  +  2I l2(l ■ n) (n ■ p2) +  I 22 (n ■ p2 ) 2
Writing it explicitly,
r 2 ( l  +  e )  s e 1
I { P 2 , 1) =  U
r ( l  +  2 e )  2 e ( l  +  2 e )  {s2 -  s f  
x {2 (s(n -p) -  (I - n)s 2 ) 2
+  e (—2s2(rc • p ) 2 +  2s(l ■ n)(n ■ p) (s +  s2)
+ (l • n ) 2 (s2 -  4ss2 +  S2) ) } •
Combining linear and bilinear integrals in the trace integral gives
=  J  dPk  ^  ^   ^ '  n ) 2 ~  ' n W  ' n ~  n  ’ p )
n T2{1 + e) 1 (l n n v)
r ( l  +  2 e )  2 e ( l  +  2 e )  ( s 2 — s ) 3 P)
x {2s2(n • p ) 2 — 6 s(l ■ n) 2 s2 +  2s(l ■ n)(n • p) (s + s2)
— e [2s2(n • p ) 2 — 10s(/ • n)(n ■ p) (s +  s2)
+ (/ • n ) 2 (s2 +  16ss2 +  s2)] }
Ti
or
T  7 / r 2 ( 1 +  £) _______________
T(1 +  2e) 2e(l 4- 2e) (s2 — s ) 3
x {—2s2(1 — e)(n • p ) 3 — 2 s(l • n)(n ■ p ) 2 (s2 +  e (6 s + 5s2))
+  (I ■ n)2(n ■ p) (2 s2 +  8 s s 2 +  e ( l l s 2 +  26s«2 +  ^ ) )  
- ( /  • n ) 3 ( 6 s s 2 +  e (s2 +  16ss2 +  s2)) }
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5.3.4 INTEG R A L OVER L IN SPIN O R  CASE.
After the ^-integrals are done, one is left with the /-integrals of general type of 
J  dDl S((pi -  l.)2 )S((p2 -  l)2 )S(s -  I2) (I ■ n)N . (420)
We already have calculated it in the case N  = 0:
% ( Q2(zi -  s)(z2 -  s)'J  8  {(Pi -  0 2) 8  {{p2 ~  I)2) 8 {l2 -  s) dDl
a - s \ s 2j a \  ( c r - s i s 2/ a ) 2
The calculation was performed in the Sudakov parametrization. To include (/ • n) 
factors, we may use the approach developed for the spectral density of the triangle 
diagram. To begin with, splitting (/ • n) =  (/y • ny) — (l± ■ ti_l) . Then the formula
n  a r ( l - 5 1 / a ) + y ( l - s 2 /<r),_
(' » ' n||) = ----------1 -  s . v *2----------{p ] '
does not change. However, now we have
x =  g2 (! ~  s i / a )  +  a(l -  s2/ a ) 
a -  s i s 2/cr
and
=  gi(! -  frz/g) +  s(l -  Sija)
s \ s 2j o
As a result, we can use
„  ^ «2(1 -  s i / a ) 2 +  s i( l  -  s2/ a f  +  2s(l  -  Si /a) ( l  -  s2/ a)
(ill • " ll)  = ---------------------------------- a { 1  _  g j S 2 / a 2 ) 2  (p  • n )  .
or
(Z|| • ny) si (a -  s2) 2 +  (a -  Si ) 2s2 +  2 soQ2
(p ■ n) A a
which contains an extra 2sQ2/ \  term compared to the s — 0 case. Finally,
(421)
7 ^  =  1 ~ T (si  +  S2 +  < ? 2 - 2 s )  ' <422)
Since we have now
Q
{ a  -  S \ S 2/ a ) 2
the term (l± ■ n ± ) 2 produces
Q4 (zx -  s){z2 - s )  2
471   (P ■ n > •
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For (I ■ n )3 we should keep terms with (l± ■ n ±)2. w'hile {l±_ • «j_) and (lj_ ■ n± )3 terms 
give zero.
(I ■ n) -> 2 n(n ■ p) ^1 -  (si + s2 + Q2
(I • n )2 -> 2 n(n • p ) 2 [ ( 1 -  (s;, +  s2 +  Q2 -  2^)^) +  ^  ^  ^  *'"2 ^
(I ■ n ) 3 -» 27r(n • p ) 3 ( 1 -  Q-  (sj +  s2 +  Q2
Considering that,
s ls2 . s ls2 / , ,Z\ — ------ , z2 — <x, cr -| — isj -f- s2 +  Q ) .
a  o  '
Simplification gives,
(l ■ n) -* 2x(n • p) 0  — (si +  s2 + Q2 - 2 s ) l  - (423)
« . n ) ^ 2 ^ . pf ( 4Q2s +  (; i ~ ii2)2 (424)
6Q4 (s2 +  sis2 — s (Q2 +  si + s2)) 1
J ’
>2 \  (  a  0 2 0 , _  „ \ 2
(425)
« ■  « ) 3 - >  27r ( n  . p )3 ( l  -  f  ( Sl  +  S2 +  Q> -  2 s ) )  1 +  ( *  -  “J
 ^ 10Q4 (s2 +  s is 2 ~  s (Q2 +  si +  s2)) j
I l l
Replacing these terms in I integral.
T  = J  dDl S {(Pl -  I)2) 5 ({p2 -  I)2) 6 (l2 -  s) T]
where
w r 2(l +  e) 1
T(1 +  2e )2e(l + 2 e)
x J  dDl S ((pi -  I)2) 6  ( (p a -  I)2) <5(/2 - s ) -
(S2 -  s )3
x { — 2s2{\ —  e ) ( n  ■ p )3 — 2s ( l  ■ n ) ( n  ■ p ) 2 ( s 2 +  e ( 6 s  +  5s2)) 
+ ( I  ■ n ) 2 ( n  • p) (2 s2 + 8ss2 + e ( l ls2 + 26ss2 + s2)) 
- ( I  ■ n f  ( 6 s s 2 + e  (s2 + 16ss2 + s2) ) }
{2 s2( - l  +  e)
+  (2s (s -j- 4s2) +  e ( l l s 2  +  26ss2 ®2))
f  4Q2s +  (si — s 2 ) 2  6 (s2 +  SiS2  — s (Q2 +  si +  s2)) ^
X V 5 *  J
-  (6 ss2 +  £ (s2 +  16ss2 +  s*)) ( l  -  Q2(Q2- . -2* + s ' ± ^ ' )
f  4Q 2s +  (sj — s2) t 1 0 Q4 (s2 +  S\s2 — s (Q 2 +  si +  s2)) ^
x l  * *  )
- 2  (ss2 +  ss(6s  +  5s 2)) ( l  -  Q2 ( 9 2 - 2 ^ + « » + ^ ) ^ |  ^  ^
pi 7 / r 2 (1 +  e) 1 ( n - p f  (sQ2 (zl - s ) ( z 2 - s ) f  




C H A PT E R  6
TO P-VERTEX CORRECTION: U N R ED U C E D  DIA G R A M
In the scalar case, the 2-loop diagram with the vertex correction to the top vertex 
(the gluon line in this case is horizontal) corresponds to the integral
r dDk f  dDi 
J  u \ Pl - k)\P2 -  k y  j  (Pl -  i y( i  -  k f {P2 - l y  •
The trace factor for this diagram can be decomposed in the sum of 7 terms. Three 
of them contain factors canceling one of the propagators of the /-integral: (/ — k)2, 
(pi — /)2, (p2 — I)2- These terms are UV-divergent, and have been considered earlier. 
Two terms contain factors (Pi — k)2, (p2 — k)2 canceling one of the propagators of the 
fc-integral, and also have been considered above. The remaining two terms contain 
the factor (Pi — P 2 ) 2 =  — Q2, and n-dependent factors proportional to
(k ■ n)((p • n) — (k • n ) )2
in one case, and
(k ■ n)((P -n) -  (I ■ n ) ) 2
in another one. For these two terms, we deal with the original, unreduced diagram. 
It can be “Cutkosky cut” in several ways.
9 9 q
P l  - 1 P l - l
P l  -  k P 2 ~ k
P i P i  P l
p i - l
p i - k
P i  P l
FIG. 34. Cuts 1,2,3 (from left to right) for unreduced top-vertex correction diagram
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6.1 C U T  1
We start with the cut shown in Fig. 6. In the scalar case, it corresponds to the 
integral
/  W W G > .  -  * f  M tte -  *)’ ) /  { p i _ l)2){ldD_ ‘m p ^ i y  • (429)
P l ~  I
P i - k P 2 ~ k
P i P2
FIG. 35. Cut 1 for the 2 -loop diagram with horizontal gluon 
6.1.1 U P P E R  PART: U N C U T  TR IA N G LE D IA G R A M .
Scalar case.
One can make a shift I — k —¥ I in the original ^-integral
f  dDl
J  ( p i  -  i m  -  m P 2  -  i y  (430)
to convert it into
f  d ° l
J  ( P l - l ) 2 )P(P2 - l ) 2 (431)
with pi = pi — k and p2 =  P2 — k. Then it is clear that the integral is a function of 
virtualities of the external lines, i.e. q2, (pi — k ) 2 and (p2 — k)2. However, (px — k )2 =
(p2 — k ) 2 — 0 in this case, so it is a function of the photon virtuality q2 =  —Q2 only.
Consider a generic integral
F{Q2) =  /  l2(pi -  l)2 (p2 -  0 2 ’ (432)
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where p\  =  0 and p\ =  0 (denoted by crosses on the p\ and p2 legs) and D = 4 +  2e. 
It can be easily calculated in the a-representation, which gives
I /* DC /* 1 ^
F (Q2) =  ( ^ ,5 7 5 1  dXI  -  E X|) . (433)
After integrating over A, we get the integral
/Jo i= 1
over Feynman parameters, and we obtain
(434)
m 2) = ^ ^ r ( l - , ) F A ± | .  (435)
Including the MS convention factor (4n) D / 2 ~ 2 T(1 +  e), we finally arrive at
F  ( O 2 ) - 1 1 (<?2)£ n £  r2(1 +  g  ^ U 3 6 1
MS (4n) 2 Q2 e2 sin(7re) T(1 4- 2e)
D ouble lo g arith m s. Because of the double pole in e, we need to expand the 
rest up to to the second order in e. In particular,
( Q 2y  =  1 +  e In (Q 2) +  t -  In2 ( Q 2) +  . . .  . (437)
Thus, the finite (or e°) term of F(Q2) has a double-logarithmic behavior in Q2, i.e.,
we have Sudakov double logarithms in this contribution.
S p inor case. As already mentioned, in the spinor case, the scalar integral is 
accompanied either by (k ■ n)((p ■ n) — (k ■ n ) )2 or (k ■ n)((p ■ n) — (I ■ n ) )2 factors.
9
Pi -  I P2 -  I
FIG. 36. Uncut triangle diagram.
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First term  In the case of (k ■ n)((p ■ n) -  (k ■ n ) )2 factor, the integral over / is 
not modified, so one should just multiply the scalar result by this factor. In other 
words, the /-integral in this term gives
F  ( 0 2) -  1 1 ( ^ 2) g n£  r 2( l + e )
MS (47r)2 Q2 e2 sin(7re) r ( l  +  2e)
The fc-integral produces the triangle spectral density in D dimensions.
Second term . In the case of the (k ■ n)((p ■ n) — (/ ■ n ) )2 factor, one may 
use again the a-representation to observe that ((p ■ n) — (k • n ) )2 converts into the 
x 2 ((p ■ n) — (/ ■ n ) )2 factor. Indeed, consider the /-integral
/ (p • n — / • n )2 . (439)f a - / ) * ) ( / - A O ’ f o - Z ) 2
Just as in the scalar case, we make a shift / — k —> I to convert it into
(440)
with pi =  pi — k  and p2 — P2 ~  k. In the present case, p2 =  0 and p | =  0. The 
calculation in the a-representation gives the integral
F, {Q\  (/>■»)) =  j T  dX j f ' n  dx,6 (l -  Y i  Xi) X-‘e - ^ '  x* . (441)
Integrating over A we get the integral over Feynman parameters x t, which gives
, 1  3I [ 1  d x A i  -  £ * , )  ( x , x 2r ^  4  =  e2(1 +  £ j (1 +  2e) ’ (442)i—1
i.e., the second term has an extra 1 / [ ( 1  +  e ) ( l  +  2e)] factor compared to the first one. 
Eventually, the second term gives
F— (0 2) = — L_ 7 r g  r 2 ( l + g )  ( p - n )2
MS (47t )2 Q 2 e2 sin(7T£) T(1 +  2s) (1 +  e ) ( l  +  2s)
where we should use p ■ n = p ■ n — k ■ n  when substituting this result in the lower 
integral (over k). As a result, the /c-integral also corresponds to the triangle spectral 
density in D  dimensions, just like in case of the first term.
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Lower part: Triangle spectral density
The lower part, in scalar case, is given by the integral
T ( s u s2 . Q 2)2 \  _
1
(2?r)D
J  dDk 6 {k*)6 ( ( p , - k ) 2 M p 2 - k f ) (444)
corresponding to the triangle spectral density Po(s\, s2 , Q 2). It is a function of 
s i =  P i  i  s2 =  P2 a n d  Q2-
FIG. 37. Doubly cut triangle diagram.
It was calculated earlier, and the result for large Q2 was
p0 (su s2 , Q 2) 1 2\t
16Q2




Since the upper loop produces the double pole 1/e2, we need to expand our result 
for po(s i; ^2, Q2) up to the second order in e, i.e., to use
(s i s 2/ Q 2Y  = 1 +  eln ( SiS2\  e2 2l ^ J + 2 ln Q2 J
(446)
Again, we get double logarithms in Q2. Combining the e-expansions of the upper 
and lower loops
,2
(Q2r  (sis2 / Q 2y 1 +  e In (Q2) +  — In2 (Q2) +  .. .
/  S1S2 '
U 2 ,
1 +  e In I I +  In2 1 S l S 2  ^
Q2 )
+  ..
=  1 +  e In («is2) +  — In2 (sis2) +  . . .  , (447)
we observe, however, that there are no logarithms of Q2 in this expansion. In par­
ticular, there are no In2 Q2 terms at all. Evidently, this outcome is caused by the
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cancellation of the (^-dependence in the product of factors (Q2)£ and (6’1s2/Q 2)t 
coming from the upper and lower loops.
Combining the results for the upper and lower parts, we get. in the scalar case,
+  . . .  , (448)
/  ^ 2 \ t r z \  1 1 ( (5 2 ) e 7X6 r 2 ( i  +  e )Pl.l (S1 • Q ) — Po(Sl. S ‘2, Q ) — --------- —--- - -  — -( in ) 2 Q2 £ 2 Sm(7Tc) T(1 + 2e)
_  (■SlS2 / Q 2Y 1 1 (Q2y  7T£ r 2 ( l  +  e)
16Q2 ( i n ) 2 Q2 e2 sin(7re) T(1 +  2e)
where dots stand for terms less singular in e.
6.1.2 SPIN O R  CASE.
In the spinor case, we have an extra k ■ n  factor from the original trace, and the 
(k ■ n — p • n )2 factor which, for the first term, comes directly from the trace, while 
for the second term it appears, after integration over I, from the (I - n  — p - n )2 factor 
of the original trace. The combined (k ■ n)(k ■ n — p  • n ) 2 factor coincides with that 
for the one-loop triangle integral. A detailed derivation goes as follows.
In spinor case, the trace gives 7 types of contributions. Three of them have the fac­
tors (pi — I)2, (p2 ~ l ) 2-, or (k — l ) 2 canceling one of the upper triangle propagators. The 
resulting contributions contain UV divergences , and have already been considered in 
the relevant section above. The two terms containing (pi — k )2 and (p2 _  k)2, vanish 
because of delta-functions S(pi~k)2) and S((p2 — k)2) present in the A:-integral for this 
(cut. Thus, we are left with two terms containing —16 k ■ n (k • n — n • p)2{pi — P2 ) 2
and —16(I ■ n — n ■ p)2k ■ n(pi — p2)2 numerator factors.
First term . In the case of Q 2 (k ■ n)((p ■ n) — (k • n ) ) 2 factor, the integral over 
I is not modified, so one should just multiply the scalar result by this factor. This 
gives
F(Q2) =  - L -  -  J T L .  ^  +  0  (449)
W  ' (47r)- ,4  sin(Tre) IY1 +  2e) '
The A:-integral corresponds to the triangle spectral density in D dimensions.
Second term . The second term of the trace produces the /-integral
dPlI (P l - l ) 2 ) ( l - k ) 2 (p2 ~ l ) 2 (p ■ n — / • n) (450)
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Just as in the scalar case, we make a shift I — k —»• I to convert it into
1 f  dDl
— _ i ) 2) p f e _ 0 2 ( p . n - ; . wf  (4 5 1 )
with pi =  pi — k and p 2 = P2 ~  k. In the present case, p\  =  0 and p% =  0. Its 
calculation in the a-representation gives the integral
F,(Q2AP-n) )  =  d \  J ^ d x tS(l • <452)
Integrating over A and then over Feynman parameters gives
F  (Q 2 (p n) )  -  {pn)2 1 m ‘ ™  r 2 ( 1 + g )  1________  (4 5 3 )
s ’ (4jt)2 Q2 £2 sm(7re) T(1 +  2s) (1 +  s)(l  +  2t) ’
where we should use p-n = p-n — k-n when substituting this result in the lower integral 
(over k). Then, the A;-integral also corresponds to the triangle spectral density in D 
dimensions, just like in case of the first term, with the second term having an extra 
1 /[(1 +  e)(l +  2 e)} factor compared to the first one.
As a result, in the spinor case we have
/ ,~>2n 1 (Q 2)e n£  r 2 ( l + e )Pl,l(sii s2) Q  ) — Pl(si, S2, Q  ) (47r)2 e2 sin(7re) T(1 +  2e)
1x 1 + (454)
(1 +  s)(l +  2s) _
where pi(«i, s2, Q 2) is the 1-loop spectral density (160) of the spinor case.
6.1.3 C U T 2: SC A LA R  CASE
Now we will consider the contribution corresponding to the cut shown in Fig.
6 .2. Of course, one should also add the mirror-conjugated cut, in which pi and p2 
are interchanged. In scalar case, we deal with the integral
r  , D,j ( k 2 m P l - k f )  r  D m p ,  -  i m v  -  k n  
J  (P2 -  k f  J  d (p, -  f)2 ' ( ’
U pper integral (over I)
The upper part integral is given by
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9
P i -  I
P i - k
P i
FIG. 38. Cut 2 for the 2-loop diagram with horizontal gluon
F(PuP2 ) = J  dDl
U
6 ((p2 -  l)2 )S{l2) 
( P i  ~  I f  
1 s | r 2 ( l  +  e )
p?=o
s 2 +  Q 2 £  T(1 +• 2 e )
where .§2 =  (P2 — k)2.
9
P i ~  I
FIG. 39. /-integral in case of Cut 2.
Lower integral (over k ).
The initial scalar integral can be written as
/ ,D, -  md k — (^ - k Y
n l  r 2 ( l  +  e )  r jDl:  6 ( k 2)6((p, -  k f )




Note, that p2 ~ k  is a sum of two light-like momenta P2 — I and / — k from the /-integral. 
Hence. (p2 — k ) 2 ^  0.
p i  -  k
FIG. 40. Zc-integral in case of Cut 2.
In Sudakov variables, we can write the integral as
U2 (5 ((1 -  x)si  -  y<j)6 (xya  -  k \ )
0 &D- 2 /  d,xdy(k\)£dk]'a  ((1 -  y ) $ 2 -  x o ) l- E{Q2 +  (1 -  y)s2 -  xa)  
Taking integrals over y and k \  gives
O.D- 2
r x  0 
JO
(x(l — rr)si)£ dx
M l  -  -  W ] 1_e to 2 +  *2(1 -  “ ) -  M l  - =*? ) ]
The upper limit of integration
(458)
. (459)
_  g2 1 - s i / a  _  S2_ 
X° a l - s i s 2 / a 2 Q2 1 + 0 ( ^
(460)
is determined from the requirement (p2 ~  k ) 2 ^  0. Thus, for large Q2, we have
sT rxo edx
(x0 ~  x)
Rescaling x — x 0 z, we obtain
^ d - 2 q ^ ( s i Q 2 Y x 0l ^ ~ 2e f  d z z £{ l - z )  
Jo
■ 1 + e
The integral
O  1 r 2 ( l  +  e) 1 /  s is2 V  
2e T(1  +  2s) Q 4 \ Q 2 )  2
has a 1/e pole. Combining upper and lower parts gives
^2 1 ( F2(l +  £) \  1 ( s \ s 2






6.2 C U T 2: SC A LA R  CASE
Now we will consider the contribution corresponding to the cut shown in Fig.
6 .2. Of course, one should also add the mirror-conjugated cut, in which p x and p2 
are interchanged.
9
P i - 1
P2 ~ k
P i
FIG. 41. Cut 2 for the 2-loop diagram with horizontal gluon
In scalar case, we deal with the integral
/ 5(k2 )S((px -  k)2) f  -  S((p2 -  l)2 )5((l -  k)2)dDk > j  dDl(P2 -  k )2 I CPi -  0 2 (465)
6.2.1 U P P E R  IN TEG R A L (O V ER L)
The upper part integral
/ dDl S( ( P 2  -  l)2 )S((l -  k)2)(Pi -  I f p \=o
has been already considered in application to the reduced diagram. 
The result is
F ( p i , p 2) =  J
p \=o
=  n
5((p2 - l ) 2 )6(l2) 
(Pi -  I f
i  s |  r 2 ( i  +  g )
s2 +  Q2 e T(1 +  2 e) ’
(466)
(467)
where s2 = (p2 — k)2.
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P i ~  I P2 ~  I
FIG. 42. /-integral in case of Cut 2.
6.2.2 LOW ER IN TEG R A L (O V ER K) .
The initial scalar integral can be written as
/
= u
(P2 ~  k ) 2
1 r 2 a  +  e )  r  s ( k * m Pl  -  m
e T(1 +  2 e) J  [(Pa -  A)2]‘- '[Q 2 +  (p2 -  * ) 2]
Note, that P2 ~ k  is a sum of two light-like momenta p 2 — l and l — k from the /-integral. 
Hence, (p2 ~  k ) 2 ^  0.
P i  -  k
FIG. 43. /c-integral in case of Cut 2.
We can write
/ dDk 6 ( ^ ) 6 ^  -  k)2)
I
[(p2 -  k) 2 \l - e[Q2 +  (pj -  k )2]
^ . d ( f c2 ) d ( s i  -  2(pi • fc))
[s2 -  2(p2 ■ k)Y-c[Q2 + 8 2 -  2{p2 • A:)] ' ^
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Introducing Sudakov variables
p 1 =  p 1 +  f l p 2. p2 = p 2 + SA p u  k = x P l + y P 2 + ki
a a
where
(Sl + S 2 + Q2) \/(Sl +  >s2 + Q 2)2 ~  4SjS2
a =  2 +  2----------------
we can write the integral as
o  f j j n  2 \ e j , 2  8 { { \ - x ) s l - y a ) 8 { x y a - k \ )
2 /  dxdy(kx dkx —   ------------ U - e / r Y 2  , 1 1  470J  ((1 -  y)s 2 -  x a ) 1 £(Q2 +  (1 -  y)s2 -  xo)
Taking integrals over y and k 2 gives
f i o ^ n -----------------------------------------------------------------------  (471)
Jo [s2(l _  a )  _  1<7(i _  M ) ]  -  [QO + S2(1 _  a )  _  x a (i  _  sia )]
The upper limit of integration
=  (472)
a 1 — SiS2/cr
is determined from the requirement (p2 — ^)2 ^  0.
It is convenient to rewrite the integral in terms of Xq.
Sl£ rx0 (x(l  — x))e dx
P _____________ W  -  dx _____________  . (473)
Jo i x n - x ) 1 S \Q0/(o -  SlS2 /o) + X t i - x \(a -  S i s 2 / c r ) 2 £ ( 0 - x )  £ [ 2 / {a s i s / a x Q -  x\ 
Representing
(rr0 -  x)\Q2/ (a  -  s i s 2 /a)  +  x0 -  x\
Q2/ (a  -  s\s 2 /a)
Rescaling x  =  x 0 z, we obtain two integrals 
1




-  S]S2 /a)  l+ex ^  f  d/ : (1 -  z) 1+e(l -  x 0 z)c (475) 
W Jo
-V t D_2^ - S i { a  -  s xs2 /a)  l+sx l e (  dz *  X°Z\  Vi (476)Q2 Jo 1 - Z  + Q 2 f[s2{\ - S i / c r ) ]
The first integral has a 1/e pole and a regular part that should be calculated up to 
linear terms in e (is given by Li2 functions). The second one is regular for e =  0, and 
also should be calculated up to linear terms in e. The result is ln[l +  s2(l — S x / a ) / Q2) 




f  d z z £ ( l  — z )  1+£(1 — x 0 z ) £
J 0
we will apply the series expansion of z£ which gives
£2
z£ = 1 +  £ In 2 +  —ln22 +  ....
Then the integral becomes
— f  d z ( l  — z ) ~ l + £ { l  — x 0 z ) £ +  e  f  d z  l n ( z ) ( l  — z ) ~ 1+e( l  — x 0 z ) £ 
Jo Jo
+ —  f  d z l n 2 ( z ) ( l  — z )  1+£(1 — x q z ) £ =  1q +  I \  1 2  ■
J Jo
Integrating 70 by parts gives
I 0 =  f  d z ( l - z )  1 +£ ( l - x 0z ) £ 
Jo
- ( 1  -  z ) e ( 1  -  X 0 z Y
fJo
0 £ Jo
z f d z ^ - { { 1 -  x 0 z ) £ ) 
d z
. 1 ------- ^ 2  I  (1 _  z ) £ ( l  — x 0 z ) £ l d z
£ £
= A  + X o r ( A ^ L {1 _ XoZy d z .
£ Jo 1 -  x0 Z 
Then we apply the series expansion
(1 — z )£( 1 — x0z )£ =  1 +  eln  (1 — z)  +  eln  (1 — x^z) + . . .  .
This results in
1 f 1 dz  f 1 In ( 1  — z) f 1 In (1 -  x Qz)
Io —  xo I z--------------H £3-0 I ;------------- dz  +  £Xq I — :------------ dz
Jo 1 “  x oz Jo 1 - x q z  Jo 1 -£  - X 0 i   X 0 I  X 0 z
1  ,  ^  N , _ T  ■ (  X0 \  e ,
£
In (1 -  x0) +  £Li2 ^  -  | l n 2 (1 -  x0) •
Similarly, the series expansion
(1 — z ) - 1 + e ( l  — x 0 z ) £ =  1 +  £  l n ( l  — z )  +  e  In (1  — x 0 z ) +  ...
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in the I x term gives
r- ‘/JoI\ = £ I dz\n(z)(l  -  z) 1+- ( l - x 0^)e
dz 1  ^ ln(^) (1 +  e ln(l -  z) +  eln  (1 -  x 0z))
ln(z) In (1 — xqz)
(1 - 2 )
Since In 2 around 2 =  1 is ln (l +  (2 — 1)) =  (2 — 1) — \[z  — 1)2 + ..., the term 1/(1 —2 ) 






' ( 1 - 2 ) 6 
Finally let us look at the I2 integral:
-2 ci
=  d2 ln2(2 )(l — 2 ) 1+£(1 - x 02 )£
Since ln2(2 ) around 2 =  1 is ln22 =  (2 — l ) 2 — (2 — l)3 +  O ( (2  — l ) 4) ... which has 
higher order terms of (2 — 1) that cancel out the pole 1/(1 — 2) making the integral 
convergent. Having the e2 this integral does not contribute. Summing all / 0, I\, and 
/ 2 with x0 =  s2 (er -  Si) /  (a2 — SiS2):
j  dzz£( 1 — 2 ) 1
Jo
+ e (1 -  x 0z f
- -  -  In (1 -  x0) +  eU2 (  X° }  -  ^ ln2 (1 -  x0) -  £^-  
£ — 1 /  J 6
1 m /  1 — s2/cr \  /  ( a - Sl)s2\  e, 2 /  1 -  s2/a 7T2
e ln \ 1  — s i s2/ a 2)  eLl2 \  a ( a ~ s 2) J  2 ln \ l - Sls2/ a 2)  ^ 6
Second integral.
Next, we consider the integral
f 1 d z Z ^ 1 ~  ~  X°Z^
Jo 1 — z +  Zq
with
Q 2
z° s2(l -  S i / a )
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Again the series expansion of the numerator
z£(l -  z f (  1 -  x0z)£ =  1 +  e (In (1 -  x 0 z) + ln(l -  z) +  ln(z)) +  O (c2) ...
just like earlier calculated it gives,
r 1 -  z y  (i -  x o z f
Jo 1 — Z +  Zo
= In 1
Q 2 0-?)
+  c< Li
' 1 _  5l|2 ' 
<7 — Li22 S2+Q2 
a
1
1 _L. s 2 ~ °  




+ Lio ( i  _  f i VQ2 \  a )
1 +
s2 -  a
~ Q
In
1 -  ____ (7




6.3 C U T  2 : S P IN O R  C A SE
Again, we start with the ^-integral.
6.3.1 K -IN T E G R A L  IN  S P IN O R  C A SE
9
Pi -  k
FIG. 44. A-integral in case of Cut 2.
In spinor case, we need tensor integrals linear
(479)
| > 2  -  k 
11 P\ + hp%
/ '
S (k2) S ((pi — A;)2) kc 
[{P2 ~ )2] 1 £ [Q2 +  (p2 -  k)‘
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and bilinear
f  d Dk $ { k 2) 5 { ( p x -  A - ) 2 )  k a k a  
' [(P2 ~  k ) 2} l ~£ [Q* +  (p2 -  k ) 2}
=  Ioo9a3 +  hiPiPi  +  I 22P2 P2 +  I \ 2 (yPC\P2 + P 2P1)
in ka . Convoluting linear integral with p la  and p2o; and bilinear with g a ( i ,
P\ a p 2 3 - P2aP20  we obtain a set of equations:
C i T h  r- j -  =  7,si +  —  ,
s2C, c 2 _ r I , r    ------    JtySo “j- ----
2 2 2 2 2
for linear terms, and
0 =  4/0o +  inS i +  / 22s2 +  I \ 2r 1
= IwSi  +  I n s 2 + I nSir  +  I- ^ ~  ,
S \ S 2C i  S \ C 2 T Ioor  h i S i r  . I22S2T I i 2r 2— 5--------- r  = / 13SlS2 +  — + _  +  —  +
s\C\ s2 C2 C3 2 C i^2
— -^------------o  ^ ~ r  — h o s 2 +  i 2 2s 2 +  C2S2?' H :—4 2 4 4
for the bilinear ones. Here,
r  =  2 (pi • pa) =  (Q2 +  sj +  s2) .
The basic integrals are given by
/
X ( b.2\ X ( ( „  7„V2\ —2
dDk
_  1 j Du 6 (k 2 )5((p  1 -  fc)2) {p2 - k ) ~
[(p2 -  k)2]~e [Q* + f a  -  h)2] ’
/■ [ f e  -  * o 2 P  [ « 2 +  f e  -  * ) 2] ’
Ct  =  I dDk  W ' ( t o - * ) ’ )
[(?2 -  k 
5(k2)S
[(Vi -  k ? } ~ ’ [Q2 +  (p2 -  k f
C3 = J d Dk s (k2) t ( (Pi  -  k)2) ( p i - k f
Solving these equations for /j coefficients, we obtain
r _  C1S2 (Q2 — Si +  s2) — C2 (Q2 +  Si 4- s2) 
---------------------------------- A----------------------------------
Si (2C2 +  Ci (Q2 +  Si — s2))
/2 = ------------------A------------------
(480)














in the ilinear case, and
T __ C3 S1 C2 S1 (Q2 +  S i  — S 2 )  Q2 C\S\S2 t A n ry\
00 "  ~2A~  2A-------------- 2A----  ' ( '
_  2C2s2 ( - 2 s 2 +  { - Q 2 + s2) +  (Q2 + s2) 2) . .
i n   ----------------------------- ------------------------------  (494)
C\s\  (s2 +  (Q2 +  s2) 2 — 2si (2Q2 +  s2))
+
A2
C 3 (s i +  ( Q 2 +  *'2 ) 2 +  2 sj (Q2 +  2 s2)) _
6 C3 S2  6(72 s 2  (Q2 +  Si — s2)
I22 -  —J 2---- 1--------------J 2------------  (495)
Cis2 ((Q 2 +  Si) 2  — 2  (2 Q 2 +  si) s 2  -t- s 2)
3^  ,
3C3si (Q2 +  «i +  s2)
12 = -------------- ^ ------------  (496)
2C2si (— (Q2 +  Si) 2 +  (Q2 — Si) s2 +  2s|)
CiSis2 (2Q4 +  (Q2 — Si) Si +  (Q2 +  2si) s2 — s2)
p
for the bilinear contributions. Multiplying linear integral by na, we get
/ >  / ( * > » ( £ - * ) > ) ( * . « )  { h + l 2 ) ( p . n) (497)
J [(P2 -  k) ] [Q2 +  (P2 -  *0 ]
=  33 [Ci ((s i — s2) 2 +  (si +  s2)) — C2 (Q2 — si +  s2)] (p ■ n).
Similarly, multiplying the bilinear integral by nan^ we obtain
f  1 n,  8  (k2) 5 {(p\ — k)2) (k ■ n ) 2 , 2
J iDk  V n . f e - l ) ’] ^ + + 2 / , 2 )  ( ? ' n) (498)
=  3^ 2 \pl {{Q2 (S1 +  S2) +  (S1 — S2) 2) 2 +  2Q4SiS2)
■T 2C*2 (Q2 (2s2 — Si) (si — s2) — Q4 (2si +  s2) +  (si — s2) 3)
+C 3 ( (Q2 -  si +  s2) 2 -  2 Q 2s i )} (p • n)2.
The coefficient C\ was previously calculated with the following choice of Sudakov 
variables:
Pi =  Pi H P2 , P2 — P2 H P\i k =  xP\  +  yP2 + k±. (499)a a
Writing the integral in a general form as
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(x(l — x))£ dx
(ff _   [xo -  x)m [ Q y  (a -  M l ) + xo -  x ]n
Rescaling x =  x 0z , where x0 =  s 2 (cr — si) /  (a2 — SiS2) and labeling
~o a
gives
e „ e + l —i n —n
1^0 fJo ze( 1 — x0z)£ dz
In case of Ci, the values of m  and n are 1 — e and 1, respectively. Hence,
C\ — Qd- 2
&D- 2
S ,x,,2e —11^0
2 — e [  ~Jo fl —
z£(l — xqz)€ dz
s \x  q£
[1 -  2 ] 1 £ [1 -  2  +  Z0J 
f 1 Z£( 1 — z)e(l — X0z)£ dz
7o ^
f 1 z£( 1 — z)£(l — x02 )e dz
Jo I  -  Z +  Zq
= QD —2
n € /|i 2f*lx0
(<x- £Q2




In a similar way, we calculate C2, which involves
s£x£+1- m-"  f 1 z£( l - x 0z)£dzn D —2
( o - ' - T )
with m  =  — e and n  — 1. Thus,
ra-i-n
a
 y i y d
h  [ i - * n i - * + * r  (504)
^  O ~1~U Z1 2e(l - ^ ) ed2
G ‘ a w ' — -  1  | i - zr [ i - z + z o ] (505)
n  ~x~0 , 1 Zl{ 1 -  z)£(l -  x0z)£ dz
— ' ' D —2
r t f  ry»2 € 
6 1 X 0
O 7
_  s i  S 2  \  1 E 
a  )
c £ T , 2 e
* l x 0
( *
__  S 1 S 2  \  e
a  )
~ . 2 e
* l x 0
( CT
__  S 1 S 2  ' l  ^  — £
(7 /




Finally, C3 can be written as
s \x e0+x- m- n f 1 z£( l - x 0z)£dz
ft D - 2
( ° - T )
m + n
 e  1 — xo   
l  [1 -  2]" [ 1 - Z  + *,]” ’ (506)
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with m =  
integrals:
-e — 1 and n =  1. Just like with C\, it is convenient to split it into two
Cz =Qd - 2
six,2 e + llx0
Jo
1 2e( 1 — 2)e(l — X0zY dz
Jo 1 —  Z +  Zq
D —2
Qe ^ >26+1 *lx0
D —2
( ^ - T )
™2e*lx0
—  (c3 -  20C2)
|Y «lS2\
-  —  j  -  Q C2
(507)
We have introduced above cj, c2 and c3 as one-dimensional basic integrals:
_  f 1 z €{\ — z)e(l — x0zY  dz
1 -  2
1 z e( 1 — z)e( 1 — XqzY dz
I
=  r z<(i  ~ 2
Jo 1







We need only the lowest terms of the e-expansion of these integrals. The first integral 
was already calculated through the series expansion
ze = 1 + e ln(z) +  O (e2) +  ...
of z e, with the result
1,1 zf( 1 — zY(  1 — XqzY dz
Cl - JJo
(511)
-- -  In (1 -  x0) +  eLi2 (  — -  ^ln2 (1 -  x 0) -  e ~  . (512)
£  \ X q —  I I I  O
Similarly, the second integral was calculated to give, 
z e{ 1 — zY{  1 — XqzY dz
C2 - fJo 1  —  Z  +  Z q
eLio 1 -  xo— In [ 1 -I J +  e Li2 ( - --------—
ZqJ \ 1  -  x0 (1 +  zQ) i
+  eLi2 ( -  — \  - e L i 2 ( z r ^ — ) - e l n ( l  - x 0)ln .
ZqJ \ 1  +  ZqJ \Xq ( I T  Z q )  1




For the last integral, we have
ze( 1 -  2)e(l -  x0z)e =  1 +  e [In (1  -  x0z) + ln(l -  z) + ln(-s)] +  O (e2) 
As a result ,
C3=  /  z (( i - z y ( i - x Qz y d z  
Jo
1 — 3e +  e In [1 — x0] e In [1 — xq]
X 0
Using these results, we rewrite (k ■ n)-integrals in terms of C\ ,
/ dDk S (k2) S ({pi -  k)2) (k ■ n) = (h + I 2 ) ( p - n )[{P2 ~ k f } l~£ [Q2 + (p2 - k ] 2}
=  — [Ci ((si — s2) 2 +  Q2 (ai +  s2)) — C2 (Q2 — s\ +  S2)] (p • n) ,A




(a_ sjj zy e x





and, finally, in an explicit form:
D —2
ae r,.2e*lx0 (P ■ n) (Q2 (s 1 + s2) + («i -  s2) 2)
1—e A Q2
-  -  — In (1 - x 0) +  eLi2 (  X° 
e Vxo -  1
21
| l n 2 ( l - x 0) - e ^ -
+
of «>2€*lx0 (P • n) ((Q2 +  s2) 2 +  («i -  s 2 ) 2 -
f i - T )  A
ln,1 + ^ ) +eLi2 ( r - , „ ( ! + , „ )
0 2
-  eLi2
+eLi2 [ —— ) -  eLi2 ( —- —  ) -  eln (1 -  x0) In 
zo )  V 1 +  zo
1 -  x0 \
1 —  X o  (  Z q +  1 )  /  
X qZ q 
Xq (1 + Z q )  — 1
Similarly, the (k • n)2-integrals are calculated using the same chain
f d° k
8  (k2) 8  ((pi — k )2) (k ■ n )2
[(P2 -  ^)2] 1 £ [Q2 + (P2 -  £ )2]
— (fn  +  f 22 +  2J12) (p •
— ^2 [^1 ( ( ^ 2 (S1 +  s?) +  (s i — s2) 2) 2 +  2Q4s ts2)
+  2C2 (Q2 (2s2 — Si) (si — S2) — Q 4 (2si +  s2) 4- (sj — s2) 3) 









s \x l( [ p - n f
=  n D —2
(2Q4SiS2 +  {(s 1 — S2) 2 +  Q2 (si +  S2)) 2)
Q 2 Cl
(Q8 +  (si — s2) 4 +  4Q6s2 4~ 4Q2 (si — s2) 2^2 +  Q4 (4s2 — 4s]S2 +  6^2))_ C2




^  SiXn6 (p ■ n ) 2
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Supplem entary m aterial
In derivations above, we used the following formulas:
C\ =  Qd- 2
„c ™2e—1 *lx0
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x
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6.4 C U T  3
Pi - 1
pi -  k
P i P2
FIG. 45. Cut 3 for the top-vertex correction diagram
6.4.1 ST R U C T U R E
Cut 3, shown in figure above, in scalar case results in the integral
/  M  * ( ( *  -  O ’ W t o  -  O ’ )  /  M  ■ ( 5 2 6 )
It can be represented as
J  dD 16 ((pi -  l)2 )S((p2 -  I)2) F(si = p l , s  = l2 , Q 2 =  - ( p i  - p 2 f ) , (527)
with the function F(s\ ,  s2, s, Q2) given by
6 (k2 ) 6  ((I -  k)2)
F{ s \ , s2, s ,  Q2) = J  d° k^ -
k)2 (p2 -  k )2
and corresponding to the lower box of the diagram, whose external momenta are 
P i , P 2 ,Qi =  Pi  — I and q2 =  p 2  —  I. As a 4-point function, it depends on virtualities 
of external lines, i.e., p\ = S]. p\ =  s2, q2, and Mandelstam invariants s = 
(pi — qi ) 2 = I2 and (pi — p2)2 =  — Q2. Since q\ = 0 and q2 — 0 , this function 
depends on four variables: s 1; s2, Q2 and s. The former three variables are the 
external parameters of the whole diagram, while s =  I2 is related to the integration 
momentum I of the upper triangle loop.
Thus, we may rewrite the basic integral as
ds F(si,  s2, s, Q2) pi (su s2, Q2, s) , (528)fJo
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where
Pi{si, s2, Q2, s) =  J dDl 6(12 -  s) <5((p! -  l)2 )S{(p2 -  I)2) (529)
corresponds to the spectral density for a triangle diagram in which the I-line has 
mass y/s. It was calculated earlier, with the result
J  6  ((Pl -  I)2) S ((p2 -  I)2) S(l2 -  s) dDl (530)
n  (  Q2 (zl -  s)(z2 -  s)
0 { 0  <  S  <  Z i )o — S\S2j o  \  (a — sis-i/o ) 2 
where z\ is the smaller of the roots of the equation
s2 +  S\S2 — s(Q2 -f- Si +  S2) =  0 .
Finally, the original contribution may be represented through the following s-integral
f t  r ,  ^  ^  ( q 2 ( z \ - s ) ( z 2 - s ) \ e , x----------- — ds F(si,  s2, s ,Q ) I —  ----------- -j-^rz— ) . (531)
a -  SiS2/ a  J0 \  (a -  SiS2/ ^ ) 2 /
To proceed further with the s-integral, we need to know the four-point function 
F( s 1 , s 2 , s , Q 2).
6.4.2 K INEM ATICS OF TH E LOW ER BOX
To calculate the integral over k, i.e., the lower loop, which gives the function 
F(s  1, s2, s, Q2), it is convenient to denote two upper external momenta of the lower 
box graph as qi =  pi — I and q2 = p2 — I.
In these notations, the amplitude F ( s s2, s, Q2) is given by the integral
F (si, s2, s =  I2, Q 2 = - (q i  -  q2)2) = J  dDk S(k2 ) 6  ((I -  k)2)
(qi + k) 2 (q2 +  k )2 ‘
Since 171 and q2 are light-like vectors, one can use them as basic vectors of a Sudakov 
parametrization. In particular, we can express external momenta P\ and p2 in terms 
of qi,q2:
Pi = Aqi +  Bq2 + p ± , 
p2 = Cq\ + Dq2 + p± .
Since q\ =  0, ql = 0, ($1 -  q2 ) 2 — - Q 2, we have 2(qi ■ q2) -  Q2. We have already
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9i 92
FIG. 46. Lower blob.
introduced the variable s  =  (pi — r/i)2. In terms of the original integration variable 
I, it is given by s  — I2. Evidently, we also have s  — (p2 — qi)2. Using
s  =  ( P i  -  Qi ) 2  =  « i  -  2{pi  ■ qi) =  s r -  2 B{qx ■ q2) =  s i  -  B Q 2 ,
we find
R - S l ~ S
Also, since
s 1 = p 21 = A B Q 2 -  p \  ,
we have
S\ — s
Similarly, we solve for C, D. As a result,
si + P x  S i - S
Pi =  -Ql +  +P-L ’
S i  -  S  Q2
s2 -  s , s 2 +  P x
P2 =  i + ---------^ 2  +  P i •Q2 s2 — S
Using momentum conservation
P i  -  P 2 =  qi ~  q 2  ,  
and Sudakov decomposition of p i,p 2 in terms of q\ , <?2, we derive
* i  +  P ±  _  s 2  s  =
S i  s  Q 2
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which gives
J2. _  (s -  <si) (s -  s2)
Pi  *  ■
Using this result for p2x in A  produces
S o  —  S
+ ~ Q r ~ '
Hence,
( .  S2 — s \  Si — s .
Pi = ( 1 H Q2~ J  91  Q2~^2 ’ (532)
S 2 — S /  Si — s \  ,
P 2  =  - - Q 2  Qi  +  ( 1--H--- Q 2~ )  92 + P x  • (533)
Now we can write I, the integration momentum of the upper loop, as
s2 -  s s x -  s 
I -  P i -  Ql -  Q 2 Ql +  ~~Q2 ~q2 +  Px •
Limits on s may be obtained using
a = (—
Q
s 2 — s ( s i  +  s 2 +  Q 2) +  s i s 2 ^  0
(si -  s)(s2 -  s) ^  sQ2 ^  0 .
The last inequality formally gives two options:
1. Si ^  s, s2 ^  s
2 . si <  s, s2 ^  s
However, since p x = qx +  /, and both I and qx are on or inside the upper light cone, 
the virtulity p\ — Si should be larger than I2 = s. Hence, only the first possibility,
s ^  Si, works. Same argument works for p2, which also leads to the first possibility,
which may be now written as
0 ^  s <  min{si, s2} . (534)
Furthermore, since s ^  0, so we have 0 ^  s ^  m in{si,s2}.
More restrictive limits may be obtained by taking roots
S i  + s 2 +  Q 2 ( s X +  s 2 +  Q 2) 2
Zi o  =   r ----------- ±\     S i S 2
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of the equation
S2 — s(,S] +  6*2 + Q 2) + S 1S 2 = 0 
(note for a further use that z\z2 =  S i^)- Then we have
(21 -  s)(z2 -  s) ^  0 .
Again, out of two formal possibilities, only
0 < s ^  min-j^, z2}
remains. From explicit expression for zh2 it is evident that the minimal out of z\, z2 
corresponds to the minus sign. Let us call this root z\:
S 1 + S 2 + Q 2 I («1 +  S2 +  Q 2) 2 S 1S 2 Z r o r \2l = ------   y    SlS2 =  _ _ .  (535)
Then
5i +  S2 +  Q2 I («1 +  S2 + Q2)2 
^2 =  ------- ^  +  V  4 SlS2 =  °   ^ ^
Note that the combination (sj +  s2 + Q2)2 — 4s!S2, staying under the square root, is 
always positive.
For Q2 = 0 we have
I S 1 +  S 2  1 |Sl — S 2 |  r 1
2l,2|Q2=0 =   g- *  ~ 2 ----  =  l Sl ’ S2j
or
2j|q 2=0 =  min{si, s2} = *
^2|q2=o =  max{s!,S2} =  A
When Q2 increases, z2 increases (tending to Q2 for large Q2), while z\ = SiS2/ z 2 
decreases (tending to zero as SiS2/ Q 2 for large Q2).
Note that we can write
„2 _  (Zl ~  S) (z2 -  S)
p i  =   ------- — - • (537)
6.4.3 LOW ER BO X IN TEG R A L IN SC A LA R  CASE
We need to know how to calculate the lower box, i.e., k -integral
f  p 6(k2) 5 ( ( l - k ) 2)




FIG. 47. Lower box in qi,q2 notations. 
Sudakov decom position
We will use the light-like vectors q\ and q2 as the basis, and write
I = £ ? i +  qq2 +  l±
which gives
I2 = s = £qQ2 -  l2L
or
i l  = t v Q 2 -  s .
Since pi — qi + I and p2 =  q2 + I, we have
Si =s +  2 (qil) =  s +  qQ2 
s2 =s +  2{q2l) = s 4-  £Q2 ,
which gives
f  =  0*2 -  s ) / Q 2 
V  =  («i -  s ) / Q 2 •
This means that
;2 _  c n r i *  _  „ _  (gl ~ g)(g2 ~ g )  __ _  ( z X ~  s ) ( z 2 -  s)
x ^  Q2 Q2
where
S l + S 2 +  <52 /(Si +  «2 +  Q2)2 










are roots of the equation
s2 — s(s\ +  S2 +  Q2) +  S1S2 =  0 
Let us do now the decomposition for the momentum integration variable:
k =xqi + yq2 +  k±_ . (546)
This gives
k2 =xyQ2 -  k2± , (547)
(qx +  k f  =2qx ■ k =  yQ2 , (548)
(q2 +  k )2 =2q2 • k = xQ 2 . (549)
We define the angle (p between the 2-dimensional vectors k± and l± such that
(k± ■ l±) = k±l± cos(0) . (550)
Incorporating k2 =  0, we can write
(I — k)2 = s — 2(1 ■ k) = s — (£y +  rjx)Q2 +  2(k± • l±)
= s -  (€y +  r)x)Q2 +  2y/xyQl_L (551)
Integral calculation
In these variables, we have the integral
"2 " /  ^ ^ dD~2kxS( w Q 2 ~ k±)s (s ~ ( xri +  yQ Q 2 +  2(l-Lk±)) (552)
= 1 ; s(xvQl ~ k l )
x 5 (s -  (xq +  y£)Q2 +  2l±k±_ cos(</>))
=  ^  J  ~ ~ ( x yQ2}£ ^  (s _  (xri +  v&Q2 +  2l± V ^ y Q cos(d>)) ,
where, with MS convention, H = tx/2.
It is convenient to change the variables
^ 9  dx da dy d(3 ,
xyQ = as , y^Q = (3s ^  —  =  — , — =  —  . (553)x a  y (3
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The integral then becomes
1-L f  daddd d ,
J  ^ r { a l 3 )
s2Q2 \ £ d(p
(si -  s)(s2 -  s ) )  2n
x S I s ( l — a  — f3) + 2lxS\ Q2otd
(s 1 -  s)(s2 -  s)
COS ((p)
Now we change the variables again:
i






Q2 \ ( s i  -  s)(s2 -  s) J  J  2n
o o
[ J dzJ XdX(z(l -  z)\*)




(zi -  s)(z2 -  s )
( s i - s ) ( s 2 - s )  V (s i ~~ s)(s2 -  s) ’
we write the integral as
n  (  s 2q 2 2 ? r  1
sQ2 \ ( s ! -  s)(s2 -  s)
X <5
J J  dz {z (l ~ z )) - /  A 1+2edA
0 0
1 — A(1 z) COS (j>)










( 5 5 7 )
( 5 5 8 )
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A ngular in tegration .
Using
\ n T(n +  2e)
<569)n = 0  ' ’
we get the integral
27r 1
D I ^ I dZ (2(1 “  2 ) r ‘+'  E  h.  IT ( S r  ^ c o s " ^  . (560)
0 0 "_0
Note that the integral over <f> is nonzero only for even values of n, when n = 2k, and
then
2tr
/ c ° s! ' w s = H ’ <56i)
The integral becomes
o T T ' f J , „  r(2fe + 2e)A*
* E y  * < * - * »  - ^ f m w
Integration over z results in the series
T2(A:-
T(2k +  2e) 4fcr(2e)(fc!)2 '
(562)
y .  r  + e) r (2k + 2e)A*
Z - f  r i 7 h  -J- 9r)  4‘ F O e K W ! ‘  ^ '
fc=0
Note that only the k =  0 term in this sum is singular for e =  0. Separating it we get
/ r2(e) 1 A  r 2(k + e)A2k\
\r(2£) + f(2F) ^  4‘ ( « ) 2 J
r 2 ( Wr(2e) V 4k(k\)2r 2(l +  e)
Note that
Thus, we have
—  =  ^  =  1  gQ2
4 ( s i - s ) ( s 2 - s )  ( s i - s ) ( s 2 - s )
E t  = ¥ + 0 ( s ) - <565>fc=i
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C alcu lation  o f  s-in tegral
As a result, we have the following integral over s
Z\
I ds (zi ~  s)(z2 - s ) \ e (si -  s)(s2 -  s) 7rl  + + 0 ( s ) (566)
The calculation of the s-integral for the first two terms in the square brackets proceeds 
as follows. Notice, first, that Z \Z 2 =  «is2, so we can rewrite the integral as
l ‘i ' (
{z\ - s ) ( z 2 - s )  
(si -  s)(s2 -  s)
J  —  s2e
0 0 
The next step is to pick up the pole contribution 
*1
(1 -  s / z { ) { \ -  s / z 2) 
(1 -  s /s i ){ l  -  s / s 2)
/?•*(
(1 -  s/z\){  1 -  s / z 2) 
(1 -  S/ Si)(1 -  s / s 2)
Zl Z1
- l + 2 e  [  j oc, — l + 2 s
J 1' "  "  ■ I ' 1"0 0
Z l
=  77~ +  e [  dss 1+2e ln.
2e J  \ ( l  -  s /s ! ) ( l  -  s / s 2)
o
{I -  s / z ^ j l  -  s / z2) 
(1 -  s /s i ) ( \  -  s / s2)
(1 -  s / z x){ 1 -  s / z 2)
+ 0(e2)
Now, the argument of the logarithm here vanishes as s for small s, and, hence, the 
integral over s is finite for e =  0. Thus, we may ignore the factor s2e to get
v2e
2e +  £
z  1 
/ !
In [ 1 -  -  ) +  In ( 1 -  -
z \ )  \  z2




7—  Li2 6 \ z 2  ^ +  Li2 ( — ) +  Li2
Sl
-  In [ 1 -  — ) -  In ( 1 -  —
52
+ 0 ( e2) (567)
Similarly, since the O(s) terms in Eq. (566) do not produce 1/e pole after the s- 
integration, we may ignore them. Hence, the result of Eq. (567) should be just 
multiplied by
r2 '2 71"
1 +  6 ¥ (568)
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6.4.4 LOW ER BOX IN SPIN O R  CASE
In spinor case, we need to know how to calculate the lower box. i.e., ^-integral
S(k2)6 ((I -  k )2)/ dDk {p 1 -  k)2{p2 -  k f ( p i - 0 2 = 0 . ( p 2 - / ) 2 = 0 (569)
in situations when one has an extra factors (k • n) multiplied either by (I • n — p ■ n)2 
or by (k • n — p • n)2. As we discussed, it is convenient to use the light-like vectors 
qi = pi — I and q2 =  P2 ~  I as the Sudakov basis, and to change the integration 
variable k —¥ I — k. The scalar integral then becomes
/ (91 +  fc)2 (92 +  k)'‘ q2=0,q2=0





FIG. 48. Left: Cut 3 for the top-vertex correction diagram. Right: Lower box in 
qi,q2 notations.
In spinor case, we should calculate it with the factors (k • n  — I ■ n) and 
(k ■ n — I ■ n)(k • n — p- n)2 in the integrand, where p ■ n =  p ■ n — I • n. Thus, in 
addition to the scalar integral calculated above, we need integrals with (k ■ n)N fac­
tors (N  = 1,2,3) in the integrand.
Linear term  in tensor form




d°k = J d°kp ,  s ( e ) s w - k f )(?i +  k)2(g2 +  k)2  " ” 2 (9 , • 1) 2(92 • 1)8( ^ )6  ((I -  k f )  ^ (570)
The box diagram depends on the external momenta qi, q2, pi, p2, of which only 3 
are independent, because of momentum conservation. Having in mind the Sudakov
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parameterization of p\, P2 in the qx, q2 basis, we will choose ql: q2 and =  p± as 
the basic vectors for the expansion
= aq° + bq% +  . (571)
For the integral containing (k ■ n ). we will get the combination
(n • / 3) =  a (qi ■ n) + b(q2 - n) + c (Zx • n) . (572)
Note that {qi • n) = (q2 ■ n) =  (p ■ n) — (I ■ n) =  (p ■ n).
According to
we have
7 l 1 52 — i S l ~ si± =  p± =  P l _ ( i  +  _ \ 9 l -  a
(ij. • n) = (p ■ n) -  ( 1 +  - ~ 2-S)  (p • n) -  ■ ")
or
/, x / X Q 2 +  Si +  S2 — 2s +  22 — 2s(Zx • n) = (p • n ) -------------—---------- (p • n) =  ( p  • n )  ^  (p • n) .
Hence, the result for (n • I 3) may be expressed as a linear combination of (p • n) and 
(Z • n) structures.
Let us now calculate the functions a , Zj, and c. Convoluting with 2qia and using 
2(9i • 92) =  Q 2 gives
O H -  f d ° l - H k 2 ) H { l - k)2) -- U 1 s ' r 2 <1 +  £) (5- )
°  /  2 ( 0 , - k )  ‘ Wt ! - « r ( l  +  2 e ) '  <573)
Since T2(l +  e ) / r ( l  +  2e) — 1 +  <9(e2), and within the MS prescription we also have 
H  =  t t /2, we may write
‘ = 2 W ^ j 7 [1 +  ° (e,)>- (574)
Similarly,
C 2 a _  f dD , A k 7) H ( l - k f )  1 s‘ r 2(l +  e)
Q a - J d k  2(q i . k) ~  Sl — s E r ( i  +  2e) (575)
or
7T
- 2Q2(s, - Sj 7 [1 + 0(e2)1' (576)
Both of these contributions come into the upper integral over Z accompanied by 
the same factor (p • n) = (p ■ n) — (Z • n), since q\ = p\ — I and q2 = p2 — Z.
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Px term . Convoluting with 2p±Q gives
P± J  2 (9, ■ k) 2( ,2 • k ) 2<Pl ' k±) ' (577)
Changing the variables as in the scalar case, we obtain that
2(pj.*l) =  - a ( l  -  A) =  - s  +   ----- *  —  . (578)
1 -  A y / Z ( l  -  Z)  COS(0)
Because of the second term in Eq. (578). the structure of the sum over n changes, 
since now one should use
(579)71=0 ’
Now, only odd n — 2k +  1 terms will remain after angular integration, so we should 
deal with the sum
V  E(2fc + 2 + 2s) 2fc+2 r(2k +  2s) 2k
f ^ o {2k + l ) \ F ( l + 2 e ) X f ^ i { 2 k - l ) ] T ( l  + 2£)X ' 1 j
After angular and 2-integration we get the series
~ r2(fc + g) r(2fc + 2g)A2fc 
T(2k + 2e) 4fcr(l +  2£){k\)2
2B s  2(k + £) f A 2' k
r(l + 2e)^(fc-l)!fc! V 4
2Bs  ^  r 2(k + £) ( A 2'  h
7  • («•!)r ( l  +  2e) (k -  1)! Ar! V 4
The terms from the sum over k > 1 do not produce singularities, thus e may be set 
to zero. In particular, we may use B  —> 7r/ (2 s Q 2 ). Using
A2 _  l \  Q2 _  (z} -  s)(z2 -  s ) _  1 _______ sQ2
4 ( s i - s ) ( s 2 - s )  (s1 - s ) ( s 2 - s )  ( s i - s ) ( s 2 - s )
and
Y '  1 f  (zi -  s)(z2 - s ) \  k =  _  /  _  (u  -  a)(2:2 -  a)
f ^ k  V(si - s ) ( s 2 - s ) J  V ( s i - s ) { s 2 - s )




- 2 B , h  1 . ( 7 , ( 5 8 3 )
7T (  SQ2In
2Q2l \  \ ( s !  -  s)(s2 -  s)
* h  , )  (584)2 ( 2 !  -  s){z2 -  S) \ { s i  -  S ) { S 2 ~  S )  
Combining the results for a, 6, c, we obtain
/
,D]J ( k 2) 6 ( ( l - k ) 2) 7T
dUk
2 (9l • fc) 2(g2 • A:) 2Q2
se q? s£ q% / s —  + ------—  585
£  S i  —  S  £  S 2 ~  S
4  b /  sQ2
\ (S 1 -  «)(S2 -  S)
Linear term  in convoluted form
Let us consider the integral
(n  • / 3)
=  [ d D k S(*?)S(( l -k)*)  _ f  D 5(k2)6 ((I ~ k f )
{qi + ky{q2 +  k)2 {n k) J  d 2 (9! • k) 2{q2 ■ k) {n k) (586)
in which Ig is convoluted with n a from the start.
We need now also the 91,92 decomposition
n =aqi +  bq2 +  n± (587)
for the projection vector n. Requiring n2 = 0, (n • 91) =  (n • q2) gives abQ2 — n \  and 
a = b. This may be satisfied by choosing
n =91 +  92 +  n± (588)
with n \  =  Q2. Thus
2(k • n) ={x +  y)Q2 +  2{k± ■ n±) =  (x +  y)Q2 -  2k±n_i cos(0 -  <p0)
—{x +  y)Q2 -  2k_in±[cos((j)) cos(0O) +  sin(<f>) sin(0o)] (589)
We choose angles between the 2-dimensional vectors k±, l±, n± in such a way that
(k_i ■ l±) = kj_l_i cos(0) (590)
(n_L • l±) = n±l_i cos(0o) (591)
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i.e., 0  is angle between k ±  and l±_  and 0O is angle between 7 7 j .  and /j_, so that angle 
between k± and n± is (0 — 0O).
As a result we have the integral
~2~ /  x ^ dD 2k±^ Xy®2 ~  (S ~ (XV +  +  2^ X ’ k±^
x [(x + y)Q2 -  2 ( k 1_ ■ n±)] (592)
^ - ( k l Y d k l n D^ A ( x y Q 2 - k l )
xy lit
- w l
x 8 ( s - { x r }  + y£)Q2 +  2l±kj_ cos(0 )) [{x +  y)Q2 -  2k±n ± cos(0  -  0O)] 
=  U  /  xyQ2)e 7^5  (s -  {xrj +  yO Q 2 +  2/±v/SyQcos(0 )) 
x [ x  + y -  2^/xy cos(0 -  0 O)] •
In the a,/3 variables, the integral becomes
dad/3 0\e (  s2Q2 \ e d(j>n f  (■,a(3 v '~/ \ ( s i  -  s)(s2 -  s) J  2n 
x d I s (l — a — j3) + 2l±s
(593)
Q2a/3
(si -  s)(s2 -  s)
COs(0)
X
as Bs  +  — --------2s^ a/3
Si — s s2 — s 
Changing further to A, 2 variables produces
s2Q2
(si -  s)(s2 -  s)
cos(0  -  00)
2tt
u
(si -  s)(s2 -  s ) ! t n
0 0
XdX
(*(1 -  *M2)
1—  £ (594)




I (si -  s)(s2 -  s ) 
(1 -  z)s 2 ( 1 - 2 )
Si — s s2 — s (si -  s)(s2 -  s)
cos(0  -  00)
and
n s2Q2(si -  s) (s2 -  s)
2 7T 1




1 — A(1 — A y / 2 ( 1  — 2) cos 0) 
1 - 2
----------h
S i  — S S 2 — s
2(1 - 2)
(si -  s)(s2 -  s) COS(0 -  00)
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After integration over A, the integral becomes
2tt 1




1 - :(1 -  z)
where
S ]  -  s  S 2 -  S
B  = sQ2B  =  n
(si -  s)(s2 -  s)
s2Q2
COs(0 -  00) (596)
(si -  s)(s2 -  s)
(597)
A n g u la r in teg ra tio n . Using
a  -  x ) - ‘ - 2e =  £
n=0
X” T(n +  1 +  2e) __ _ _ _ _ _ (598)
we get the integral
2tr 1
0 0
i+e x-' '  r (n  +  1 +  2s) 
n! T (1 +  2s) ( v ^ 0 ~ 2) A n cosr
X
z 1 — z 1 2\
S i  — s  s 2 — s
:(1 -  z)
( s  1 -  s ) ( s 2 -  s )
C O S (0 -  0Q) (599)
Here only the n — 0 term of the sum contains the 2-integral that is singular for s =  0. 
Another observation is that the cos(0 — 0o) term gives zero contribution for n =  0 








Si  — s  s 2 — s
n —2
T(s)r( i  + s)
r ( i  +  2  s)
+  n  J  t n j  d Z  £  ( ^ 1 “  A” cos" 0
0 0 n=l
X
Z  1 — 2
H-------------- 2\
2(1 -  Z)
S i  — s  s 2 —  s (sx -  s)(s2 -  s)
C O S (0 -  00) (600)
Representing cos(0 — 0O) =  cos0cos0o +  s in 0 s in 0 o, we observe that sin0  term 
vanishes after angular integration with cos" 0 , while cos 0  term contributes only for
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odd n = 2k —1. On the other hand, the first two terms in square brackets contribute 
only for even n = 2k. This gives
n s2Q2(si -  s)(s2 -  s)
2;r 1
1 1
  +  -----
+ %
/ £ / ' ■ £0 0 K- 1
Si  -  s  s2 -  >5.




Sj -  s s2 s y/(si  -  s)(s2 -  s )
where we have used that T2(l +  e)/T (l +  2e) =  1 +  0 ( e 2). Taking integral over 
and using
2tr
f  2fc/A dip (2k)\J  “  2? =  4W (602)
gives
s2Q2
(S'! -  s)(s2 -  s)
1 1
+Si — s s2 — s
, ? / y ( ( f c - l ) 0 2 (2k)l 
(2k — 1)! 4fc(fc!)2
A 2k k 1
where it was used that
A =
2k — s s2 — s J  l±Q
2lx Q
c o s ( p 0 )
(603)
+  ®(£) i
y / ( S i  ~  S ) ( S 2 -  S )
The sum over k is easily taken using
(604)
In sQ7
where we also have used that
(si -  s)(s2 -  s) 
sQ2
(605)
A?_ =  (2i -  s)(z2 -  s) = 1 ____
4 ( s ! - s ) ( s 2 - s )  (si -  s)(s2 -  s) '
Combining these results, we get 




-  n  In
(si -  s)(s2 -  s ) t




si -  s s2 -  s l±Q
c o s ( p o ) + 0(e).
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Sl — s s2 — s
1 1 
—  + —
1 /  s Q 2
-  +  H  In I --------- —-------- -
£ \ ( s i  -  s ) ( s 2 - s )
\  , - jj i (  SQ2
£  H  \ ( s y  -  s ) ( s 2 -  S )
LQ
cos(0o) +  0(e)  (607)
Sy — S S2 — S




+  0(e)  . (608)
/
S'!,? (11 _
(qi + m q 2  + k )* k a = 'Q*
dDk S(k2) 6 ( ( l - k ) q? +  Q2
£ \®i — S S2 — S
sQ2In +  0 { e ) (609)
*± K(si -  s)(s2 -  s ) t
for the original integral with free index, obtained earlier. However, for proceeding 
with I integral, it is preferable to have the result in tensor form, so that we will 
be able to convolute it with arbitrary vector n. Note that the r.h.s. of the above 
equation can be rewritten in terms of l± and l\\ = I — l± = s^ q i  +  2 -
I dDk
$(k2)S ((I -  k)2) H




e l 2 11 I i2
+ 0(e)
+ 0 ( e ) .  (610)
Recall also that l \  = ( z y  — s)(z2 — s ) /Q 2, I2 = (si — s)(s2 — s ) /Q 2 and (I ■ n) 
(l\\ - n (|) -  ( h - n ±).
Linear term  w ith  Sudakov decom position of k
Let us now calculate the integral
g . ,  d o k m m : k n ^
- S ' 2 (?i • *1)2(92 -k)
(611)
using explicit Sudakov decomposition
ka =xq“ + yq% + (612)
of the ka factor in the integrand.
As we have seen, switching to Sudakov variables, resolving the delta-funetions 
and changing the variables, the scalar integral transforms into
2n 1
f jD, s(k’ ) m i - k ) 2) a f d4,
J d k ^ . k ) H 9, . k ) ‘ B J  ' <613>
0 0
where \  = A y / z ( l  — z )  cos0 , A = 2l±Q / y / (sj — s)(s2 — s )  and
The ^-functions also result in the following values
a s  z  s  z
= <615>
(616)£Q2 si-s 1-x si-s 
of the Sudakov fractions, and in the value
k 2 __  Q 2 _  s2Q2 -  Z )
k ± ~ X y Q  ~  (Si-8)(sa-s)( 1 - x ) 2 ( 6 1 7 )
of the (squared) transverse momentum. As a result, we have
*“ = - ^ ------- —  9? +  ^ L L < 6  +  k i  (618)
1 - x  Si -S 1-x Si-s 
for ka. Substituting the decomposed ka into the integrand we get
271 1
B I =  I d z (z{1 -  2)1i di f
- 1 + e
(1 -  x ) 1+2e
o o
In scalar case, we had the integral
27r 1
zs  a (1 -  z)s „
S\  — S S 2 — S
f  d* [  W _ f , r n k  + s) ( A ’ Y  
J  2„J  (1 -  x)2' £-( r(2e)(H)A 4 J ' {bX>
(619)
0 0 k~°
For th e  lo n g itu d in a l p a r ts , we have the integral
2tt 1 _  ,
/ • #  f z ‘ (i -  *)-»■* ^  r(fc +  e)r(* +  i +  g) [ a 2\ “
]  21,] (i -  x)1+2e t l ,  r(i + 2e) ( « ) 2 U y  1 '
0 0 *~u
i r 2(l + e) (  A2\
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Multiplying this result by the B  factor produces
n  (  s2q 2 y r i r 2( i  +  e)
sQ2 \ ( s x -  s)(s2 -  s) _e T(1 +  2e) In
sQ2





sQ2 +  0(e)
Q? + _J2_
_s 1 -  s s2 -  s
for the longitudinal part of the contribution.
(622)
(623)
For the transverse part, we choose l± oriented alone the first axis in the trans­
verse plane, so that e“ =  1±/\1_l\ and represent
(1 -  X)k° = (!  -  x ) M  ^ c o s  0  +  sin ,
sQ
 v  = =  y/z(  1 -  z) ( cos 4> + S i n 0
V ( « l  -  s ) ( s2 -  S )  \K-lI
(624)




( z ( l - z ) ) - 1/ 2+e
(1 -  x ) l + 2 e
COS (
(id> f  . v>r(i
n n 71—0
F(n +  1 +  2s) 
f ( l  +2e)
A n(z(l -  z))n/2~1/2+e cosn+10 (625)
0 0
Here, only odd n = 2k — 1 contribute, so we get the sum
r  2(k + e)
- Y -A f ^ T { l  + 2 e ) k \ ( k - l ) l  \  4
2 \  fc
(626)




(sj -  s)(s2 -  s) 
sQ2
+  0 (6)
2 L l l n  -
Q *l l  V(si-s)(S2-s ) + 0(e) (627)
for the transverse part of the linear term, in accordance with the result obtained by 
two other methods.
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6.4.5 LOW ER BO X INTEG RA L: BILIN EA R  TERM
Bilinear term  w ith  Sudakov decom position o f k
Let us now apply the Sudakov decomposition
ka =xq“ +  yq% +  kaL
for the integral
B f  = f  dDk Hk2)l ^ 1 k)2J  k°ko = I  dDkJ  (<?i +  k)2(q2 +  k)2 J
6(k*)6 ((I -  k)*) 3
2(<?i • k) 2(q2 • k)
Substituting ka, kd decomposed according to
ka Qi +
s 1 — z
1 -  x si -  s 1 - x  si -  s 
into the integrand of <p, z integral, we get
9 2 + ^ 1
27r 1
B d(t> f  A (Z(l ~  Z))m0 0
— 1 + e
dz
(1 -  x ) 2+2£ Si — s
zs
S i  — s Qi +
S 2 -  S
(! ~  z)s 
s2 — s -<h
For the qfq± and q^q2 term s, we have the integral
2tt 1
/ £ / ■




(1 -  x ) 2+2e
/  | / « f e  E  ^  .+ m m  -  e°s" *
0 0 n = 0
r (2 +  2 s)
Here only even n = 2k contribute, and we get the sum
T(k +  e)r{k  +  2 +  e) / A2X k 
^  r (2 +  2s)(k\)2 [ 4k=0
i r ( l  +  e ) r (2 +  E) A 2/ 4 , /  A 2', ,
;  r (2 + 2g) + r ^ i v i - 1H 1 - T i + 0 w
1 f ( l  +  e ) r (2 +  s) ^  (zi — s)(z2 — s) _  ^ sQ2






+  0{s)  .
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Multiplying this result by the B  factor produces
s2Q2U
SQ2 V(S1 ~ S)(S2 ~S)
1T(1 +e)r(2 + e)
£
+
T(2 +  2e 
-  s){z7 -
In sQ2
(si -  s)(s2 -  s)
sQ2
n  r2(i + e)
sQ2 r (2 + 2e) 
n  r2(i + e) 
sQ2 r (2 + 2e)
+  0 ( e ) (633)
-  +  1 +£
(zi - s ) ( z 2 -  s)
— +£
sQ2













(si -  s)2 (s2 -  s)
r2(i + £) 
r(2 + 2£) (634)
for this part of the bilinear contribution. Note that convolution of this part with gag 
gives zero, i.e. this part is traceless.
For the qfq% and q'^q'l term s, we have the integral
2^r 1
Z £{ 1 -  z)e
( i  -  x )2+2m0 0
2tt
= f d- * [ d z f : n i
1 2 * l  h  ”!
r (n  +  2 +  2f)
r (2 +  2£) A n{z(l -  z))n/2+£ cosn cf>
Again, only even n — 2k contribute, and we get the sum
£
k=0
r 2(k +  l +  e) ( A2
r(2 +  2e)(k!)2 V 4
1
l - ^ / 4 + 0 ( e )
(«1 -  s)(s2 -  s) 
sQ2 + 0(e)
which gives
q \ 4  + Q2 Q1
(635)
(636)
for this part of the bilinear contribution. Note that convolution of this part with ga& 
gives 'HjQ2, i.e., this contribution is not traceless. As we will see, the compensating
contribution comes from the term. Another observation is that the tensor
9I
a/3 __
=  2 Cl 0  t OlQ1 Q2 +Q2 Q1 IQ2 (637)
may be treated as the “longitudinal” part of the metric tensor. Indeed, we have
C tB  8  CkB 8  j  rv r \=  Qi - ?2a5 || -  92 and g £  = 2.
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Terms linear in transverse m om entum  involve the longitudinal factor
2 S  3  ( 1  - Z ) S  3
Qi + -----------%Si — s s2 -  s
and the transverse factor
(1 -  X)ka± =
sQ
\ A (1 -  z) ^jl^j- cos 0  +  e 2 sm i
(638)
(639)
\ J ('sl “  S)(S2 ~  S)
(plus {q 8}). In the transverse factor, only the cos0  term contributes and we 
should deal with the integral
2?r 1
( i - x )
- / £ / * £
~(~(i — 2))
2+2e COS 0
r ( n  +  2 +  2s) 
n\T( 2 + 2e)
A n z ( z ( l - z ) )—  y)\n/2- l /2+£ Pn«"+1COS” 0 (640)
0 0
Here, only odd n = 2k + 1 contribute, so we get the sum
OO , \ T - ! / l  . 1 . \  /  1 9 \  fc A
2 r (2 + 2e ) k \ ( k -  1)! \ 4  J 2 ( l - A 2/4)
h Q  (si -  s)(s2 -  s)
+ 0(e)
y / ( s i  -  S ) ( S 2 “  S) sQ2
+  0 ( S ) ,
which, after adding the B s 2Ql±/l_iy/(si — s)(s2 — s) factor gives
l L , a
Q2
Qi + 4- {a 44 /3} +  0 {e ) (641)Si — s s2 — s
for the transverse/longitudinal part of the bilinear term. This contribution is evi­
dently traceless.
Terms bilinear in transverse m om entum  come from the product
(1 — x )2^x^± _  s Q z ( ---- (e“ cos0 +  e f sin0) fe f  cos0 +  e2 sin0>) , (642)




is a unit vector in the l± direction, and e2 is a unit vector orthogonal to it. Only 
terms even in 0  survive the angular integration, namely
e“ e f  cos20 +  e2e2 sin2 0 =  (e“ e f  — e2e f ) cos2 0 +  e2e2 (644)
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For th e  term  con stan t in 0 we have the integral
27r 1
d<P f  , (^(1 -  z ) Y  
(1 -  x ) 2+2£o o
277 1
(645)0 0 n~°
Now, only even terms with n =  2k contribute, and we have the sum
k = 0
r (2 +  2e)(A:!)2 \  4 /  1 -  A2/4




Q2 e 2 2
for this part of the bilinear contribution.
0 ( e ) , (646)
(647)
For the term  containing cos2 0 we have the integral
2tt 1
( 2 ( 1  -  Z ) ) £ 2
dz — 7777772 COS 0l d± (J  2?v j  (1 — x)2+2e
0 0
2tt 1
f  d<t> f  A  T(rn 4- 2 +  2e)
r (2 +  2e) A n (2(1 -  2))n/2+ecosn+20
2 ^  r(2 +  2 e)k\(k + 1)!
(648)
0 0
Again, only even terms with n = 2k contribute, and we have the sum
5 ( 4 - V  =  r - A r ;  +  4  ln(i -  * 7 4) +  o (e)1 -  A2/4  A 2





2 l \Q 2
sQ2
1 +  —7T In
sQ2
2l\ \ ( s i  -  s)(s2 -  s) 
for this part of the bilinear contribution.
( s i  -  s ) ( s 2 -  s)
z.a~8
e l e l  2 2
+ 0 ( e ) ,  (649)
(650)
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Combining the two terms and using
pap3 _  _  p»p^e 2 e 2 ~  9l ^1
gives
I ~r> ~ ft S
e , e f  + ^-ln s<?2 eae 0 -  - o Q/3 e i e i 2^±
(651)
(652)
Q2 I 1 1  ^  V(S1 - « ) ( S 2 ~S) .
The second tensor structure here is traceless, while the first one has nonzero trace 
equal to —U j Q 2 which compensates the trace of the U(qlq 2 +  Q2 Q1 ) / Q 4 term.
One may also rewrite e\ in terms of lx to get
U
QH\ laJ  i  +  — In
sQ2
l \  V ( s i  -  s ) ( s 2 -  s)
ia id I A. a0
h h  ~^9± (653)
...2^ j ia iP
QHI  i x ± 1 +  p- In
sQ2
(sj -  s)(s2 -  s)
_ „ « s £ l n ( _____ £2 !_____
1 2 V(si - s ) ( s 2 -  s)
Thus, the coefficient accompanying lj_lx (d in notations of the next section) is
u
Q 2i \
1 +  Trln
sQ2
l \  V(51 _ s )(s2 -  s)
Further, we can write
g f  =  - 9 ° “ + g f  =  +  2 <a4+ /<32
(654)
(655)






2Q2l \  V (s i -  s ) (s2 ~  s) _ 




i _ ± i  (  sQ2
, i \  n V(S l - , ) ( S2- , ) .
Since sQ2 =  (sj — s)(s2 — s) — l2±Q2, this coefficient is finite in the limit lx —>■ 0.
Bilinear term  in tensor form
Let us now calculate the integral
g * -  f do k m s w - k ? )  f do k m s ( d - k r )
3 - J  t e + ^ t e + * ) 2 - J  k 2(q i - k ) i ( q2. k) k k  (658)
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by tensor expansion. Since k2 = 0. /£ 3 should have structure of the expansion
B * 3 = a iQ\Qi +  ^ q 2 +  ?2 9i -  9 a3Q 2/ 4]
+  /* +  g f r  -  (qil)ga3/2] +  c2[<gl3 + q%la -  M g * 0/?}
+  d[lQl3 -  l2ga3/ 4] (659)
over symmetric-traceless tensors built from independent vectors q\. q2,1 and metric 
tensor ga3. As before, we can write I
in terms of its longitudinal (proportional to q\ and q2) components and the transverse 
component U- Hence, we can rewrite the expansion over the structures using q\,q2 
and lj_ as the basis vectors:
Note that the tensor structures accompanied by a l5 a2, Ci, c2 coefficients are autom at­
ically traceless. The structures accompanied by 6, d and /  have nonzero trace, so the 
overall tracelessness condition imposes an extra constraint
on b, d, f  coefficients (D =  4 +  2e).  Using =  la — £qi — r}q2 this expansion may be 
converted into the original expansion over q\,q2,l. Recalling the explicit values for 
f , g, we have
Note that is formally a 4-dimensional (more precisely, D-dimensional) vector. 
However, its longitudinal components vanish. Using our usual metric conventions, 
we may write I2 = £r]Q2 — which implies =  —l\ .  So, we should be careful
in making distinction between D-dimensional Minkowski vector l^ _ and the absolute 
value l± of its Euclidean D — 2-dimensional part.
Calculation of expansion coefficients
Let us now calculate the coefficients a, b, c, d, which are the functions of the invariants 
si, s2, Q2 and s describing the lower box.
(660)
B f  =«i ^  92 +  q% +  q$q$]
+ + q?l±] + c 2[<?2^  + q2ll] + d l l l 0± + f  ga0 . (661)
Q2b - d l 2± + D f  =  0 (662)
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C alcu la tio n  o f a x an d  a2. Convoluting with 2qXa2qXg and using 2{qx • q2) =  Q2 
gives
Q %  = f d° k S^ S « l - k ^
2(92 • k)
2(91 • k) . (664)
Here we need the integral
I dUkDJ ( k 2) S ( ( l - k )2) ia 2(92 • k) ka = Aq% +  Bl Q . (665)
The coefficients A, B  can be found by convolutions with 2q% and 2 which give
r 2 { i  + f )(s2 — s)B = J  dDk5(k2)S ((/ — k )2) =  'Hi
T(2 +  2s)
(666)
[here we used that 2(q2 ■ I) =  s2 — s] and
5(k2) S ( ( l - k ) 2)
(s2 — s)A + 2sB = J  dDk
2(92 • k)
2{l ■ k )
= s j  dDk 6^ 2)6^ l ~ k)2) -  71 sl+£ r 2 (1 +  £)
2(92 • k) S S2 — S T(1 +  2s )
As a result,




s2 - s  e ( s 2 - s ) 2_
T 2 ( l + g )  
T ( 2  +  2 g )
(667)
(668)
si — s 1 sQ2 r 2 ( l  +  s )  
_s2 -  s +  g (s2 -  s)2_ T(2 +  2s)
Hs £
(*» -  S?
(si -  s)(s2 -  s) +




(si -  s )2
(sx -  s)(s2 -  s) +
T ( 2  +  2 g )
sQ2] T 2 ( l  +  g) 
T ( 2  +  2 g )  ‘
(669)
(670)
Convolution with 2qXa2q2p gives nonzero results for 6-term, so we will consider it 
at the end, after extracting the value of d.
C alcu la tio n  o f ci a n d  c2. Convoluting with 2qlalj_p gives (recall, that in our 
convention =  —1\ and l±pk3 =  —(l± • k±))
^ M j c + o w , (671)
2 ( 9 2 •  k ) T(2 +  2g) s2 — s
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i.e.
c2 =  Hs
s r 2 ( i  +  e)  1
T(2 +  2e) QHs2 -  s) +  0(e) .
Here we used
2(92 • k)
H s£ I* +  1 sq«
Similarly,
Cl =  H s£
_S 2 -  S  £  ( s 2 -  s ) 2
r 2 ( 1 + £ )  1 +  0(e)  ,
r 2 ( l + e )
T(2 +  2e)
T(2 +  2e) Q2(s! -  s) 
C a lcu la tio n  of d. Now, convoluting with 2l±a2l±p gives 




4(71 d - l i f ) I dUk 2(92 • k)2(qi • k) 
Changing the variables as in the scalar case, we obtain that
( 2 ix  • k± y (675)
[2(p± ■ k_L)}2 = s2(l -  X f - s  +
1 — A \Jz { \  — z ) cos(<f>) 
The sum over k changes, since now one should use
(676)
x 2( i - x ) — 2—2e
y  r ( n  +  2 +  2e) ^ n+2
n=0 n\ T(2 +  2s)
(677)
Now, only even n = 2k terms will remain after angular integration, so we should deal 
with the sum
r ( 2 k  +  2  +  2e) 2k+2E
k=0 {2k)\T(2 +  2e)'
(678)
After angular and ^-integration we get the series
E + l)(2fc + 1)
k=0
2 B s 2
T ( 2 k +  2 +  2e)  4 fc+ J r ( 2  +  2 e ) ( ( f c  +  l ) ! ) 2
00 r 2/;. , i . _\ /  a2\ fe+l
T(2 +  2e)
(679)
The terms from the sum over A: >  1 do not produce singularities, thus e may be set 
to zero. In particular, we may use e =  0 value H /{sQ 2) for B,  which gives
2Bs2E  (IV T ) ( t ) * +‘ + !) =  2 B *2 \2j  A2/4‘l -  A2/4 +  ln(l -  A2/4) ( 6 8 0 )
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Using
A 2 =  (zi -  s)(g2 ~  s) 




Us/ 4 A _  / 2 f  — ____i±J  — 2Q2
(si -  s)(s2 -  S) 
sQ2
\ ( s i  -  s ) ( s2 -  s)
Recall that
Then




212, + s In sQ2
(«1 -  s)(s2 -  s )
C a lcu la tio n  o f b. Finally, convoluting with 2qia2q20 gives
Q4b + 2Q2f  = J  dDk6 (k2)5 ((< -  *)2) =  H
Solving the system of equations for b, d and / ,  we obtain
r ( l  +  e)2 se(3 +  2e)& = + n
2L
Q A
d = - n
T ( 2  +  2 e )  Q4{l  +  2 c )
p±y u  + 2e) (2fi+sln
,  _  i  /  Q2s
*1 n V(s -  Si) (s -  s2) 
r ( l + e ) 2 s£
Q2s
(s -  Si) (5 -  s2)
T(2 +  2e) l \ Q 2(l + 2e)
^ ( ! + e ) ( r\l2
+ z i w T T S )  V ± +  "
<2 2s
(s — Si) (s — s2)
H
~ * QH2
f = - n
+
1 +  iT ln
Q2s
_(s -  Si) (s -  s2)
T ( 2  +  2 e )  Q 2 ( l  +  2 e )
^  ^212 +  s In
2/ lQ 2(l +  2e)
Q2s
_(s -  Si) (s -  s2)_











These results agree with those obtained using the Sudakov decomposition in previous 
section. Other coefficients are given by
a i
a 2
Q4(si -  s )2
Hs£
ci =  1-Ls
c2 =  Hs
Q4(s2 -  s)2
r 2 ( l  +  e )  1
(si — s )(s2 — s) + 
(«1 -  s)(fi2 -  s) +
sQ2
sQ2
r a(i + e)
T(2 +  2e) ’
r 2 ( l  +  e )
T(2 +  2e) '
r ( 2  +  2e ) Q 2(Sl - s )  ’ 
T2(l +  e) 1 
T(2 +  2e) Q2(s2 - s ) ' (686)
6.4.6 LOW ER BOX INTEG RA L: TR ILIN EA R  TERM
Trilinear term  in tensor form
Consider the integral
3 J  (qx + k)2(q2 + k)2 J  2(qx ■ k) 2(q2 ■ k) { J
Since k2 =  0, T%01 should have structure of the expansion
-ia/S aiQ?qiQi + a 2q2q2q2
+ h  
+  b2 
T Ci
+  «?9?9i +  -  y  (s"V +  s “ 19? +  / X )
-  9?9?9? + 'jf'jflJ -  + s“X  + / X )
+  9f i !?7 +  t f d f d l  +  C2
+  c3 [ l“ +  9 2 9 ? )  +  l± f ' i l 'h  +  <H<i{ ) +  i:L +  9? 9 ? )
- y  ( i l / 1 +  l{gal +  ( X  s )
+  +  9“',(I/6)9? +  +  9ial\l§)qi + ( ( K  + 9 '>1(i/6)9 ii]
+  * [ ( 1 ^  +  gan i l 6 ) q l  +  ( P j l  + + {iHl + 9“7fi/6)9?]
+ /   ' '+ f  ( g ^ l l  +  g r i {  + g ^ l i ) (688)
over symmetric-traceless tensors (recall that l \  =  —lJ_lxQ). Let us now calculate the 
functions a, b, c, d, f .
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C alcu la tin g  ax a n d  a2. Convoluting with 2qia2qxs2qx~r and using 2{qx • q2) =  Q2 
gives
(689)
Here we need the integral
/ dD<: +  + - () / 2)
+  C(lal9 -  ga0l2/ 4) . (690)
Calculation of A, B , C. The coefficients A  £?, C can be found by convolutions 
with 2 q%2 q2 , 2q^2C and 2la2l13. Convolution with 2q22qf  gives
(s2 -  s)2C -  j d DkS(k2)5 ((/ -  A-)2) [2(g2 • *)] (691)
[here again we used 2(q2 ■ I) = s2 — s]. To proceed, we need the integral
J  dDk 8(k2)5 ((I -  k)2) ka =  J lQ . (692)
Convoluting this relation with la gives
s J  = f  dDk8(k2)6 ((I -  k}2) (k- l )  = ~s  J dDkS(k2)8 ((/ -  k)2)
n  r2(i + e) 1+e
2 T(2 +  2t) j
Hence,
J  dD k6(k?)6 ((I -  k f )  [2 ( ,2 • *)] =  |  s‘ (S2- s ) ,  (694)
or
c  (695)
2 T(2 +  2e) s2 — s
Then, convoluting Eq.(690) with 2 ^ 2 ^ ,  we obtain
T 2 ( l  +  e )




B H  r 2( l+ e )  s
1+E
2 T(2 +  2c) (s2 -  s)2 ' 
Finally, convolution of Eq.(690) with 2lQ2lli produces
2{q2 ■ k)
(.s2 -  s f A  +  3 (s2 -  s )sB +  3 s2C =s2 J  dDk




r(l 4- 2c) e s2 — s
r2(l + c) l - c  s2+£ 
r(l + 2e) e(l + 2e) (s2 — s) 3 '
As a result ,
= n
J  2(92 . k)
r2(l + e) s£
x
r (2 +  2c) (^2 — a)
1 “ e +  h ° f  -  i s“3s
(S — S2)' 8 ‘
+
2 (^2 ~~ s)
Hence,
a2 =H
T2(l +  e)





—J - ' s2<54 +  ^  ( « 2  -  s)2 ( « 1  -  s )2 +  Q2S (s2 -  s) {a 1 -  s)
r2(i +  c) s2
T(2 +  2e) (s2 -  s)3 Q2




T2(l +  c) a2 
T(2 +  2e) (sx -  s)3 Q2









C alcu latin g  61 and b2. Convoluting with 2qia2q2a2q2l gives
\ q %  +  | Q 4/lrfi =  j  d ° k 6 ( k 2)S {(I -  k)2) [2 ( 0 2  • k)}
n  r2(i +  e)
S£(s2 -  s) , (703)2 r(2 + 2e)
In the same way,
\ q %  +  ^ Q Al \ d 2 =  J  dDk.S(k2)8 ((I -  k)2) [2(qi • A:)]
n  r2(i + e)
2 T(2 +  2e)
se(S l - s )  . (704)
C alculating dx and d2. To complete the calculation of bi and b2l we need dx and 
d2. Convoluting with 2q,lQ/j_/3/x7 gives
5 ^ , . ,  . , >2-  Q lx d2 +  —  lLb2 — J  a k ------ ^ — —---- (tj_ • k±) . (705)
Using Eq. (700) gives
'1-  Q2i\d 2 +  — i\b2 = n  - -.i L t .!.)— L _  5'c 1
6 ^  x 6 T(1 +  2e) 1 +  2e (s2 — s) 2
Similarly,
5 Q2l{d i +  ^ H 2 h  = U f2(1  +  e) 1 st 1
2
s l \  +  l]_ (706)
6  ^ x 6 r(l + 2e)l + 2e(si —s)2
Solving the system of equations for d\, d2, b\ and b2, we obtain
T2(l +  e) se [2/2 Q2 +  Q2s -  (s2 -  s) (si -  s)]
(707)
di = n
d2 = n  
h  =  n
r (2 +  2e) 2f2 Q 4 (Sl -  s)
r2(l + e) se [2l \ Q 2 +  Q2s -  (s2 -  s) (si -  s)]
r ( 2  +  2c) 2 l \Q* ( s 2 -  s) ’
T2(l +  e) s£ [ -4 l2±Q2 -  2Q2s + 5 (s2 -  s) (sx -  s)] _ _ _ _ _  _____
l r2(l +  e) s£ [ - 4 l \ Q 2 -  2Q2s +  5 (*2 -  a) (s, -  s)}
h  = H  f ( 2 T 2^ ------------------ 2Q« ( s T - s ) ------------------- ' (7°8)
Incorporating (si — s)(s2 — s) =  Q2{1\ +  s) this simplifies to
d = H  r ^ 1 +  e^
1 T(2 +  2e) 2Q2 (Sl -  s) :
r2(l + e) s£d2 — tl
h  = n
r (2 + 2e) 2Q2 (s2 -  s) ’
r2(l +  e) s£ (2sQ2 +  (s2 -  s) (si -  s))
r(2 + 2e) 2Q6 (5l -  s)
,  r 2( l  +  e) s £ (2SQ 2 +  (*2 -  a ) (a i  -  s))
h  W f ( 2 T & ) ------------2Q « ' ( ^ r - Sj-------------   (709)
C alcu la tin g  Ci an d  c2. Convoluting with 2qia2qiplxy gives
Q 4/1c2 =  J  d D k  • * ) ] ( 'i  ' *J.) ■ <71°)
Incorporating Eq.(700) we obtain
_ n , r 2 ( 1 +  e) s£ SQ 2 +  (s 2 - s )(*i - s )  , .
2 _  r ( 2 + " 2 e ) ( s 2 - s ) 2 2QS ‘ ( 7 U )
Similarly,
^ , r2 (1 + e ) st SQ2 + (S2 -  s)(fil -  s) 
r(2 + 2e) (sj -  s)2 W  ’ (712)
)
Calculating c3 and / .  Convoluting with 2q\a2q2fjl l7 gives
| q 4/1c3 +  ^ 1 /  =  J  dDk S ( k 2)S ((I -  k )2) ( F  • fc
- 7/ r 2 (1 +  e) s£i2 r i oX
~  T (2  +  2e) 2 (713)
Another combination involving c3 and /  is obtained by the convolution with 
lj_Ql±0 l±'yi which gives
+  i / i /  =  / «  • *x)» S  F  . (714,
C alculating F . Recalling that F  =  p±, and changing the variables as in the 
scalar case, we obtain that
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The sum over k changes, since now one should use
x3( i - x ) - 3 - 2 < r
T(n +  3 +  2e) +3
AE  n !r(3  +  2e)
n = 0  v J
(716)
Now, only odd n =  2A' — 1 terms will remain after angular integration, so we should 
deal with the sum
E 1
(9k -
T(2k + 2 + 2e) 2fc+2
\
k=i (2k — 1)! T(3 +  2e)'
(717)
After angular and ^-integration we get the series
4Bs3 V  r2(fc +  1 +  £) r (2fc +  2 +  2 g )A 2fc+2
Y(2k +  2 +  2e) 4fc+ !r (3  +  2e)((k +  l ) ! ) 2 ( }
4B s 3 ^  r2(A: + l  +  £) { A 2\  k+1EY(3 + 2 s ) ^ ( k  + l ) \ ( k - l ) —  (2fc +  l ) . (718)
The terms from the sum over k > 1 do not produce singularities, thus e may be set 
to zero, which gives
_ E ! L  k  /  A 2  \  f c + 1
2B*3 E — ( - )  (2* +  l)  =  2B S3- ^k  4-1 \  4 J
-A2 j  4 + 3(A2/4 )2 
(1 -  A2/4 )2
-  ln(l -  A 2/ 4)
(719)
Using
A 2 (z1 - s ) ( z 2 - s )
= 1 sQ2
4 (s1 - s ) ( s 2 - s )  ~ ( s i - s ) ( s 2 - s )







(si -  s)(s2 -  S)
(z2 -  s) (zi -  s )
Q4S2 [3 (z2 -  s ) (zi - s ) -  (s2 -  s) (si -  s)} (720)
Using (si — s)(fi2 ~  s ) =  Q2(l\  +  s) and (21 — s)(z2 — s) = Q2l\ ,  we can rewrite this 
result in the form
U s 2
4 Q2 
U s 2 
~  4Q2
+lo | ) +  [2/ |  _  8]
In ( 1 +  ‘4
s — +  2-^4 s (721)
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showing that this coefficient is finite in the limit l± 0 . Solving the system of 
equations for C3 and / ,  we obtain
T(1 +  e)2 3se , s2H
c 3  — f i  ^  ;  A  “ I  +T(2 +  2e) 2Q4








r(l + e)2 3se 
r (2 + 2c) 2/2 Q2 ~  /JQ 2 
(22 -  s) (21 -  s)
(S2 -  «) («1 -  S)




In terms of /2 these expressions read
T2(l +  e) 3s£ s2f t
_(s2 -  s ) (sj -  s)_
[3 (z2 -  s) (zi -  s) -  (s2 -  s) (sj -  s)]
c3 =  n r (2 +  2e) 2Q4 2 l \Q4 \ l l
_  3s£ s2n  f l .
2QA 2l \ Q A \ l \ n
u  
I2
1 +  s^
1 +
1 212 
-  + ~ 4
1 212 
 h ~ 4
f  =  - H  p2(1+e) 3g£ + s2n




- n J ^ L + s2n2l2,Q2 lAQ2 \ l 2 In
/2
1 +  s^
I2
l +  - is
1 2/2 







6.4.7 U P P E R  TR IA N G LE IN TEG R A L
In spinor case, we have calculated the lower box, i.e., A:-integral
f  D f(k2)S ((I -  k)2)
J («. + m i 2+ t v
in situations when one has extra factors (kn)N (with N  =  1,2,3) in the integrand. 
As we have seen, the results in this case contain some power (p ■ n)3~M of (p • n ) and 
the corresponding power (l -n)M multiplied by a function Fm (s i , s2, Q2. s ) of external 
invariants sx, s 2, Q2 and s = I2, the internal invariant of the upper loop. Thus, on 
the stage of the /-integration, we need the integrals
J  dDl6(l2 -  s) 6((Pl -  l)2)S((p2 -  I)2) (/ • n)M
=  (p • n)MPi m (s i , s2, Q2, s ) . (726)
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Scalar case
When N  = 0, we deal with the integral
P i ( s ^ s 2. Q 2,s) = J  6 ((pi -  /)2) 6 ((pa -  0 2) $(l2 ~ s )dDl (727)
corresponding to the spectral density given by the 1-loop triangle diagram with the 
central quark line having nonzero ^fs mass. We have already calculated it earlier 
using the Sudakov parametrization
Pi =  P\ -\ P2, P2 — P2 ~\— -Pi,  I =  xPi  +  yP 2 +  l± .a a
It is important to note that this decomposition for I differs from the parametrization
l = 1 +  m 2 + h  (728)
in terms of the light-like momenta qx, q2 used in the calculations of the lower-box 
integral over k. Strictly speaking, we should use now another notation for l± . In 
particular, the “new” l± satisfies
Q2
| new =  7  1 \ n i z l  — s ) { z 2 ~  s )  ■(<J -  SiS2/ory
while Zj_ of the previous section satisfies
,2 1 (Z1 ~ s )(z2 ~ S)l±\M -  Q2
However, in what follows, we will not need to write l \  explicitly, since we will calculate 
the N  > 1 integrals covariantly, using the N  = 0 result as given.
The combination (zi — s)(z2 — s ) entering both expressions is positive for s <
zi < z2 or for s > z2 > z\. But only the region s < Z\ < z2 corresponds to a physical
situation. The result for the /-integral is
/ ((Pi -  I)2) S ((p2 -  I)2) S(l2 -  s) dDl 
U  ( Q 2(zi -  s)(z2 -  s )
(729)
a  — s xs2/ a  \  (a — s xs2/ a ) 2
where M  =  7t/2.
MS
9(s <  S\s2/a )  ,
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Linear term .
Consider now the integral
I  dDlS(l2 - s ) S ( ( l - p ,)2) S ((I -  p2)2) la
= S 2 , Q2, s)p® + / 2(si, S 2 , Q2, s )p 2 ■ (730)
Multiplying both sides by or p° and using (pj - I) = (s + sj ) /2 , (p2 • 0  =  (s +  s2)/2, 
we obtain
•M^l, s2> Q2) — ^[Q 2(s +  S 2 )  ~ («2 ~~ s ) ( s l  ~  ^2)] - (731)
h ( s i i  s 2 1 Q 2) =  ^[(Q 2(s +  Si) T  (si — s)(«i — s2)] , (732)
where
I  = j d Dl6(l2 - S) 5 ( ( l - Pl)2) 6 { ( l - p 2f )  (733)
is the scalar spectral density
,  =  (734)
As a result ,
j  dDl i ( l 2 - s ) S ( ( l - p 1)2) S ((I -  p, )2) (I ■ n) (735)
= H(p-  n) 5 ! ( £ l ± i l ± | l ± ( £ l ^ ((2i _  s)(2a _  s ) Q V x y  .
Thus,
1 r
((«2 -  Si ) 2 +  Q 2 (si +  S2 +  2s))
Recollecting calculation of the one-loop spectral density, we conclude that the factor
Q2(si +  s 2  +  2 s )  -T ( s i  —  s2)2 
A
may be identified with (Zy • n\\)/(p • n ). We can also write
Q2(s 1 +  s 2  +  2 s )  +  ( s i  —  s 2 ) 2  _  ( / „  • n | | ) o  n$Q2
A (p  • n) A ’
where
(^ [| ' n | | ) o  _  Q2(gl + s 2 )  + (si — s 2 ) 2
(p •n) ~  A
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is the ratio (l\\ ■ n \ \ ) / ( p  ■ n )  for s =  0 , i.e. for the triangle diagram with all lines 
massless. We first encountered this combination in Chapter 2. when we calculated 
one-loop spectral density. Hence, we may write
,sQ 2( I ' n) -» =  (/|| • n.||)0 +  2— (p • n) .
Bilinear term.
Consider integral
J d Dl 8 { l 2 - s ) 8 { { l ~ p x)2) 8  ( ( /  -  p 2)2) la l 0
= Ioo(si,s2, Q 2)gaP 
+  h l ( s l ,  s 2 , Q 2 ) p l P l  +  ^ 2 2 ( S l  * s 2 , Q 2 ) P 2 P 2 
+  I u ( s i , s 2, Q 2) \ p i P 2 + p 2p f (736)
Multiplying both sides by projectors ga:3. PiP®, PiP2, P2P2, and using ( p { ■ I)  =  
(s +  S \ ) / 2, (p-2 • /) =  (s +  s'2)/2. we obtain following set of equations:
I s  =  4 700 +  I n S i  +  h i s 2 +  I 12 ( Q 2 +  si +  s2) ,
- /  (s +  Si)2 =  IoOsl +  I n S2 +  112^ 1 (Q2 + S i  +  S2) +  -^22 (Q2 +  Si +  s2) ,
1 1 1
— I  (S +  S i )  (S +  S 2 )  =  112^ 1 ^2  +  - / o o  ( Q 2 +  S i  +  S 2 )  +  2 ^ l l S l  ( ^ 2  +  S 1  +  ^ 2 )
+  2^22^2 ( Q 2 +  Si +  S 2 )  +  - 1 12 ( Q 2 +  Si +  S2) ,
- I  (s +  s2)2 =  / 00S2 +  / 22S2 +  Ii 2 s 2 (Q2 +  Si +  S2) +  -/11 (Q2 +  Si +  S2) . (737)
Solving for I tJ functions
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/°0 (Q4s ~  Q2 (s — s i) (s — ^2)) • (738)
=  ~^jQ2 (s (Q2 +  s i +  *2 ) ~  S1S2) ' (7 3 9 )
III = ^2 _  S2^2 (Sl ~ S2 2^ (s2 ^SS2 ^2)
+2Q2 (s — S2 ) (si (s +  2S2) — S2 (2s +  S2))) , (740)
I \2  = ^2 ( ^ 4 (^ 6’2 _  s  A'2) 2S1S2) — (s  ~  s l)  ( 5 ~  *’2) ( s i  — S2)2
+ Q 2  ( ( s i 4~ £^2 ) (s +  £2 ) +  Si (s2  — 6 ss 2  +  s2)) — Q^s ) ' (741)
I 22 = ^2 ((S _  Sl)2 (Sl _  S2 2^ ^  ^SSl Sl)
+2Q2 (s — sj) (S2 (s +  2sj) — Si (2s +  Si))) . (742)
Combining in the integral
j  dDl 8{l2 -  s) 5 ((/ -  P l)2) 5 ((/ -  p2)2) lal0 (743)
=  ^ 4s Si) (s ~ s X g a 0
+  [(s — S2 ) (si — S2 ) +  Q4 (s2  +  4 ss“2  +  S2 )
2Q2 (s — S2 ) (si (s +  2 S2 ) — S2  (2 s +  S2 ))] P1 P1 
+  [(s -  Sx) 2  (si -  S2 ) 2  +  Q 4 (s2  +  4ssi +  s2)
+ 2 Q 2  (s — si) (s2  (s +  2 si) — si (2 s +  si))] P2 P2 
+  \Q4 (2 s 2  — s (si +  S2 ) +  2 S1 S2 ) — (s — Si) (s — S2 ) (si — S2 )
+Q2 ((«? +  «s2) (s +  s2) +  Si (s2 -  6ss2 +  53) ) -  Q6s] (P1P2 +  P1P2)  j
Contracting by nQn^ and simplifying gives
J  dDl 8(l2 - s ) 6  ((I -  p i )2) 6 ((I -  p2)2) (I ■ n)2
I(p • n)2
A2 ((S2 — Si) +  Q2 (si +  S2 +  2s))
+  2Q4 (s -  si) (s -  s2) -  2Q6s (744)
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or
; ((~1 -  S){Z2 ~  s )Q2/ \ ) ( 
A5/2H (p ■ n) ((s2 — Si) +  Q2 (^1 +  S 2 + 2s)) 
+ 2Q4 (21 — s) (z2 — s) (745)
Comparing this outcome with the scalar case, we see that
(/ • n f  ->2 . (p ■ n )2
A2
((^2 — si) +  Q2 (si 4- s2 + 2s)) +  2Q4 (2 1  — s ) (z2 — s )
(h - n \\?
(P • n?  
A2 2Q4 (21 -  s) (z2 -  s)
The second term here comes from (lx ■ n±)2, i.e.
( L  ■ n x )2 . ( p -n ) 2 2QA {zi -  s) (z2 -  s)
Thus, we can write
(746)
(747)
(I ■ n )2 -» (i| ■ nn)2 +  ( h  • n ±f  =  [((| ■ ri||)o +  2sQ2/ \ f  + (I± ■ n ±) (748)
T rilin ear te rm .
Consider integral
J  dDl 6(12 -  s) 5 ( ( /  -  P l )2) ((I -  p2)2) lal8P
= P i P i P j h n ( s u  s2, Q2) + P2P2P p 2 2 2(su  s2, Q2) 
+  h n ( s i ,  S2 , Q 2) \p ip fp l  + PiP%pl +  P2 Pf.P1 ]
+  I\22(su «2, Q 2) \PlP2P2 +  P2P1P2 +  P2P2P1]
+  /ooi(s i, s2, Q 2) [ga0p{ +  gaip‘i + g01p°]
+  / 002 ( s i , S2, Q 2) [ga0p2 +  gaip2 +  / 7p2] . (749)
To find the functions we convolute the integral with the following projectors:
PiPiPl, P2P2P2) p^pfp]- P?P'iP2- Plgafi: PlgaP (750)
we obtain
1
8 I  ( s  +  S i ) 3  —
c3/'
g +  2C-^002Si +  —c / 122S1 +  3/oOlS! +  - gI ii2S1 + I l i iSl
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-I (S +  S2 ) 3 — -  b -CI001S2 + - C 2 / 112S2 +  3/ o 02^ 2 +  -jCl\22s\ +  h22 \^
1 ,  , . , x2 C2/qq2 C3/ l 22 3 T 1 o _ l T o
- I  ( S  +  S 2 )  (s +  S i )  =  -  |--------------   b - d o o i S l  +  - C  1 112-51 +  2 C -^m S i
+  - C 2 / 2 2 2 S 2  +  l 2 s l s 2 +  c / 1 2 2 S i S 2 +  1 112^1 S 2
1 , /  , w  . C2/ooi C3/ n2 1 2 3 1 2 .
- J  ( s  +  S i )  ( s  +  S 2 ) — ------------1-----------   b -C Ii n S i  +  - C i o o 2 S 2 +  - C  i ] 22s 2
+ - ^ 0 0 1 s l s 2 +  c / n 2 S i S 2  +  - c / 2 2 2 S 2 +  7 l 2 2 S l - S 2
- / s  (s +  Si) =  3c/ 002 H ^ h 6/001^ 1 +  - c / n 2si +  /m s f  +  - c / 222s2 +  Zi22SiS2
- / s  (s +  S2 ) =  3c / o o i  H   b - c / i n S i  +  6 /o o 2 s 2 +  2C^ 122S2 ^ U 2 S l S 2 +  I 2 2 2S2
(751)
Here c =  2(pi -p2) =  (si +  s2 +  Q2). Solving for 1^*., and combining the result in the 
integral,
J  dDl S(l2 - s ) S  ((I -  p i)2) < 5  ((/ -  p2)2) F f V
=  ^3 ( Q 6 (5 +  $2) ( s 2 +  8 s s 2 +  S j )  +  ( s  — s 2) 3 ( s i  — s 2 ) 3 
+ 3Q 2 ( s  — s 2 ) ( s i  — s 2 ) ( s i  ( s  +  3s 2 ) — s 2 ( 3s  +  s 2 ) )
+3Q4 ( s  -  s2) (si (s2 +  3s 2 ( 2 s  +  s2)) -  s2 (3s2 +  6ss2 +  s2)))  \P1 P1Pj]
+  ^3 (Q6 (s +  «i) (s2 +  8ssi +  s2) +  (s — s i )3 (s2 — Si)3 
+3Q2 (s -  s i )2 (s2 -  si) (s2 (s +  3si) -  si (3s +  s x))
+3<24 (s -  si) (s2 (s2 +  3si (2s +  si)) -  si (3s2 +  6ssi +  s2)))  \P2 P2 P2 ]
+  J 3 ((Sl _  S) (S _  S2)2 (si -  s2)3 -  2 Q 8 s  ( s  +  s2)
+Q6 (s2 (3s — 5si) -f 4 s s 2 ( s  +  Si) +  S2 (3si — 5s))
+Q 2 (s — s2) (si — s2) (s is2 (5si +  s2) +  s2 (si -b 5s 2 ) -b s (s2 — 14s i s 2 + s2))
+Q4 ( - 3 s 2 (s2 -  4s s 2 +  S2) -  3s s 2 ( s 2 -  4ss2 +  s2)
+ sj (s +  s2) (5s2 -  16s s 2 +  5s^))) [p?pfp2 + P 1 P2 P1 + P2 P1PJ}
+ Jz ((S2 - s ) { s -  S i ) 2 (s2 -  S 1)3 -  2Q8S (s +  S i )
+Q6 (s2 (3s -  5s 2 ) +  4ssi (s +  s2) +  s2 (3s2 -  5s))
-\-Q2 (s — Si) (s2 — Si) (s is2 ( 5s 2 +  Si) +  s2 (5si +  s2) -b s (s2 — 14sis2 +  s2))
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-|-Q4 (—36'2 (s^ — 4ssj +  s2) — 3ss] (s2 — 4ssj 4- s2)
+ s 2  (s  +  S i )  ( 5 s 2  -  1 6 - s . s t +  5 s 2 ) ) )  [P1P2 P2 +  P2 P 1P2  +  P2 P2 PU
Contracting by nangn.y gives
J  dDlS(l2 -  s)d ((I - p i ) 2) 6 ((I -  p2f )  (I ■ n f




x [(s2 — s i) +  Q2 (si +  s2 T 2s)] ((s2 — s j )2 +  Q2 (si +  S2 +  2s))
+  6<3 4 (21 -  s) (z2 -  s) (753)
Thus, we see that
(il - n f  -> m  -ny) (l\\ ■ n f 2 + 3(l± ■ n ± f (754)
as expected. Separating s-dependent part of (/y • ny), we have
(I ■ n f  -> [(/|| • n f 0 +  2(p ■ n)sQ2/ A] [(*11 ’ n l|)o +  2{p ■ n)sQ /A] +  3(1 j. • nx )
(755)
6.4.8 IN T E G R A L  O V E R  S
As discussed, the trace structure of the original k®l  integral splits into two terms: 
((l-n) — (k-n))(p-n)2 and ((l-n) — (k-n))((k-n) — (p-n))2, where (p-n) =  (p -n )-( l-n ) . 
In the first case, we need result for terms of zeroth and first order in (k ■ n), while in 
the second case we need results for terms up to the third order in (k-n).  After the k- 
integration is performed, in both cases one should deal withZ-integrals involving terms 
of up to third order in (/ • n), so technically the /-integrals are of similar complexity. 
Let us consider the first case, for which we have smaller number of terms after the 
^-integration.
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Term  con ta in in g  (I ■ n)(p- n]
For the (/ ■ n) term in the difference ((/ • n) — (k ■ n)), one has the scalar integral for 
the lower box. As we obtained above, the result is
/ D 8(k2) 8 ( ( l - k ) 2)du k (Qi +  k)2(q2 +  k)2
n  2 r2(i + e)
(756)
Q2 S6 r(l +  2e) \ ( s j  — s) (s2 — s
s2Q2 7T
l + e2 ( -  + 0(s )
In  th e  /-in teg ra l, it is accompanied by (I • n)((p - n) — (/ • n ))2 factor, so we need 
the integral
Li =  J d Dl 8(l2 -  s )8  ((/ -  p i)2) 8 ((/ -  p2)2) (I ■ n)[(p -n) -  (I - n)}2 . (757)
It can be obtained from the results for (I • n)N integrals obtained above, namely
/  = f d ° l  6(l2 -  s) <5 ((( -  p ,)2) 5 ( ( ' -  P2 )2)




h = f  dDl8(l2 - s ) 8 ( ( l - p l )2) 8 ((/ -  p2)2) ( l -n)
(.P ■ n)I
A
((s2 — Si) +  Q2 (si +  s2 +  2s))
7 (/|l • n,|) =  I
sQ2
(Z|l .f i ||)0 +  2— (p-n) (759)
1 2 = j  dDl 8(l2 - s ) 8  ((/ -  Pi)2) 8 ((I -  p2f )  (I ■ n) 
(p - n)2I
A2 ( ( « 2  — Si) +  Q2 (si +  S2  +  2s))
+  2(J4  (s — Si) (s — s 2 ) — 2Q6s
— 7[(/|| • ny)2 +  (l± • n±)2] — I  [[(/|| • n,|)o +  2sQ2/ A]2 +  (l± ■ n_i_)2] (760)
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J 3 =  J  dDl 5(l2 -  s) 5 ((I -  Plf )  5 ((I -  p2f )  (I ■ n)a
(p • n)3/
(761)
A3 [(«2 ~  Si)' +  Q2 (si +  $ 2  +  2s)]
X ( ( s2 ~~ s i) +  Q 2 (s i +  s 2 +  2s))
+  6Q4 (s2 +  s) (si +  s) — 6 Q 4 s  (Q2 +  2sj -t- 2S2)
=  I (Zr n, | )3 +  3 ( I | | . nn) ( ZJ. - n x ) a
[(^11 ' n ||)o +  2(p • n)sQ2/ A] [(Z|l • n.||)0 +  2(p • n)sQ  /A] +  3(/j_ • m )
We recall that
(h ' n l|)o “  ((S2 — Si)2 +  Q2 (Si +  S2))
and
( L  • n±) 2 (P ■ n)2A2 2Q4 {z\ -  s) (£2 -  s)
Thus, representing
L i = J  dDl S(l2 - s ) S  ((I -  pi )2) 5 ((I -  p2f )  (I ■ n)[(p -n) -  {I- n) f
=  I ih ■ W||)[(p • n) -  (/j, • ny)]2 +  (l± • n±)2[3(/|! • ny) -  2(p • n)




s-in teg ra ls . The integral
f f (
ds f  s2(z\ — s)(z2 — s)' 
(si -  s) (s2 -  s) ,
has been calculated already:
z\
/!ds 2s / ( z + - s ) ( s - z - )s V(S l- s )(Q2 +  s)
J2e
2 e +£ 4 t h  4 t h  M S ,
(765)
+  C(£2) . (766)
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The integral
1 ds ( S2(Z! -  s)(z2 -  s)
i :  f ( (-1 - s ) { z 2 - s ) (767){s 1 -  S) (52 -  s)
coming from the (p-n)(l± • rc_i_)2 and (Zy • r?,||)0(/j. • n±)2 terms has the z xz2 part that is 
accompanied by the same integral as above, and also the — s(zx +  2 — 2) part linear 
in s and also the bilinear s2. which do not produce 1/e pole contribution. We also 
have the integrals
f ds(d -  s ) ( z i -  s ) Y  sN(si -  s) (52 -  s) (768)
\Mwith N  =  0,1, 2 coming from (Zy ■ 
up to 0(e) term. Writing them explicitly:
terms and which should be also calculated
f ds(
=  zx +
S2{zx -  s)(z2 -  5) 
(Sj -  s) (52 -  5)
In ' l - * ' («i -  2i) +  ln 





(2l — 22) (769)
r-( s2(zx -  5)(22 -  5) (si -  s) (s2 -  s)
In (5? - !) + In ' l - ^ (S2 -  22)
- s i. S2.





r  d s  ( / + ..~ -  *)
io  V (s i - s ) ( s 2 -  s)
-1 e+ - In ' l - * '3 s i.
1 - *
«2 (4 -  4 )
+  In 1 - £l
-^ 2 (21 -  *2) “  +  Zl (S1 +  -  4  ~  z\)
(771)
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(si -  s) (s2 -  s)
(si -  zi) +  in
€
+  7 In 1 - *4 * i
+ In
1






(s i  -  z i )
2 _  r22 ~ i ) + Z !  ( 4  + £  -  -i)
Here we used
+  S2 — Z\ — z2
Finally, we have the integral
-Q2 and s is2 = ZiZ2 .
I (s 1 -  s) (s2 -  s) 
1r 3  1 
6 +  2 ^ 2 +  6 6
(z2 -  2j) In 1 - ^
Z2
s \zxz2 1
+  | 8\Z\Z2 3 ' . j s' " ~  2 S1 (Zl Z QZ* (Zl ~  ^Z 1 ^







- - ( « ! +  S2) 1^ 2^ +  g^l^2 (5zi +  Z2) +  g^l (*i +  s2 — (*i +  *2) ^i) . (774)
coming from terms containing s(l± ■ nj_)2.
(k ■ n)(p ■ n)2 te rm .
For the (k ■ n) term in the difference ((/ • n) — (k ■ n)), one has the linear term (k ■ n) 
in the integral for the lower box. As we obtained above, the result is
/ (q\ +  k)2(q2 + k )2 (775)
n
Q2
1 1—  +  —
£  \ S i  —  S  S 2 — S
[(p • n) -  (I • n)]
l± • n
In sQ2
(si -  s)(s2 -  s)
(776)
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where we used (qi ■ n) = (q2 • n) — (p ■ n) — (/ • n). We should also use
Zi -j- z2 — 2s










—  +  —
(777)
(778)
+ {Zl ~  S) 1 (2; ~ ,S) In
e \S i — s S2 — s 
sQ2
-(p-n)
(z\ ~  s){z2  -  s) 
Q2
_ ( s i  -  s)  (s2 -  s) 
sQ2
(Zl - s ) { z 2 - s ) In (si -  s) («2 -  s)_ )
(779)
or
~  { ( p - n - l - n )
1 1
+€ \ S i  — S S 2  — S
+
1 1
- ( p - n )
Zl — s z2 — s
Q2 (  1
In sQ2
(s 1 -  s) (s2 -  s). 
1
Z 2 -  Zl \Zi  -  s z2 s 
Note that z2 — z\ =  %/A.
In sQ2
(Si -  s) (s2 -  s)_
(780)
In  th e  /-in teg ra l, it is accompanied by ((p ■ n) — (I ■ n))2 factor, so, in addition 
to Li,  we will need the integrals
L2 = J d Dl6(l2 - s ) S ( ( l - p i ) 2) 5 ( ( l - p 2)2) ( ( p - n ) - ( l - n ) } 2 (781)
and
L3 = f  dDlS(l2 - s )  6 { ( I - p , f )  S ( ( l ~ p 3f )  l i f - n ) - ( l - n ) } 3 . (782)
They can be obtained from the results for (/ - n)N integrals obtained above, namely 
L2 = J  dDl S(l2 - s ) S  ((/ -  pi)2) 6 ((/ -  p2)2) [(p -n) -  (I- n)}2
= l \ [ ( p-n )  ~  (i|| - n ||)]2 +  ( /i  - n±)2
= I [(p - n) -  (Z|| • 7i||)0 -  2 s Q 2/ \ ] 2 +  (/x • n±) (783)
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and
£3 =  J  dDl S(l2 -  s)S  ((/ -  P i ) 2 ) S ((I -  p2)2) {(p-n) -  (I • n ) ] 3
= I
[(P ■ n) -  (l\\ • nn)]3 +  3(1 ± ■ n ±)2[(p • n) -  (l\\ • ny)]
[(p • n) -  (In ’ n ll)o “  2sQ2/A]3 +  3(/± • n x )2[(p • n) -  (l{ ■ n ||)0 -  2sQ2/X]
(784)
s-in tegrals. Consider first the most tricky integral
f "  —  m ( ■Jo Zl -  s \  (
sQ2 .)  =  r  j l .  l n  b
) )  Jo Zl - s V
(z\ -  s)(z2 -  s) . (785)
( s i  -  s)(s2 -  s ) J   i -s   (si -  s)(s2 -  s).
From the second form, it is clear that it converges in the region s —» Z \ .  Using 
s = Zi — y we can rewrite it as
[ Z1 in ( 1 _______y (Z2 ~ Zi + y)
Jo V \  (s i -  z i +  y)(s2 - z i  + y)
f Zl dy ln f  ( s i  -  Z i ) ( s 2 -  Z l )  -  y(zi + z2-  Si- s2) 
Jo y V (si -  Z i +  y)(s2 -Zi+y) (786)
Using Zi + z2 = Si + s2 + Q2, we have
f Zl JjL in (  (gi ~  ^ i)(g2 -  1^ ) - y Q 2 
Jo y \ ( S 1 -  Z l  +y)(s2 -  2 !  +y)
1 -  yQ2/[(s 1 -  zi)(s2 - -Ir  ^  In
Jo y U 1 + y/(s i  -  Zi))(l +y/(s2 -  Zl)) (787)
Another derivation:
f  — “  (Jo z i ~ s \
sQ2




( s i  -  s)(s2 -  s)




(si -  Zi + y)(s2 - Z i  + y) 
zxQ2
l  y \ ( l  + y / ( s i - z i ) ) ( l  + y / ( s2 - z i ) ) ( s i - Z i ) ( s 2 - Z i ) j  ' 7^88^
Using the fact that Zi is a root of the equation (si — s)(s2 — s) — sQ2 =  0 , we find 
that (si — zi)(s2 — Zi) =  Z1Q2, hence the integral becomes
1 -  y/zir  *L 1„
Jo y (1 +  y/ (si  -  2i))(l +  y / ( s2 -  zi))_ 
as found above. This integral gives Spence functions
(789)
1*21 dy 1 - y Q 2/[(s 1 - z i ) ( s 2 - z i ) ]
f  — In ( „  ) (790)Jo y \ ( 1 + y/ ( s i  - Z i ) ) ( l  + y / ( s2 - Z i ) ) J
= \A2[—Zi/ ( s i  — 2:1)] +  Ia2[ —  Z i / ( s 2  — Zl)) — \A2 [ziQ2j\(si — Zi)(s2 — Z l ) ] ]  .
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Using zi =  s xs2/a , z2 = a  and a( 1 -  s x/ a) ( l  -  s2/a)  = Q2. we have
f Zl dy , ( ___________ i -  y/z\___________
Jo y  n \ ( ! +  y / ( s i -  ~ i ) ) ( 1 +  y / ( « 2  -  ^i))
— Li2 «1 +  Li2
s2
— Li2 Q2a — si_ a - s 2_ <r(l ~  Si/<t)(1 -  s2/cr)
=  Li2 Sl +  Li2 s2 -  Li2[l] .a — si a -  s2 (791)
Integral w ith  1/(22 — s):
s Q 2
z 2 -  s  
d y
( s i  -  s ) { s 2 -  s) )  JZ2—Z1 y
ln {z2 -  y ) Q 2
=  r  —  In ( -
JZ2~z\ y
1 -  y ! ’<
( s i  —  22 +  y ) ( s  2 — Z2 +  y )  
Z2 Q 2 (792)
 v ( !  -  y / i z 2 -  « i ) ) ( i  -  y/(z2 -  s 2)) (z2 -  s 1) ( z 2 -  s 2) /
Using the fact that z 2 is a root of the equation (si —  s ) ( s 2 —  s)  — s Q 2 — 0, we find 






ln 1 -  y / z 2
.(1 -  v / ( z 2 -  Si))(l -  y / ( z 2 -  s 2 ) ) .
z 2 -  S i  
Li2 [l] +  Li2
Li 1
— Li2
Z2 ~  Zi
Z2
Z2 -  Zi 
Z2 ~ Si
+  Li2
Z2 — s 2
Lio
1 -  s i / a




1 ~  Sis2/ a 2 
1 -  s i / a
+  Li2
1
_ 1  -  s 2/ a
Z2 ~  Z1 
Z2 -  S2
Li2 1  ~  s xs 2/ a 2 
1  -  s 2/ o
(793)
C H A PT E R  7
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L E FT /R IG H T  VERTEX CO RRECTIO N DIAG RA M S
There are also two 2-loop diagrams corresponding to corrections to left or right vertex 
(the gluon line in this case is vertical). They can be obtained from one another by 
the pi p2 interchange. So, for definiteness, let us consider the 2-loop diagram with 
the vertex correction to the right vertex.
7.1 G EN ER A L ST R U C T U R E
9
pi -  k
l - k
Pi
FIG. 49. Diagram with vertical gluon.
In scalar case, the uncut diagram corresponds to the integral
dPk
k2(pi -  k)2{p2 -  k)2 
The definition of the integration momenta is illustrated on the figure.
/ dDll2(P2 -  l)2(l -  k)2 ' (794)
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7.1.1 ST R U C T U R E  OF TH E TRACE
The D =  4 trace factor for this diagram can be decomposed into the sum of 7 
terms. The first three of them contain factors canceling one of the propagators of 
the /-integral: 12. (p2 — I)2, (k — I)2. These terms are UV-divergent, and have been
considered earlier. The list of terms is given by
+  16(k • n — n ■ p)2 (k ■ n — I • n +  n ■ p) I2 (795)
+  16 (k • n — n ■ p) (k ■ n — I ■ n — n ■ p) k ■ n(p2 — I)2 (796)
+ 16(k • n — n • p) (k  ' n(2l  • n — n • p) + n ■ p ( n  • p — I ■ n)) (k — I)2 (797)
— 16 (A: • n — n • p) (k • n — I • n — n ■ p) (I • n — n • p) k 2 (798)
— 16 (k ■ n — n • p) (k ■ n  — I • n +  n ■ p) I ■ n(p2 — k )2 (799)
— 16 (k ■ n — n • p) (I ■ n — n ■ p) I • np2 (800)
— I6(k ■ n — n ■ p)2k • npl  . (801)
Two terms contain factors k2, (p2 — k )2 canceling one of the propagators of the 
A;-integral. The factor k2 results in a reduced diagram similar to that considered in 
case of the top-vertex correction contribution.
The remaining two terms contain the factor and n-dependent factors pro­
portional to (k ■ n — n ■ p) (I • n — n ■ p) I ■ n  in one case, and k ■ n ( k  ■ n — n ■ p)2 in 
another one. For these two terms, we deal with the original, unreduced diagram.
7.1.2 ST R U C T U R E  OF CUTS
The diagram with the right vertical gluon can be “Cutkosky cut” in several ways, 
see Figure.
The Cuts 1-4 all contain the 6(k2)S((pi — k )2) factor. It can be interpreted as 
the 2-body (quark-antiquark) wave function for the initial current with momentum 
P i .  In this sense, Cuts 5 and 6 correspond to 3-body (quark-antiquark-gluon) wave 
function of the initial current, with Cut 6 corresponding to the 3-body wave function 
of the final current , and Cut 6 to the 2-body one.
In fact, Cut 4 gives vanishing contribution because it implies transition of a quark 
with light-like momentum k into a quark with light-like momentum I and a gluon 
with light-like momentum k — I. This process has zero phase space.
It is convenient to split the remaining Cuts into two groups:
a) Cuts 1-3 corresponding to the 2-body wave function of the initial current and thus
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Pi -  *
P2 -  I
P2 Pi P2
9 9 9
P2 -  fc
Pi -  fc pi -  fc Pi -  fc
- f c
P2 -  i
Pi P2 Pi
FIG. 50. Possible cuts for the 2-loop diagram with vertical gluon
having S(k2)S((p1 — fc)2) factor in the fc-integral, and
b) Cuts 5,6 corresponding to the 3-body wave function of the initial current and 
having S((pi — fc)2)/fc2 factor in the fc-integral.
7.2 C U T 4: V A N ISH IN G  PH A SE  SPACE
Let analyze the integral
J  dDk6(k2)6((p, -  k f M f a  -  k f )  J  dDl ■ (802)
corresponding to Cut 4. The right integral
depends only on p2 =  s2, since external virtualities fc2 and (p2 — fc)2 vanish. Using
fci =  fc and fc2 =  p2 — fc as the basic Sudakov momenta, with 2(fcj • fc2) =  s2, we write
p 2 =  fci +  k2 , I = xfcj -I- yk2 +  Zjl 
p 2 -  I = (1 -  x)ki +  (1  -  y)k2 + l±,  k -  I = (1 -  x)k\ -  yk2 -  l±
to get the integral
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Pi P2
FIG. 51. Cut 4.
Using the first delta-function to integrate over we get
and the second delta-function produces zero due to the ye factor. This outcome has 
a simple physical interpretation: the process of transition of a light-like particle (in 
our case, a quark with momentum k ) into two other light-like particles (quark with 
momentum I and gluon with momentum k — I) has zero phase space.
7.3 CU TS 1-3: TW O -BO D Y  C O M PO N EN T
7.3.1 TH REE LAST TER M S OF TH E TR A C E C O M BIN ED
As pointed out above, three first terms in the trace produce UV divergent dia­
grams that are considered separately, while the fourth term containing the k2 factor 
does not contribute to Cuts 1-4, which contain S(k2). As shown above, Cut 4 gives 
vanishing result. Among the remaining Cuts 1-3, the Cut 3 has S((p2 — k)2) factor, so, 
the 5th term of the trace does not contribute to it. The Cuts 1,2 both have instead 
the l / (p 2 — k)2 factor, and it makes sense to consider them together and separately 
from Cut 3. So, let us consider together the remaining last three terms of the trace
— 16(k ■ n — n ■ p) (k ■ n — I ■ n + n ■ p) I ■ n( p2 — k)2
— I6(k  • n — n • p) (I • n — n ■ p) l  ■ np2





All of them contribute to Cuts 1.2. They can be regrouped as
— 16 (k -n  — n-  p) (k - n) I - n(p2 — k)2
— 16 (k -n  — n- p)  (—1 ■ n +  n - p) I ■ n[(p2 — k )2 — p\)




7.3.2 CU TS 1,2
The left integral (over k) for both cuts contains the same delta functions S(k2), 
<5((pi — k )2), the denominator 1 / (p2 — k)2, and as we will see, the factor 1/ 2(p2 * k) 
resulting from the integral over I. Let us consider the right integral (over I) for both 
of these cuts.
FIG. 52. Cut 1 (left) and Cut 2 (right) for diagram with vertical gluon. 
Looking at three terms of the trace, we see that the last one does not depend on
bilinear in (l-n). Thus, let us consider them in this succession, gradually complicating 
the /I-structure of the numerator produced by trace terms. So, we start with the third 
term that has the simplest structure.
P 2
I, the first one is linear in ( l-n) ,  and the second one contains terms both linear and
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7.4 T H IR D  T E R M  O F T H E  T R A C E
7.4.1 R IG H T  IN T E G R A L
C u t 1.
In case of Cut 1, for the last term of the trace
— 16(A: ■ n — n ■ p f k  ■ np\  
we deal with the scalar integral
du lI , D ,  W 2W(P2 -  I f )
(810)
(811)
(( -  ifc)2
In general, it is a function of virtualities of the external lines of the right triangle, 
i.e. k2, (p2 — k)2, p l . However, k2 = 0 in this case, so it is a function of the virtuality 
(p2 — A;)2 of the upper incoming momentum and the final virtuality p2 =  S2 -




FIG. 53. Cut 1: structure of Z-integral. 
The generic function
s u n  -  m mF ( - t , s ) =  / d " l
/ '
(812)(k -  I)2
where t =  (p2 — k)2, p% = s and k2 = 0 (denoted by a cross on the k leg) was 
considered earlier. One should just change Q2 —> —t in the previous result, which 
gives
dDt *((P2 -  i m n
( k - i y
n
1 r 2(l + e)
s — t s  T(1 +  2e) (813)
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In our case, s = s2 and t =  (p2 — k)2 = s2 — 2(p2 ■ k). Hence, s — t = 2(p2 ■ k), 
and we have
in general is again a function of virtualities of the external lines of the right triangle, 
i.e. k2, (p2 — k)2, p2. However, k2 =  0 in this case, so it is a function of the virtuality 
(p2 — k)2 of the upper incoming momentum and the final quark virtuality p\ =  ,s2. 
It is given by the same generic function F ( —s,t),  where t = (p2 — k )2, s = p\ = s2. 
The arguments are interchanged compared to the Cut 1 diagram. This gives
Note that the momentum p2 — k in this case is given by the sum of two light-like 
momenta p2—l and l—k, both belonging to the upper light cone; hence, t =  (p2—k )2 ^  
0. This is reflected by our notation: t£+ = t£9(t > 0).
In our case, t = (p2 — k)2 = s2 — 2(p2k). Hence, s2 — t = 2(p2 • k ), and we have
6(l2)H(P2 - 1)2) _ ni 1 4 F 2( l + e )   - —  — n  ——— — —. , — ,
( l ~ k ) 2 , 2=0 2( M )  £ T(l +  2e) ’
(814)
Cut 2.
P 2 - k
FIG. 54. ^-integral for Cut 2
The integral
(815)
F ( - S i , t )  =  H  f  — - ■ (y(l - y ) t ) ‘ S ( t  >  0)
Jo yis2 - 1)
n  i
S2  — t E T(1 +  2e)
(816)
r hdij  S((i -  k)2)S((p2 - 1)2) = n i t% r2(i + g)
2{p2k) e T(1 +  2s)
(817)
Combining the two cuts, we have
1-2=0
n  i  r 2(i +  f ) 4 - c ;
£ r(i +  2f) s2 — t (818)
It looks like the result is finite in the e —> 0 limit. However, the contribution 
is accompanied by the theta-function 0(s2 — t > 0) or t < s2, which is satisfied 
automatically and allows both positive (lesser than s2) and negative values of t, 
while the t£ contribution is accompanied by the 6(t > 0 ) function, which leaves only 
positive t-values within the range 0 < t <  s2. Thus, the third term results in the 
following fc-integral
-1 6
6(P)S((Pl -  fc)2) s%-t% 
t (s2 — t) S2 £ (k ■ n — n- p)2k • n . (819)
7.4.2 LEFT IN TEG R A L (OVER K ) ,  SC A LA R  CASE
In “scalar” case, when the (k ■ n — n ■ p)2k-n  factor is not included, the remaining 
integral over k is
S(k2)6((p! -  k)2)
J  dPk S(k2)S((pi — k)2)
s2 - t  t
1 1
— : +  t (820)
Cut 1: term .
For the term, we should deal with two similar triangle-type integrals:
8{k2)8{{pl -  k)2)
(821)
and





( S l  +  S2 +  Q 2 ) \ J  ( s ' l  +  S 2 +  Q2)2 — 4 s xS 2(T — _ — -1 -------------------------------
we can write the integrals as
U a j d x d a ( k 2L )£d k \ 8  ((1 —  x ) s x —  a a )  8 ( x a a  — k 2x )
1
si
The first delta-function gives
a  =  (1 —  x )
a
and then the second delta-function gives
k \  =  x (l — x)si . 
Taking integrals over a  and k 2 gives
1




U I d x  (
J o
x ( l  —  x ) s i ) . (826)
1 / (s2 — t )  in teg ra l. We start with the first term. Recalling that from the /-integral, 
we have a first-order pole in e, we should calculate the x-integral up to terms linear 
in e. Restoring the dimensional regularization scale p under the integral, we have
L 1 {x(l  -  x ) s 1 s 2 / v 4 YX (^J — 11*2.J _(. Hs2 d x - fJo
+ £
{s i s2/ ha)4 \ £
x ( < T - ^ )  +  ^  ' a ' a
d x
/Jo
lnx  +  ln(l — x )  
x ( a  -  ^
v o '  a
d x . (827)
The first integral gives
4 \ £




0  — S \ S 2 j ( J  \ s xs 2 )  
while the second one gives dilogarithms:
r2 \  r - k ,  S lS2
(828)
a -  s xs 2 / a Li2 I 1 —
a
s xs 2 )
(829)
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l / t  integral. Take now the term corresponding to the second integral
(x(l -  x)si/ fx2)£fJo
It has the real part
-P .V [ 1 (-r(l ~  x ) s i / n 2)B
J o  x ( a - ^ ) - s 2 ( l - f )
dx .
dx .
and the imaginary part
— Z7T J  (x(l — x ) s i h l 2)e8 x(<7 — hi— — $ 2  ^1 — — ^  
Representing the principal value integral as a sum of two integrals




+  £ P.V
( * - “ * ) - M l  -  ^ )





a - s i s 2/ a  \ s 2( l - S i / c r )
a -  s2
for the first integral, and
£ Li2 | 1 + £ i ^ Z £ V LiT i + ^ i - » ‘/ -
s2 1 -  Si/ aa — SiS2/ a  
for the second one.
Thus, the 0 (1) term of the two contributions combined is
o 1 -  s2j  a
( s i / v 2 \ s
a -  s \s2/ a
In a .  -  In
s is2
{ s j n 2r
o -  s2
In
s2(l -  Si/o)  







a -  s i s2j < j ^  \ s x(\ -  s2/a) J 
The imaginary part is given by the integral proportional to the one-loop spectral 
density and is given by
a  -  SiS2/cr
For the whole diagram, we should multiply this result by the factor coming from the 
/-integral, which gives
m_ (Sls2Q2/Xn2)s (s2/ h2)s r2(l +g)
for its imaginary part.
O — ■§! S2/(J T(1 +  2s)
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C ut 2 : t +  term .
Integral w ith  l / ( s  — t ) .  Take now  th e  integral
j4p 6(*?)8((Pi ~ k ) 2)
2 (p2k)
S{k2)S({pi -  k)2)
I
= J d°k^ m ' - V ‘\ 32- 2(p2m. (839)
Notice that it is obtained when the numerator factor (p2 — k)2 = t  from the trace
cancels the 1/(^2 — k)2 propagator, i.e., this contribution corresponds to symmetric
reduced diagram, and Cut 2 for the whole diagram corresponds to asymmetric cut 
for this reduced diagram.
Taking integrals over a  and k \  gives
f x° d x ( x ( l - x ) s i y  (  (  5A  ,0 ._v
1 1  J 0 (*> I1 - 7) - ^  —0 • (840)
where the upper limit of integration
s 2( l  — S i / a )
x <> =  ,  ,dL <841>a u
reflects the t  ^  0 condition. It may be rewritten as
H f Xo dx (x(l — x)si)
( * - T )
where
 - Si
1=7 /  ;----------- x q - x£ Jq X +  X 2 - X 0 (842)
x * -  7 3 1 s  » x« ■ <843>a
Rescaling x — zx0. we obtain
f t  z*1 W  -  zx0) Y { l  -  z f d z
h   F T ^ l  ’ (844)
where
x 2 1 /=  f  =  £  1 • (845)
x o 1 -
Using explicit form of x 0 and restoring the dimensional regularization scale p, we get 
( s is2{ l - s i / a f Y  1 f 1 zE{ l - z x 0)£( l - z ) £dz
n  7 ^ £ J 0 T T T T r i  • <846)
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T h e ^-integral gives
r 1 z ^ i - z x 0y ( i - z y d z  
J o
a
2 +  2 2 - 1
=  In  he
(1 -  si/<r)(l -  s2/(T -  s xs2/ o 2)
1 -  s x[a  +  s \s2/ a z
________ 1 ~  sx/a________
1 -  s i / a  +  s xs2/ {a2 -  s xs2)
(  S2 ( 1  S2
+ I + 2  
—Li2
— Si +  s \s2/ a 2 
+  0 ( e 2) .
The leading term due to this contribution is thus
ln(<r/si)
a -  s xs2/ a
which cancels the leading contribution from the s§ term.
In l  -
a — s xs2/ a
In te g ra l w ith  l / t .  Take now the integral
/
d4D S(k2)5((px -  k )2) ftt. =  I dDk
S(k2)S({px — k )2 
(s2 -  2{p2k))
It gives
n r  dx  (x(l — x) sx)£ [S2 ^ — x(a a
l—e • 
+
where again the upper limit of integration
x0 fj _  £1*2.a
reflects the t ^  0 condition. It may be rewritten as
^  1 dx (x(l  — x)sx)£ (x0 — x^~1+£
i o
Rescaling £ =  2x0, we obtain
n
rxo
- 1 - )~
J
(c
S1S2 Y ^ x l e [  (2(1 -  zx0)sl )e (1 -  2) 1+£ dz , Jo
Using explicit form of x 0 we get
/ s ls l ( l - s l / a ) y  1 f 1 








2e(l — 2:r0)e(l -  2) +£ dz . (854)
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T h e 2-in tegral
f  z ! ( l - z x 0)s( l - z ) - l^ d z  
Jo
produces l / e  pole from the 2 —» 1 region of integration:
[  2e(l -  2)~1+£ (1 -  ZXqY  dz =  (1 -  XoY f  2e(l -  2) 
Jo Jo
(l -  Xq +  (1 -  z)xoy  -  (1 -  Xo)
(855)
- l + e dz
+ /  ^ (1 - 
Jo
- l + e
£ I 1 r 2(l +  e )  f 1 d z
( !  -  ^ o )£ <! +  e  j ' ---------  In
=  ( 1 - Io)E{ ; F ( i T ^ ) - £Li2 
i r 2(l +  f) (  l - s 2j a
e T (l +  2e) 
l T 2( l+ e )
l +  ( l - 2 )
Xo
1 -  Xq
dz +  0 ( e2))
Xq
1 -  Xq
+  0 ( £ 2)
eLi2
S 2 1 — S\ f ( T
a 1 — s2j a +  0 (e 2) (856)e T ( l + 2e) \ 1  — s i ^ / v 2,
Taking into account the overall factor from (921) and l /e  etc. factor coming from 
the /-integral, we end up with
n
a  —
/ r 2(i +  e ) \ 2 / 3 ^ ( 1  -  gi/°~)2V  /  1 -  8 2 / 0
e2 V r(l + 2e)y V { < x - S i s 2 / o )  )  V 1 -5 iS 2/<72
-Lio
s2 1 -  s2/ o  
a  1 -  s2jo
+  0 { e )
n
_  sls2 (7
l_ (  T2(l +  e) \  2 /  Sjsli  1 -  s l Ja)2(l -  s2/a)  
e 2 v r ( l  +  2 e ) /  V  a ( l  -  S i s 2 / o 2 ) 2
—Lio s2 1 — sy/a + 0(£) (857)
o  1  -  s 2/ a _
This term contains l / e 2 contribution. Using a (  1 — Si/cr)(l — s 2/ a )  =  Q2 and 
a (1 — s \s2/ a 2) — >/X we can write it also as
2H
S1S2
1 / T 2(l +  e ) \  /  S\S2Q2 \
? ( r ( T T 2^ J  ( - ^ (1 - Si/<r)J
s2 1 — S \ j a
—Lio a  1 — s2/cr +  0 ( e ) (858)
7.4.3 C U T 3
The scalar integral corresponding to Cut 3 is
/  ‘W W fe  - vmn - *)’) I  p(pi_wifZky (859)
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Its structure is analogous to that of the Cut 1 for the diagram with the horizontal 
gluon. The right integral corresponds to the uncut triangle diagram with two external 
lines light-like and one having timelike virtuality s2. The result is
1 1 ( —82)^ 7T s  T 2( l  +  e)
F ( - s 2) = (860)
( 4 7 t ) 2 s 2 e 2 sin(7r£) r ( l + 2 e )
The l / e 2 singularity here cancels similar singularity coming from Cut 2 contribu­
tion. Due to the minus sign in front of s2, this contribution has imaginary part from 
( —1)£ =  cos(7re) -|- isin(7re) . The left integral corresponds to the one-loop spectral 
density
( s iS 2Q 2)£ {s xs 2Q 2Y
16 (a -  s 1s2/ a ) l+2t 
(sxs2Q2/ \ y
/  /—\  1+2e 16 ( 7 a )
16\/(si +  s2 + Q2)2 -  4 sis2 
Hence, the diagram as a whole has imaginary part
1 in (sxs2Q2/ \ f i2)£ (s2/ n 2)6 r 2 ( l  +  e )
(861)
(862)(4n)2 es2 a  — s xs2/ a  r ( l + 2e)
that cancels the imaginary part of Cut 1.
7.4.4 SU M M A R Y  OF SCALAR CASE
Let us summarize the results obtained for scalar integrals. Cuts 1 and 2 produced 
the A:-integral
J  dDk 5(k2)S((pi — k)2)
which then resulted in two ^-integrals 
/  (x(l — x ) sxs2/ p 4y  dx
Jo
1 1
+s2 - t  t
1
(863)
x(<r-  ^ )  +  ^L V (J / (J
1
x(a i0
in the case of the s\  term (Cut 1) and two integrals
(864)
Jo M 1 - x )s i / d 4Y  d x +  m s /  ^  (865)
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and
J  (x(l — x ) s x/ ^ y  dx s2 ^1 — — j  — x (a  ■ 





1 r2(l + e) (  1 — s \ / a
eT{ l  + 2e) \ 1  -  s xs2/ a 2
fLio s2 1 -  sxfa 
a 1 — s2/ a + 0 ( e 2) (867)
Recall, that after combining the overall factors we ended up with
n
a S\S2
1 f  T2(l + e) \ 2 f  s xs2Q2 Y
M f u r & j J  ( — (1 — /<r);  - Ll!
s21 -  s x / a  
a  1 -  s2)a + 0(e)  
(868)
The resulting second-order pole in e is compensated by the contribution from Cut 3, 
whose real part is
1 7re cos(7re) F2(l + e) (sis2Q2/A)c
n
£2 sin(7T£) T(1 +  2 e) a  — (869)
Note that the difference
1 f s i 4 0 ^
(1 -  s i / a)
\  A
1 / SisjQ2'' 6 
£ \  X
A"
ln(l -  s 1/a)  +  (9(e) (870)
does not contain double logs of Q2 in its finite part, and in fact is 0 { s \ / a )  correction 
for large a.
The imaginary part of Cut 3
1 in (Sls2Q2/ \ n 2)£ (s2/ ij,2)^ _  r) r2 ^  +  e >^ (871)(47r)D/2 es2 <j  — s i s2/ o " v~ ' ' / r ( l + 2e)
cancels imaginary part of Cut 1, contained in the second ( 1/t) integral of part. 
Then, for contributions of Cuts 1 and 2 we expanded
x €(\ — x)e = 1 +  e[lnx +  ln(l — £)] +  . . .  ,
etc. in the two integrals corresponding to s |  Part and the first integral of t \  part 
and found
4 \ £(sis2/ n 4) 
a  -  SiS2j a
In
a(  1 -  s i / a ) ' 
s i ( l  - s 2f a ) t
' s2(l  -  S i / a f  







from  th e 0 ( 1 )  term  o f th is  exp an sion  and
s is2/ 0
Li2 I 1 
Li2 ( 1 +
Li2 ^1 SlS2\
S y S 2
a  1 -  s 2/ a
a 2 )
Li2 ( 1 +
s2 1 -  S y / a
-  Lb 0 “ 7 [) - Li2 (* ■ 7)
. / (1 -  S y / a ) { \  -  s 2/ a  -  sys2/ a 2) 
12 V 1 -  S y / a  + sls-z/o*
S2 1 -  S y / <7
a  1 -  s 2j  a
— Li2 
+  ln
1 -  S y / a
1 -  S y / a  +  SyS2/ ( a 2 -  Sys2) /
S2 \  , (-, S2
a  -  Sy +  s \ s 2/ a 2 In 1 - a  -  sys2/ a ) ] )
for its O ( e ) term.
7.4.5 LEFT IN TEG R A L (OVER K) ,  SPIN O R  CASE
Let us now study the spinor case when the fc-integral contains the 
k  ■ n ( k  ■ n  —  n  ■ p )2 factor.
Just like in the one-loop case, we represent (kn ) as
( f c-n)  =  (fcj| -ny) -  (A+ -nj.) ,
with the parallel component (k\\ ■ ny) given by
x (l -  S y / a ) +  a ( l  -  s2/a)
<*" ' " ll) =  1 -   (P ' n) ■
Rewriting it by using explicit a  value gives
(873)
(874)
sy (a  -  s2) +  x  ( a 2 -  2 s xa  +  sys2)
x  I 1 — 2s
a 2 -  SyS2
1 -  s 2/ a + s 1 ~  S2/(7
a — Sys2/ a  J  a — sys2/ a  
=  x  (1 -  2j/o) + Vo = x ( l - y o )  + ?/o(l -  x) 
=  x +  2/0(1 -  2x) ,
where 2/0 is the parameter analogous to Xo:
1 -  s2/a
2/o =  Si




The transverse part of (k ■ n) is given by
(kx ■ n±)  = |fc_L||rcj_| cos Y
In the integrals the terms proportional to (k± ■ nx)  give zero, while the term ( k±-nx )2 
gives itQ2k \  = itQ 2x (1 — x)s\  after integration over 0 . Since,
A =  (a — Sis2/<J) /2  =  y/X/2  =  (p ■ n),
square of the transverse part of (kn)  can be written as
n  \ 2  , 47T<52Si(p • n)2
\k± ■ n ± ) ->  — -^-------— - $ - x ( l  -  x) .
Thus,
p l l t  /*Z7T
I d(j){k-n)2 = I d(j) ((fc|| • ri||) — (kx • «_l) )2 
Jo Jo




=  2n(p ■ n)x
2 f  Si ( a  -  s2) + x  { a 2 -  2s xa  +  s xs2) \ '
O s ls2
- J  +  47T —
1 ~  s i / a  
1 -  S i S 2 / c r 2 J
2n(p ■ n )2 {x +  y0(l -  2x ))2 +  2y0x ( \  -  x)
Q2s\{p ■ n) ‘
Sl«2) '
x ( l  — x)
For the combination that we need, we have
(p ■ n  — k ■ n)2{k ■ n) —> {p • n — fcy ■ n||)2(A;|[n||) +  (kx • n_i_)2(3A:||n|| —2p  ■ n)
-■(p-n)3 ^1  
=  (P • n f
fey • ri|| \  2 k\\ • n||
( p - n ) J  ( p - n ) +  (kx • n x ) 2 ( 3
fen • nn
( p - n )
2 ) ( p - n )
(1 -  (x +  y0( 1 -  2 x ) ) ) 2 (x +  yo(l  -  2x))
+  2y0x ( l  -  g) 1 (3 -  2(g +  yo( 1 -  2x)))
1 -  sis2/cr2
=  ( p - n f f ( x )  . (879)
Keeping the leading l / Q 2 power only, we can substitute (k - n ) by x(p-n) .  In this 
approximation, the trace factor k - n ( k  ■ n — n ■ p )2 reduces to x ( \  — x )2 factor in the 
g-integrals considered in the “scalar” example. In general case, we should take f ( x )  
factor. Let us consider these modifications.
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C ut 1: s |  term .
For th e  s |  term , w e should  deal w ith  tw o  sim ilar tr ian g le-typ e in tegrals.
l / ( s 2 — t) in teg ra l. In this case we have 
(x(l -  x)s\ / f i2)£
jJo X (a  _  *1*2) _l 2122 ' o '  o
x(l
+  £
— x)2 dx = I
Jo
fJo
1 (glM 2)£ g(l -  x )2
x(a -  sisi) + siS2
v a 1 a
dx
lnx +  ln(l — x) x(l — x)2 dx. (880)
I
Here we can use 
1 x (l — x)2
X ( a - S l 2l )  +  S122' a J a
1 — s \ s \ / a &
dx = a
+
x(a -  + ^ 2v a f a
s i s2 ~  §s\s2a 2 + 3sis2<t4 +  2cr6 s is2cr5 In (cr2/ s 1s2)
6 (cr2 -  SiS2)4
SjS2 SiS2
(<72 -  5iS2)4 
r2
In3<t(1 — SiS2/fT2)4 2cr3(l — s is2/cr2)2 <r3(l — Sis2/ a 2)4 \S is 2
2'
a
1 1 3  S \ S 2 ( 1 (  S i S 2
3 2 cr2 —SiS2 2 V a 2 — S y S 2
SiS2
In
er3(l — s \ s2/ a 2)4 \S iS 2
(881)
This result may be obtained by noting that 
x (l — x )2
x  +  a =  (1 — x) + 2  a — ax + a




1 x (l — x )2 1 3 2 2 (1---------- dx = -  +  - a  + a — a (l +  a) In -  +  1
x T o 3 2 \  a,
with
a SlS2
<7 -  SjS2
1 +  a = 1
1  -  S \ S 2 / ( T 2
and







In a sim ilar way,
' x x (l — x)2[lnx +  ln(l — x)] 
'ofJ x + a dx (887)
-i
=  f  [lnx +  ln(l — x)]
Jo
13 4a + a — 2a2 — a(l  4- a )2 ( Li2
„  , 9 „ ,  a (l +  a )2
(1 — x) +  2a — ax +  a —
18
— Lie
x + a 
1
1 +  a
13 3Sj6'2
18 a 2 — S i«2 
SlS2
(J2 ( l  — S \ S 2/ (J2 ) 3
s 1^ 2
(X -  Si«2
Lb ' S i S 2 lo — Li2 [i ff2[
(J2 . S \ S 2m
This result should be divided by a — s i s2/ a  to get the original integral. In the 
second term, we have double logarithms of a coming from Li2[l — a 2 /  SxS-^, but they 
are accompanied by SiS2f a 3 factor, i.e. we have no double logs in 1/<t2 order.
In general case, we will have
f 1 (x(l — x)si / / i2)£
Jo x + a
1
x  + a
1 / ( - a )
x +  a 
^  lnx  +  ln(l — x)
=  [Jo
= (*1/VT /Jo
d x  +  e i ' i n x  +  ^ - x)  f { x ) d x
dx +
fJo
( s i / S Y  \Jo
x  +  a 
1 f ( x )  -  f ( —a) 
x + a
dx
, / (* )  -  f ( ~ a)f   v ,+ e / --------------------- f ( —a)dx + e / [lnx +  ln(l — x)]------------------- dx
Jo x  T  o J o x +  a
=  / ( - a )
+  /Jo
— Lio
1 +  a
1 / ( x )  -  / ( - a ) dx + £ A in
Jo
x  +  ln(l — x)] /(x )  -  / ( - a ) dxx +  a Jn ' ' J x +  a
Now, the ratio [/(x) — f ( —a)\/[x + a] is a second-order polynomial of x, and one 
can just tabulate such integrals for first powers of x.
1/t  in teg ra l. Take now the term corresponding to the second integral
1,1 (x(l — x)si//x2)e x (l — x )2
I
It has the real part
0 z ( f f  -  a » )  -  <s2 (1  -  a )  _  iO
1 (x(l — x)s\ /H2)€ x (l — x )2 







and th e  im aginary part
f  ^  r
-  in j  (x(l -  x)si / f i2y S  x  ( a  -  -  s2 ( l  -  — j  x ( l - x )5
Representing the principal value integral as a sum of two integrals
dx .
> v /Jo
p v  j  ( s i / » 2 Y  x ( l - x ) 2 ,
p v - '  a ) *
+  £ P.V
V /Jo




X ( a - z * ) - s 2 { l - * )
r l   x( i -x)2dx
Jo x{<J
x( 1 — x )2 dx.
P.V .  ----  / x (l — x )2 dx 
x  +  b
6 =  a s2 s 2 ( l  -  s i / a ) -x0 •
and
1 +  6 = 1
<7 —  S\S2/ a  o  — S\S2/ o
s2(l — S \ / c r )  a  -  s2 1 -  s 2 / a
a  — s i s 2 / c r  a  — s i s 2 / a  1 — S i S 2/ c
Using
P.V. [  ^ ^  dx = P.V. /
Jo x  + b Jo
V  -  x )2 +  26 -  6x +  62 -  b(1 +  ^
x +  6
1 3 ’ t.2 j./i , m2 i„ (  1 1
we obtain
x (l — x )2 dxP.V. [
Jo
+  - 6  +  b — 6(1 +  6) In
O Z \  0
1 3 s 2(l -  Si/a)
x{<r  -  -  s2 (1 -  f )  a
2
3 2 a  — S\s2/ a  
2
| ^ 2 ( 1  — ^ i / c r ) \  | a 2 ( l - a i / g )  /  1 - s 2/ a  ^
a - s xs 2 / a  J  a - s i s 2 / a  \ l - S i S 2/ a 2 J
<7 ~  S 2









In a sim ilar way.
' l x (l — x)2[lnx +  ln(l — x)]P V  [  ~ J ) [l n r  +
' Jo * +  b
=P.V. [  [lnx 4- ln(l — x)] 
Jo
dx (898)
(1 - x )2 +  2 6 -6 x  +  62 - b{l + b)‘ 
x  +  b
18




b .!  +  &.
13
18
3s2(1 -  s x/(r) ( s2(l -  s x/a)
o ~  s \ s2j o
s2(l -  si/cr)(l -  s2/ a ) 2
a(l  -  s xs2/ a 2)3 2
a -  s xs2/ a  
<t( 1 -  s xs2/ a 2)
— Lio 1 -  SiS2/<J2 
1 -  S 2/<J
Since
Lio
cr(l -  S1S2/ 0-2)
ln2(cr/s2)
S 2 ( l  -  S i / c r )
we have here a double-logarithmic contribution at s2/ o 2 level. Adding similar contri­
bution from the diagram with left vertical gluon, we conclude that the total contri­
bution is proportional to [(si +  s2) /o2) In2 a. Recalling that the original integral (see 
Eq. 889) comes with the minus sign, we see that the eventual sign of this contribu­
tion is positive. This result agrees with the statement of Ref. [48] that the diagrams 
with vertical gluons contain positive double-logarithmic terms at the 0 ( s / Q 4) level.
N ature of double-logarithm ic contribution. The origin of this contribution 
may be traced in the following way. The ^-integral produced 1 j e  pole, which follows 
from integrating [y( 1 — y)]£/ y  in the region of small y.  As we discussed, the factor 
[y( 1 — y)]£ may be interpreted as the part of the 2-body wave function of the final 
state, and 1 f y  comes from the propagator ~  1 j x y a  of the virtual gluon. The pole 
1 j e  picks up the part x (l — x)  ln[x(l — x)] of the initial state wave function [x(l — 
x)]1+e, and its lnx  part produces the double-logarithmic term in the subleading 
power contribution of the f  x d x / ( x  — S2 / 0 ) integral. This discussion indicates that 
the nature of this double-logarithmic term is completely different from that of the 
Sudakov double logarithms that were encountered in the diagram with a horizontal 
gluon. The difference between the two terms comes also from the fact that diagrams 
with a vertical gluon have 1 / Q 2 asymptotic behavior due to hard gluon exchange, 
and the particular S i / Q 4 In2 Q 2 contribution explicitly comes from a power correction 
to this leading behavior. On the other hand, the diagram with a horizontal gluon
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has Si/Q4 as its leading power behavior, and the Sudakov double logs are generated 
at this leading power level.
In general case, we will have 
'* (x(l -  x ) s l / f j 2)£
IJo X — Xq
( ^ T  /Jo
f ( x ) d x (899)
X  — X o
This expression may be decomposed as
%1 f ( x o) j_ , ,..2\e f 1 f ( x ) - f i x o)
1 f ( x ) . f 1 ln ^  +  ln(l — x)  . . . .  . ,dx + e / --------------------- f ( x )  dx  . (900)
Jo X  — X q
(s i / ^ y  f  7 ^ 7 d x + (s i / d 2y  fJo X — Xq J o
f 1 \nx  + \ n ( l - x )  f 1
/  -----------   J- f ( x 0)dx  + £ /  In
Jo X - X 0  Jo




f i x  o)
* +  ln(l - X))} ( x ) - f { Xo ) dx
X  — X o
( . l / W i £ ^ ) + e ( u J ±  - u , 1 X\
1 -  x0 ) .
+ ( ^ T  [Jo
1 f ( x )  -  f i x o) dx + e / [In x  +  ln( 1 — x)] 
Jo
f { x )  -  f ( x 0)
dx
!0 x  -  x 0 J  ' x  -  x0
Next step is to pick out imaginary parts of logarithms and Spence functions. The 
remaining integrals are regular at x =  xq, and do not produce imaginary parts.
Cut 2: t \  term .
Integral w ith l / ( s  — t). Take now the integral
f x° dx (x( l  — x ) s i ) £ 2 / /  SA
* / 0 V - V ) + y I( ) v 2 ( a )  ~ i(<t
where the upper limit of integration
* r > ) *
X0 = s 2 ( l  -  S i / a )a - s i s x
a
reflects the t ^  0 condition. It may be rewritten as 
H s i e f x° dx  (x(l — x))
where
x +  x2 -  x0








U s S r x  o
7 ^ 1
dx  (x(l — x))£
( a -  ' J o  ^  +  a
x (l — x)2 (x0 — x)£ (906)
where
a =  x2 — xq = si s2
o l  -  S \ S 2
(907)
Using
x (l -  x)2 _  n   i 2 a (l + a)2
x + a
we obtain
rx° dx  (x(l — x))e
x  +  a
(1 — x) + 2  a — ax +  a
x(l — x)2 (xq — x)e




=  /  dx  (x(l — x) )e (x0 — x)
Jo
-L .
r x  o
+  e j  dx  ln[x(l — x) (xo — x)] 
Jo
\ l - x Y  +  2a - a x  +  a > - a { l + a ) ‘
x  +  a
\2 ^ 2 a (l +  a )2(1 — x) +  2a — ax  +  a
x +  a 
\2 a (l +  a)2 
x +  a
(1 — x )2 +  2a — ax + a2
=  x0 -  Xq +  Xq/3 +  a(2x0 -  Xq/2) +  a2x0 — a(l +  a )2 ln(x0/a  +  1)
+  0 ( e )  .
One can also proceed as in the scalar case. Rescaling x  =  zxo, we obtain
(909)
„ l + 2e f 1 Z l + £ { 1  — Z X a ) 2 + e { 1 -  z)E dz
Jo
------------- r ^ n






"1 2 1 + £ ( 1  — 2 x 0 ) 2 + £ ( 1  — z ) e d z
/Jo 1
si/cr
( l - s l s 2 / < ' 2 ) 3 l ' n s i  + "




(1 -  S\/<j )(1 -  s2/ o  -  s xs2/ a 2)
1 -  s i / a  +  sfs2/cr3 
___________1 ~  s l Ja_________
1 -  sx/ a  + SxS2j ( o 2 -  SIS2),
s2 ^ , ( \  s2In 1 -
<j — s x + s \s2/ a 2 )  V cr — sxs2/ o
0 ( e 2) +  nonlogarithmie terms |  . (912)
The overall factor for the logarithmic part of this contribution is of order of a/a  
sxs2/ a 3. Counting from z-integral, the estimate is x0(z2 — I ) /0" xo(s i /a) /e
sxs2/ a 3. The leading term due to this contribution is thus
ln ^ /s j )
(cr — S\S2j a ) 3
which cancels the leading contribution from the s | term.
(913)
In general case, we will have
rX0 (x(l -  x )s x//j,2)£r- s xs2/ a ) e
Jo x  +  a
f ( x )  ( x 0  -  x f d x
1 m
(914)
dx=  ( a  -  s xs 2/ a ) e ( s i / n 2) s f
J o  x - t u
r  i - x  +  l n d - x )
J o  x  +  a  •/ w
=  ( < r -  s xs 2/ a ) e { s x/ n 2) £ [  ^  a ^
J o
+  { a - s xs 2/ a f { s x/ i i 2y f
J o  x  -f- a
+  s I ------     - f ( —a)dx
J o  x  +  a
/(* )  -  / ( “ «)
d x
x  +  a
1 f ( x )  ~  / ( —a)
d x
lnx  +  ln(l — x) 
x  +  a
+  e [  [lnx +  ln(l — x)] 
Jo x  + a
d x
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/ ( - a )
+  e ( Li2
(a -  s i s 2/<7)£ ( s i / f j 2) 6 In
Lio
1 a
+  (a -  s xs2/ a f  (sx/ n 2) £ f
Jo
1 / ( * )  -  / ( - a )
x + a dx
+  £ [ \ n X  +  H l - x ) ] M -- J t j i >. d x .
Jo10 x +  a
Recall now that a = s xs2/ {o2- s xs2) ~  s xs2/ a 2 and /(x )  =  x ( l - x )2 +  . ... Includ­
ing the overall 1 / (a  — s xs2/a)  factor, we conclude that the logarithmic contributions 
in this case are of 0 ( s xs2/ a z) order.
I n t e g r a l  w i t h  1 f t .  Take now the integral
pXQ
H J  dx (x(l — x )si)e x (l — x )2 s2 ^1 — — ^  — x(
where again the upper limit of integration
*2(1 - ? )
£i£2> 
a '
- l + e
X0
<7
reflects the t ^  0 condition. It may be rewritten as
U S X£ , e X { l ~ x ) 2
- ------— -lLe /  dx  (x(l -  x)) (x0 -  x) -------------






- +  11 ^  \ 2 , i , *o(i -  io )2-------  -  -  (1 -  Xj -  (1 -  Xq) +  1 -  X0X +
Xq — X Xq — X
(918)
=  —1 +  4x0 — 3xq — (2 — 3x0)(x0 — x) — (x0 — x )2 +  X°^
Xq — x
we obtain
rx° dx  (x(l — x))£
x0 — X x (l — x )2 (x0 — x)£fJo
rx 0
=  J dx  (x(l — x))£ (xo — x)£ 
Jo
(919)
Xq(1 -  Xq)2 
Xo — X
1 +  4x0 -  3xq — (2 -  3x0)(x0 -  x) -  (x0 -  x f
Jrx o (x(l -  x))£ (x0 -  x)~
0
rx o
+  /  dx  (x(l — x))e (x0 — x)£
Jo
l+£ dx
— 1 +  4x0 — 3xq — (2 — 3x0)(x0 — x) -  (x0 — x )2
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Rescaling x  =  z x 0 , we obtain for the term corresponding to the first integral 
U s \  rl
—  x l ' X 0 ( l  -  X 0 ) 2 [  ( z (  1 -  2 X0) « i ) e (1  -  z ) ‘ 
Jo
•l+£
Using explicit form of x0 we get
H ( sis|(l -  s i / a)2 V  s2(l -  s i/° ') ( l -  s2/o)
d z (920)
a  \  0  -  s \ s2/ o
The 2-integral
a( 1 S1S2 4^ V Jo
r( l  — z x q ) £ (1 — z )  1+6 d z  .
j  z £ ( l  — 2 X 0 ) e ( l  — z )  l+£ d z
Jo
produces l / e  pole from the 2 —» 1 region of integration:
f  z £ ( l  — z ) ~ 1+e (1 — z x 0 ) £ d z  
Jo
1 r2(l + e) f  1 -  s2/ o
(921)
(922)
eLio s2 1 — s x/ a  
a  1 — s2/ a +  0 (e2) . (923)e T(1 +  2e) \ 1  — s is2/<J2,
Taking into account the overall factor from (921) and l / e  etc. factor coming from 
the ^-integral, we end up with
H  s2(l -  Si/cr)(l -  s 2 / ( j f
a S \ S  2
1 f r 2(l + e ) \ 2 (  S1S%{1 -  a, i / c r ) 2 ( l  -  s2/ a )
a ( l  — S \ S 2 / c r 2 ) 2
s2 1 -  s x/ a '
c2 v r ( i  +  2e)
—Lie
a 1 -  s2/ a
+ 0(e) 
(924)
This term contains l / e 2 contribution. Using <r( 1 — S i / c r ) ( l  — s2/o)  = Q2 and 
a (1 — S \ S 2 / o 2) =  y/X we can write it also as
1-L s 2Q 2 (1 -  s2/a) 1 f T 2(l +  e ) Y  ( s xs2Q2
e2 \ t (i + 2e)J  v A
S2 1 -  Si /a—Lio a I -  s2/a_
(1 -  s i / a)  
+  0 (6) (925)
In general case, this contribution is given by
n
S1S2 f ( x  0)
1 /T2(l + e ) \ 2 f S i S 2Q 2 \
s2 1 -  s i / a-Li;
a 1 — s2/a + 0 (6) (926)
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7 .4 .6  C U T  3
/
For th is  term , th e  /-in tegra l corresp on d in g to  C ut 3 is th e  scalar tr ian g le  integral
dDl , ^
l2(p2 -  /)2(/ -  k)2 (927)
that corresponds to the uncut triangle diagram with two external lines being light-like 
and one having timelike virtuality s2. The result, is
1
F ( - s 2) = i (-*2)* , r2(i + e)r(l - e )
(4n)D/2 s2 e2 w r(l + 2e ) ‘
In the MS-scheme, one should add the T(1 -I- £){Ah)d-2~2 factor, and since
r( l+ e )r ( l -e )  = 7T£ 1 + 0 {e2)
(928)
(929)sin(7rs)
we can omit the T(1 — e) factor (as we will see, the 1/ s 2 poles cancel, so there is no 
need to keep 0 ( e 2) precision).
The l / s 2 factor is compensated by the p2 factor from the trace, and the remaining 
fc-integral corresponding to Cut 3
/ ' dDk5(k2)S{(Pt -  k)‘2)6({p2 -  k)2){k ■ n -  n - p f k
gives the triangle spectral density, which can be written as
n
n f(x  o) r2(i + s) / s\s2q(j — £1*2. r(l + 2e)
~)2 \  e
Thus. Cut 3 contribution is
H
a — f (x  o)
1 / r 2(l+e)
£2 Vr(l + 2e)
s i s jQ2
r




Combining the real part of the Cut 3 contribution and singular part from the
te+/ t  term of the Cut 2 contribution we get
n f(x o) ^  / r2(i + g)^ P (1 +  2e) (1 -  s i /a)  -
n J_ / r2(l + e ) \ 2 f Sls2Q2
[( a  / (933)
The imaginary part of Cut 3 contribution is
Z7T-
n
a — SlS2f (x o)
1 / r2(l +  g) A2 / s i s lQ2 
£ \ T (1 +  2e) /  y A (1 -  s t /a) (934)
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it should be confronted with the imaginary part of the s~2/ t  term of Cut 1 contribution 
given by
in (s is |Q 2/A)£ / T2(l +  g )x 2
/ i rvi „ x / K x o) (935)£ a ~ s xs2/ a  V r ( l  +  2e)
7.5 FIRST TER M  IN  TR A C E
The first term
—16 (k ■ n — n ■ p) (k • n) I ■ n(p2 — k)2 (936)
contains the factor (l-n).  Thus, for each cut, we need to calculate the /-integral with
this factor included.
7.5.1 FIRST TERM : IN TEG R A L LIN EA R  IN  (L N).
Cut 1. Consider the integral
/  d° i ^ k a h + p * h ' (93r) 
Convoluting it with p2a and ka projectors and using s = s2, k2 = 0, t = (p2 — k )2 
(which gives s — t = 2(p2 ■ k)) we get a set of equations:
= \ ( s - t ) h  + I 2s ,  (938)
- y  =  \ ( s - t ) I 2 . (939)
Here B Y is the basic integral
B 1 = F( k , p2) = J  du l
Dl 6((P2- l ) 2)S(l2) 
(k -  I)2 k2=o 
£
i se r 2 i +  £ , .
=  ~ n  1 ~   A  > 940s - f  e r  i + 2 e  v '
where (k — I)2 = —ya  =  — y(s  — /). The other integral is 
B 2 = j  dDl S (I2) 5 (p2 -  I)2
= H f  dy (y( 1 -  y)s)£ =  U  1 ^ 'V l  • (941)
J o 1 +  2eT (l + 2e)
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It is usefu l to  express B\  in  term s o f B 2:
Solving for 7) coefficients, we have
h  = 
h  =
€ S — t
1 sB2 
e (s — t )2
B 2
s — £




(I  -  * ) s 
1 s
(I ■ n)
s — t e s — t
(k ■ n) +  (p2 ■ n )
=  - 5 o
e [2{p2 ■ ^)]2 
Also, for integral with (/n) — (p2n), we get




s ( P ) S ( p 2 - i y
Bo
(I -  *)’ 
1 s
s — t 
B 2
s — t
[(/ • n) -  (pan)]
:(fc • n) +  (p2 ■ n)
t s — t
1 s[(k ■ n) -  (p2 ■ n)] +t (p2 -n)  
e s — t
Bi{p2n)
(P2 • n)
C u t 2. In case of Cut 2, we need the integral
dDlr u l
J  -p -6( ( l  -  k f W f a  -  - n)
fc2=o
Again, we parametrize it as
dDl/
fjUl








Convoluting it with 2p2a and 2ka projectors and using k2 =  0, 2(p2 - I) = s2 + I2, 
2(k ■ I) =  I2 and notations s =  s2, t = (p2 — k)2 (which gives 2(p2 ■ k) = s — t) we get 
a set of equations:
B 2 +  Bi s  — (s — t)Ii +  2s I 2 , 




H ere B\ is th e  b asic  integral
k 2=0
= y. I - - -  (y( 1 -  y ) t fI
n
y{s - 1)
1 t % T 2( l + e )
s — t  e  r ( i  +  2 s)
The other integral is
b 2 = J  dDi s ( ( i - k ) 2) s ( p 2 - i y
= H [  d y ( y ( l - y ) t +Y  =  o.f. 
Jo
t'+ r 2 ( i  +  e )
1 +  2e T(1 +  2e) '
It is useful to express B\  in terms of B 2:
Bl = 1 .
e s — t
Solving for 7* coefficients, we have
1 sB 2 B 2
h  = 
h  =
+€ (s — t )2 S  —  t ’
B 2
s — t
Hence, the spinor case integral containing I ■ n  is given by
6 ( ( l - k f ) 6 { p 2 - l fI dDl
Bo




e s — t ( k - n )  + ( k - n )  + (p2 ■ n)
1 Vl (h | (P2 •n) + (k-n)  
e[2(p2 - k ) Y {K' n ) +  2 (p2 -k)
Also, for integral with (In) — (p2n ), we get 
jD]S ( ( l - k ) 2) 6(P2- l ) 2I d I 
J h _
s — t 
B2 
s — t
P [(/ • n) -  (p2n )]
1 s
 — (k • n) +  (k ■ n) + (p2 ■ n)
6 S L
1 s[(k ■ n) -  (p2 ■ w)] +  t(p2 ■ n) 
e s — t
Bi(p2n)















P [(/ • n) -  (pan)] (958)
where
1 s[(k ■ n) -  (pa ■ n)] +  t{p2 ■ n)
_ T2(l + e)
+ (k ■ n) -  (p2 • n)
B 2 = H
T(2 +  2e) ’
with the result for the Cut 1 
dD
/ '
5( P) 5(p2 - l f  





1 s[(k ■ n) -  (pa • n)} +  t(p2 ■ n )
(p2 ■ n)
£  S — t
we see that one may be obtained from another by interchange p2 •<-» k — p2, s <-)• t. 
Combining linear terms for Cuts 1 and 2 gives
s(?)  , s w - k n
/ '
d u lM\ n  I f )
_ 0 .f
s — t  r (2 +  2s) {■





€ (s — t)
1 S
(k ■ n) + (pa • n) (961)
e ( s - t )
(k ■ n) +  (p2 • n )  +  (fc • n) 1
r2(l +  e) ( s £ - t
(fc • n) +  (pa • n)
T(2 +  2e) i  s — t Le (,s — t)
This result should be integrated over k with the trace factor
—16 (k ■ n — n  • p) (k ■ n) (p2 — k )2
( k  ■ n )
(962)
and S(k2) S((pi — k)2)/(p2 — k)2 factor. The denominator factor l / (p2 — k)2 is canceled, 
thus the total extra factor is
6(k2) S((pi — k )2) (k • n — n ■ p) (k ■ n)
We will need integrals containing first and second power of s2 — t = 2 (p2 • k) in the 
denominator, and with structures (k ■ n — n ■ p)(k ■ n )2, (k ■ n — n ■ p) (k  ■ n)(p • n) in 
the numerator.
We already have integrals with (s — t ) in the denominator. Let us consider the 
scalar integral with the second power of (s — t) in the denominator.
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Integral w ith  l / ( s  — t )2 in th e  in tegrand .
s£ term . We have already calculated the integral with the first power of s — t 
in the denominator:
(x(l -  x) s ls2/ n i )e ^  _  f l (SiS2/t lAY dX + £ [ 1 Inx +  ln(1 ~ x ) dx
JoI At0  X ( ( 7 _ £ H Z )  +  ^  J q x ( ( T _ £ ^ )  +  ^fJo
The first integral here gives
(siS2/ h T
1
cr -  SiSz/a 
while the second one gives dilogarithms:
t2
In a
S \ S 2
a -  s \ s2/a  




— Li2 1^ SlS2\  
a 2 )
Js2 I d k






Recalling that from the /-integral, we have a first-order pole in £, we should calculate 
the x-integral up to terms linear in s. Restoring the dimensional regularization scale 
p under the integral, we have
I
1 (x(l -  x)s l s2/ PA)£
s2 I ' • • \ 2 dx
[x( +
The first integral gives
- I 'Jo




lnx +  ln(l — x)
dx.
s2 (s is2/ p 4)£
S i S 2
while the second one gives a logarithm:
a +  S\S2/ u  1




<7 — S i S 2 jCT S \ S 2 \S 1S2 ,
Both contributions eventually contain l/s i-  Recall, however, that the numerator 
factor in this case contains (k n )2, which results in x2 factor in the leading term of 
1/a  expansion, and
«2
/Jo
x 2dx S2 
2 -^2
s2 2 





7.6 SECO N D TERM : IN TEG R A L BILIN EA R IN (L N)
The second term
— 16 (k • n — n ■ p) (—I ■ n + n ■ p) l  • n[(p2 — k)2 — p2] (971)
contains both the contributions linear and bilinear in (In).
Cut 1.
The term bilinear in (In) can be extracted from the tensor integral
/
+ Ii2(kap02 + p ?**) . (972)
Convoluting it with gal3, kaks. kap2$ and p2op2a, and using again s =  s 2, k2 =  0, 
t =  (P‘2 ~  k)2 (which gives s — t = 2(p2 ■ k)) we get a set of equations
0 =  4 /oo +  (s — t )I\2 +  s l 22 (973)
^  =  \ { s - t ) % 2 (974)
 P  =  2 ^  ~  ^ 00 +  4 ^  _  i )2^ 2 +  2S S^ _  ^ 22
^ - p -  =  sloo +  ^ ( s  -  t )2I u +  s (s  -  t ) I x2 +  s 2I22 . (976)
Here B\  and B 2 were defined earlier and
B 3 = J  dDl 5 (I2) 6 (p2 -  I)2 (I -  k)*
s - t  r 2 ( l  +  e )
2 1 +  2e T(1 +  2e)  ^ ^
We can express B 3 in terms of B 2:
B3 = B 2 . (978)
Solving for /„  coefficients, we have
sB
'«> =  (979)
*■ -  ■
722 =  ~ w h ) '  <981)
712 =  - 2 (7 = 1 ?  ' (982)
H ence th e  integral con ta in in g  (I • n )2 term  is g iven  by
/ dDl
Bo 1 S
e (s — t )2
B 2
s2 - t
{k ■ n f
5 (i2) S ( p2 -  i y
(/ -  A-)2 
1 (  s
(I • n f
2 \ s  — t
1 
2




s2p2 ■ n f  + 7{p2 ■ n){k ■ n)
B 2
2(p2 • k) _e [2(p2 ' fc)]5
«2 -  t 
(k ■ n )2
(s2 -  A):
-(A: • n )5
1 / \2 S2 




In case of Cut 2, we should calculate the integral
r d Di
J  ^ r W - k ? ) 6 { { p 2 - l f ) { l . n f  
The term bilinear in (I • n) can be extracted from the tensor integral
=Im9aS +  4“’ +J  ^  m  -  k)2m . Pi -  o2) « s
k2=0
Convoluting it with gag, 4kakg, 4kap2g and 4p2ap2g, and using again k2 =  0, 2(p- 
+  £2, 2(A: ■ I) = I2 and notations s = s2, t = (p2 — k)2 (which gives 2(p2 • k) =  
we get a set of equations
B 2 —4 / q o  +  ( s  — t ) / i 2 +  sL22
B3 = ( 3 - t ) 2/:22
s B 2 T -  B% — 2 ( s  —  A ) / q o  +  ( s  —  t ) 21\2 +  2 s ( s  —  A ) / ;22
S2B 1 +  2 s B 2 +  j E ?3 — 4 s / o o  +  ( s  —  A ) 2 / u  +  4 s ( s  —  t ) / i 2 +  4 s 2 / ; 22
Here B\  and B 2 were defined earlier as 
dDlf   I
B i  =  J  -V S ( ( l - k ) 2)5((p2 - l ) 2) = n 1 te r 2 ( l  +  e )














B o , ,  ?  r 2 ( i  +  t )
fe2=o 1 +  2e T(1 +  2e)
while
=  J  dDl 6 ( ( l - k ) 2)6((p2 - l ) 2) l 2
s — t f  r2(l + e)
fc2=0
n
2 1 +  2e T(1 +  2e)
We can express i ?3 in terms of B 2:
s — t
B , =
Solving for Iu coefficients, we have
.
-^ 00 — 
/n  = 
122 =  
-Zl2 =
t B 2
4 ( s  -  f ) ’
d2 ;1 3 ^ 2 _______ / i 2_____________
e (s — t )3 2 (s — £) (s — £)3
B 2
2 ( s - t )  ’ 
sB 2
2(s - 1y  '
Hence the integral containing (Z • n )2 term is given by




+ S — t
For Cut 1 it was calculated to be
/2\ s ,\2
(p2 • n ) ( k  ■ n)
st
(.s - t y
■ (k ■ n,y




_ _ S 2 _
«2 -  t
(p2 ■ n)(k ■ n) -
(s2 -  Z)2











To check these results, we use them to get expressions for integrals with 






1 6 ( k - n ) 2 + ^(p2 -n)2 + ^ ( k - n ) 2
e (s — t )2
g
H 7 (P2 • n) (k ■ n) -s — t (s -  t y
; {k-nY
-  2 ^ —  ■ n) +  (k ■ n) +  (p2 • n)') (p2 • n) +  ---^-2c (P2 ' n )2
e s — t
B2te 
s — t
1 ( s ( k - n -  pi ■ n) + t ( p 2 - n)) 
e {s -  t y
(k - n -  pi ■ n )2 t(k ■ n) (s (k ■ n -  p2 ■ n) +  t(p2 ■ n))
2 (s -  t y
Similarly, for the Cut 1 integral with ((/ • n) — (p ■ n))2 is given by 
8{l2) 8 { p i - l f
( 1000)





1  ( s 2  ( f c  • n  - P 2 - n ) + t ( p 2 - n) )  
e (s2 -  t y
(p2 ■ n f  s2(k ■ n ) (s2 { k - n - p 2 -n) + t (p2 ■ n))
( 1001)
{** -  t y
Comparing the results for these two integrals, we see that one may be obtained from 
another by the interchange p2 «-» k — p2, s t.
The integral with the trace term (I ■ n) [{p2 • n) — (I • n)] for Cut 1 will be given
by
/ j d , 8{l2)8{pi  - 1)2(i - k y Cl ■ n ) l(P2 • n) — (I ■ n)] k2=0
B 2s c
s — t
' I  \  /  s(k • n) (p2 ■ n) s2( k - n ) 2\  1
/ V  s ~ t  { s - t y  J  +  2 (P2 • n )5 (1002)
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s(k ■ n) (p2 ■ n) s2( k - n ) 2\  1 2
— — t ---------------------------------~ t j r j  +  2 f e ' n)
 ^ 1 /, n2 s ( k - n ) 2+ (k ■ n) (pa ' n) -  ~(k ■ n)2 -----------—
2 s — t (1003)
Combining bi-linear terms for Cuts 1 and 2 gives
/ 'dDl6((p2 - l ) 2)
\ 5(i2) + m - k n
B 2
s — t (it% -  se)
{ l - k )2 ' p
s(k ■ n) (p2 ■ n) s2(k ■ n )2
€
( l -n)[(p-n)  -  ( l -n)  
1




+ te. a  \ t  \ 1n  \ 2  s ( k - n ) 2(k • n) (p2 ■ n) -  - ( k  ■ n ) ---------- —
2 s — t } (1004)
Recall, that we should multiply this result by (t — s)[(A: • n) — (p ■ n)]/t  factor. As 
a result, the overall l / ( s  — t) factor is canceled. The numerator structure of various 
contributions is given by 1/i, s / t (s  — t ) and s2/ t ( s  — t )2. Using s/ t ( s  — t) =  1 /i +  
l / ( s  — i), we can rewrite the contribution as a sum of 1/ i ,  l / ( s  — i) and l / ( s  — i )2 
structures:
1 1
=  -  +




t(s — i )2 i s — i (s — i )2
(1005)
(1006)
7.7 T H R E E-BO D Y  C O M PO N EN T: C U T 5
The fifth cut possibility is similar to Cut 2, though with the A:-line uncut, but 
with (p2 — k)2 =  0, i.e. p2 — k line cut. In the light-front interpretation, this cut 
corresponds to overlap of 3-body Fock components of initial and final wave functions. 
The relevant integral reads
j d o k j d Dl w y  . (1007)
If we exclude the traces producing UV-divergent integrals over I and the trace
221
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P i - k
P2 ~  I
P i
FIG. 55. Cut 5.
accompanied by (p2 — k)2 factor (that vanishes for Cut 5), we are left with the traces
— 16 (A: • n — n ■ p) (k ■ n — I ■ n — n ■ p) (I ■ n — n ■ p) k2 (1008)
— 16 (k ■ n — n - p) (I ■ n  — n ■ p) I ■ np\  (1009)
— 16(A; ■ n — n ■ p)2k ■ np\  (1010)
They can be regrouped as
— 16 (k ■ n — n ■ p)2 (I ■ n — n • p) k2 (1011)
— 16 (k • n — n • p) (I ■ n — n ■ p) I ■ n(p\  — k2) (1012)
— 16(k ■ n — n ■ p)2k ■ n p2 (1013)
The first term here —16 (k ■ n — n ■ p)2 (I ■ n  — n ■ p) k2 results in a reduced diagram,
and may be considered in a way similar to that of the right reduced diagram that
results from the diagram with horizontal gluon. (In fact, one may combine their 
trace factors.) Thus, for Cut 5 we are left with two contributions
— 16(k ■ n — n ■ p) (I ■ n — n ■ p) I ■ n ip2 — k2) , (1014)
— 16(A; • n — n ■ p)2k ■ np\  , (1015)
one of which has no (I • n) factors in the trace, and a contribution that contains terms 
linear and bilinear in (Z ■ n).
7.7.1 R IG H T INTEG R A L (O V ER L)
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Scalar case
T h e scalar in tegral over I
I d, m m  -  mdu i (1016)(p2- k ) 2=0(P2 -  I)2
depends on s2 and A;2 and is given by the function F( —s2, A;2), which is
, 2 , 1 (A~2)e T2( l +  e)
C ( -* 2, * ) =  H  J— ^  t _ L  ■ (1017)
P2 -  k
P2 ~  I
k  - 1 §
FIG. 56. Integral over I for Cut 5.
Left integral (over k).  In the full diagram, k is the sum of two light-cone momenta 
I and I — k , both being in the upper light cone. Hence, k2 > 0. Thus, we need to 
deal with the integral
f  d D k  s ^ P l  ~  k ^ s ^ P 2  ~  ( i o i ° )J d k  (S2 _  *2) ^ ) 1-  • (1018)
Invariants. Introducing Sudakov variables
Pi — Pi H P2 , p^ — T*2 H Pi, k — xPi  +  d P 2 +  k±_ ,a a
we find
(pi — k )2 =  (1 — x)(si — aa)  — k \  =  0 




A;2 =  (1 — x)(si — aa) = (1 — a )(s2 — xa) ( 1021 )
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which gives
6'x +  x(a  -  si) =  s2 + a(a  -  s2) (1022)
resulting in
o? =  x -|- (1 x) —— — . (1023)a  — s2
Now
k2 = x a a  — k \  = xaa  — (1 — x)(s! — aa) — aa  — (1 — x)si (1024)
or, substituting a  in terms of x,
k2 = ( x  +  (1 — x) —— —^ a — (1 — x)si =  xa  — (1 -  x)s2  ^ Sx^°a — s2 )  1 -  s2/ a
1 - s i s 2/ a 2 l - s x/ a
= x a —   --------s2---------j -  . (1025)
1 -  s2 a 1 -  s2 a
Since k2 > 0, we have
S2 1 — S\/(7 _
x > — - =  x 0 , (1026)a 1 -  sxs2j a l
where xq is the same parameter that we introduced studying Cut 2. Recall, that Cut 
2 corresponded to x < xq, hence Cut 5 is complementary to Cut 3 with respect to 
allowable x-region.
Let us calculate now k \
k \  =(1 — <a)(s2 — xa) = ( l  — x — (1 — x )—— —^ (s2 — xa)  (1027)
V cr -  «2 /
=  (1 -  x) (s2 -  xa) \ — S- ~ -  . (1028)
1 -  s2/ a
Also,
k \  =(1  — x)(sj — aa)  =  (1 — x) \ Sj — xa  — (1 — x)a—— —
V  0 - 8 2
N /  S 1  —  s 2 S\ — S2=  (1 — x) Si — a ------------- xa  + -x a ---------
v a -  s2 a -  s2
n  s / s2a — sxs2 s\ — a=  (1 — x )  h x a --------\  a -  s2 a -  $2
=  ( ! _ * )
\  a -  s2 a -  s 2
n (s2 — xa)(a — sx)=  ( l - x )  — ------- - ------------------------------------------------------- (1029a — s2
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which is the same result, as expected.
Since k \  should be positive, -we have x  < s2/a.  Hence, Cut 5 corresponds to the 
following x  values:
So 1 — S] / ( 7  So
— 1 J^  = x0 < x < ~ .  (1030)a I — S\s2/ <7 a
In other words, for Cut 5. x  spans a narrow region of ~  s \ j o 2 size between x0 and 
the x  =  s2/ a  value. Useful relation is
1 \ — s2/a  1
k 2 a  — S y S 2/ c t x  — X q
K — XG -   52
1 -  S 2/<7
, 2  _  1 — S\ / <7  l - S i S 2 l < 7 2 1 -
™n “  S21 - S lS2/<72 \ - S 2 l a  ~
7.2 _  „ 1 ~  SiS2/ o 2"'max S 2 , , S21 -  S2j (7
1 -  S i S 2 / c r 2 
_  s 2 —  ------------   S 2 ~-------------— — S2 -
1 s 2 / (7 l - s 2 / a  l - s 2f<7
Thus
a
Let us calculate s 2 — k 2
2 1 -  S ^ / o 2 1 -  S\ j (7
s 2 — k  = S 2 — x a    h s 2
Thus
1 1 — S2 / a  1
s 2 - k 2 a  -  s i s 2 / a  ,s  ?: s t >  _  x
£  <7 — S i S2/CT
1 -  s 2 / a  1
a  — S i S 2 / a  x q  +  x \  — x  ’
where
(1031)
1 -  s x/ a
1 -  s 2 / a
(1032)
s ' l  =  0
s 2 / a
(1033)
1 -  S \ j a  
1 -  s 2 / a
(1034)
r2 s is2 
a
(1035)
0 <  k 2 < —  . (1036)
1 — s 2/ a  1 — s 2 / a
2 — S i / a  — s 2 / a  1 — s \ s 2 / a 2S2 -11 _  xa 2 . 1037
1 -  s 2/ a  1 -  s 2/ a
(1038)
s2 1 — S2 /a
X' S  7 1 3 ^  • (1039)
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Note that
(s2 — fc2)min —
:S2
2 — S i / a  — s2/ o  1 — S \ S 2 / o 2
S2-
l ~ S 2 / o  1 ~ S 2 / o
1 -  Sj/cr -  s2/ a  +  S \ S 2 / o 2
1 -  8 2 / a S2(l -  Si I<j)
( s 2  -  A : 2 ) ;s2
2 — s \ j o  — s2j o  \ — S\ jo  \ ~ s \ s 2j a
1  -  s2j o S2 1 -  S \ S 2 / o 2 1 -  s2/er =  S2
Thus
s2(l -  s i / a )  <  s2 -  k2 <  s2 .
Scalar integral. In “scalar” case, when the (k • n — n-  p)2k - n factor i: 
eluded, the remaining integral over k is
/
=  j  dDk 8((p2 -  Ai)2 )<5((p! -  k f )
Dk 6^ P2 ~  k ^ 6^ Pl ~  k^ h  j k 2)£
k2(s2 — k2) +
1 1
(A~2f+ .
s2 — k2 k2
Thus, we should deal with two similar triangle-type integrals:
and
s2 -  k2
h  ^  t  do k  s((P* -  * m ( P ,  -  v * )  ( e ) i
/ ' A:2
Introducing Sudakov variables
Pi — Pi H P2, P2 — P2 +  — Pi) A: — z P i +  a P 2 +  A:xcr ( 7
where
(si +  S2 +  Q 2) y /  (si +  S2 +  Q 2) 2 — 4SiS2
2 2 
we can write the integrals as





x a a  — k2, s2 — x a a  +  k\±  J
















-  SlS2/<7 V 1 -  S l / a )'I,S2/\  ( „  W ^ " * 1/*dx (1  -  x) ( s 2 ~  xo)  -----------—zo V 1 -  s2/cr
' 1  1
X
X  —  X q  X q  +  X \  —  X
( X  ~  X q Y
where
X0 S 2 1 S \ j  o X i
s2 1 -  S2/0
a 1 — s \s2/ a 2 ’ cr 1 — SxSija2
Taking the ./-independent factors out of the integral gives
H ( 0  — s \s2j o \ £ f l  — s i /o





0  —  S \ S 2 / 0  \  1 —  S 2 / ( 7  
1ns2/aI dx (1 — x ) £ (s2 —  X 0 ) £ (x —  X q )  
J x  0
+
X  —  X q  X q  +  X \  —  X
(1050)
1 /k2 in teg ra l. We start with the first term. Recalling that we have a first-order 




(x —  x q ) £ dx 
rS2l<r-x0
/  ( 1  -  X q  -  yf{s2 -  X Q 0  -  y0 )‘-y'l+e dy
Jo
X  —  X q 
’>S / ( T - X o
Jr y  2 (1 -  xq -  y)e{y20 -  y0)£y~x+£ dy .
0
Rescaling y =  ( s 2/ c t  — x0)z = y2z gives





(yi0 )£(l -  X q ) £ {  I^  ( 1  - z f z - ^ £dz
+
/Jo
{ 1 - X Q -  y2z)e 
(1 -  Xq)£
1 (1 — z)ez +£  dz
where
s2 SiS2 1 — s2l 0y2 =  x0 = —  -----------------------.







1 -  X q =  1 -
s2 1 — Si/a 1 -  s2j a
a  1 -  S \ s 2 / c r 2 1 -  s i S 2 / o 2
hence
2/2





The first term gives pole term, so we decompose the expression as
(l/2Cr)£(1 { ~
i r 2(i + £)
er(l + 2e) + / 'Jo
1 -
1 -  Xq
-  1 (1 -  Z)
The second integral is convergent, so we can set s = 0 there to get
[ \ n ( l
Jo
1 / 2  \ e / i  \ e ^ (1  +  s )
- M  ( 1 - ^ ) f f r T 2i j  +  £
=  ^(y2cr)e(l -  _  eU2{siS2/ a 2




Using explicit expressions for y2 and (1 — x 0) gives
1  / sis2 1  -  s2/a  x  2s 
e \  a 2 1 — s i s 2/ a 2
1 -  s 2 / a  \ E r2(l +e)  2a- ,  ----------   ) _ _ — _  -  eLi2(s is2/cr2) (1063)l — s is2/ a 2)  r(l + 2e)
Recalling the factor we had before the original x-integral, we get the total s-dependent 
overall factor
n
a  -  S \ s 2j c r  \  1 — s 2 / a
a  — S i s 2 / a \ e ( \  — S \ j c r
1 -  s 2/ c r
x s i s 2 1 - s 2/ a  
a 2 I  -  s xs 2/ a 5
2e
1 ~  s2/ a  
1 -  s is2/ a 2
(  Sis2 1 — s2/ a 2e 1 -  Sx/trVn ___________ _________
<7 S\S2/(J y a l - s i s 2/ a 2J \ l - s 2/cr





a  — S \ S 2 / (7 \  cr2 ( 1  — s i s 2 / a 2 ) 2 J
Including the s-independent overall factor, we get the final result for 1/A;2 integral 
in scalar case, which is
nJ_ f r 2( i  +  e ) \ 2
£2 \r ( l  + 2e)/ a  -  S i s 2) a  \  a 2 (1 -  S \ S 2/ a 2 ) 2
s \ s 2 ( 1 -  si/<r)(l -  s 2/ a )
U 2{sis2/ a 2) .
(1068)
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Using <r(l -  s \ /a) ( \  -  s2/a)  =  Q2 and a (1 -  SiS2/ a 2) =  V \  we can write it also
as
n
Li2(s is2/CT2) (1069)_________  1  / T2(! + e) \ 2 / Si-sjQ2 Vc  ~  S1S2 / 0  [e2 V r(l +  2 e ) / \  aX )
This contribution contains the double pole 1 j e 2 contribution that generates a doubly 
logarithmic ln2(<5 2) term.
1 / (s2 — A:2) in teg ra l. Consider now the integral
'■ ^ ( l  -  x)£(s2 -  xa)
f  XQJ
( x  — X q ) £ d x (1070)
X o  +  X i  — X
corresponding to the second term. Again, we should calculate the x-integral up to
terms linear in e. Shifting the integration variable x = x0 + y gives
I
f V2 dv
= (1 -  x 0 - y f ( y 2 <y ~ y o f y e ------
Jo x l ~~
Rescaling y =  (s2/ a  — x 0)z = y2z gives
s 2/ <r -xo A




(1 -  x0 -  y2z)e(\ -  z f z £( y l ° Y  f l
Jo
=  {yla)e(l -  X o f  f  (1 -  zs i s2/ a 2Y ( l  -  z f  ze , Slf a dz 
Jo l  — z s i f a
Xl -  y2z




1 — Xo a 2 
Expanding integrand in e, we obtain
„ \e I Sl / a{ y l a f { \  -  xQy  [  dz -— {1 +  e ln [(l -  zsis2/ a 2)(l -  z)z)} 
Jo 1 — z s i / a\ /
=  -  xoY { -  In ( l  -  ^
f ,  ‘ r
+£ z s \ j a








Again, the combined overall factor in front of — In (1 — s \ /o )  will be
n  ( s\s% (1 -  Si/<r)(l -  s2/(j)'
o  — S\Si!o  V ° 2 {  ^ — s \S2 /a2)2
Finally, we get
U  ( s \ s l  ( 1  -  s x/ a ) {  1 -  s 2/ a )
(1079)
a — S1S2 / 0  \  a 2 (1 — SiS2/<t2)2
x j - l n ^ l  ~ + 6 J  ^ z "i ~  - gig2/g-2)(l ~  z)z] j  . (1080)
S p inor case
/-in teg ral. As we discussed, for Cut 5 we consider two trace contributions
— 16(A; • n — n ■ p)2k ■ npl  , (1081)
— 16 (k ■ n — n ■ p) (/ ■ n — n ■ p) (I ■ n) (p\ — k2) , (1082)
the first of which has no (/ • n) factors in the trace. So, for this term we can just take 
the scalar result for the /-integral, which depends on s2 and k2 and is given by the 
function F ( —s2, k2)
F (  - k 2) 11 1 {k 2 y  r 2 (1  +  £) n n ~ MF ( e f f T T S o  ' (1083)
Thus, we need to calculate the integral
I  do k  ^ l Z ^ f c W S2(p , .+ (1084)
= / dDk5({p2 -  k)2)g((p, -  k)2) (^  j k2 +  F j  (k2f+ ( k - n - n - p ) 2 k - n
accompanied by 1/e pole.
For the second contribution that contains terms linear and bilinear in (/ • n) we 
need the following integral over /
f  j D l H l 2) W - k ) 2) n  x, , xJ   (p _ /)2  ^' n '(P ' U ~  1 ' n)




Namely, we had an integral
J  ^  W  -  k f )S ( (p2 -  lj‘ )(i ■ n) |(p2 - n) -  (i • >,)]
B j V
S 2 —  t
k2= 0  
11 f s*(k ’ n) f a  ■ n) s2( k - n ) ‘ \ x 2? J I — ^  J ^ w )  + 2 ' n)
2 s2{ k - n ) 2'1
+ (A-• n )(p 2 • /? . ) - -(A:-n)
2 s2 ~ t
(1086)
with t = (p2 — A:)2. If we change I p2 — l and k p2 -  A, the l.h.s. takes the form 
we need. Hence, we should change k —» p2 — k and t —» k2 in the r.h.s. giving
/ dDl S(l2)S((l -  k)2)( p a  -  I ) 2 (I ■ n)(p ■ n — I ■ n) (p2-fc)2=0
B 2(k2Y 
s2 -  k2
i - i
e
s2(p2 ■ n -  k ■ n) (p2 ■ n) s\(p2 • n -  k - n f
s2 -  k2
(P2 ■ n f  -  ^ ( k  ■ n f
(s2 -  k2)2
s2(k ■ n )2
(1087)s2 -  k2
Note that the factor p2 ~  k2 accompanying the second contribution cancels the overall 
l / ( s 2 — k2) factor of the result. The 1/e part of the integrand is then
\ 2 ' ,
(p2 -n — k -n)
B 2{k2Y  1 /  s2(p2 ■ n -  k ■ n) (p2 ■ n) _  s\{jp2 ■ n -  k ■ n f  
k2 e \  s2 — k2 (s2 — k2)2
2 \ e  - (A: • n)(p2 ■ n — k ■ n f
1 1
k2 s2 — k2
s2(P2 ■ n -  k - n f  
(s2 -  k2)2
and the remaining piece is given by
B2(k2y
k2
S2 (P2 ■ n -  k • n) (p2 ■ n) s2(p2 ■ n -  k ■ n f
s2 -  k2 (32 -  k2)2
1 2 1 2 s2(k ■ n)2




(p2 ■ n — k ■ n f  — 2(k ■ n)2 (k • n) (p2 ■ n )
2k2
+
s2 -  k2 
(p2 - n -  k- n f s2
(S2 ~  V f
A>integral. In scalar case, we had two integrals






In spinor case, the starting expression is a sum of terms in which the 1/k2 propagator
of (k ■ n)N type, with N  = 0,1, 2, 3. They can be calculated using the same method 
as used for Cuts 1 and 2. In particular, using s2/ k 2(s2 — k2) — 1/k2 + l / ( s 2 — k2), 
we can arrange that denominators are only of 1 /A2, l / ( s 2 — k2) or l / ( s 2 — k2)2 form. 
The most singular contribution comes from 1/A:2 term. After substituting (k • n)
and then rescaling y = (s2j a  — x0)z = y2z reduces this integral to sum of basic 
integrals. The first term above which is singular for y = 0, has been calculated already 
in the scalar case example. Other integrals are regular for y — 0. Hence, we can just 
expand the integrand As =  1 +  e In A  +  . . .  and take the resulting straightforward 
integrals.
7.8 T H R E E-BO D Y  C O M PO N EN T: C U T 6
Consider now Cut 6, that has the structure similar to that of Cut 3 for the dia­
gram with horizontal gluon. In the light-front interpretation, this cut corresponds to 
overlap of 3-body Fock component of the initial wave function and 2-body component 
of the final wave function.
It is given by the following integral
is multiplied by zeroth, first and second power of s2/ ( s 2 — A2) and numerator factors
as x(p-n) + . .. we will have in particular the integral (coming from the k-n(p-n — k-n)2 
term:
(1093)
Shifting the integration variable x  =  y + x0, expanding over y
(1094)
(1095)
that can be represented as
J  dDl 6(l2)5((p2 -  I)2) F(si = p\, s2 =  pi, Q2 =  - (p j  -  p2)2, s = { p i -  I)2) , (1096)
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C..J -  k
Pi
FIG. 57. Cut 6 .
with the function F ( s i, s2, Q2, s) given by
F (s u s2, Q 2, s ) =  J  dPk 6({Pl  -  k ) 2)S(( l  -  k ) 2)
k2(p2 — k )2
It corresponds to the left box of the diagram, whose external momenta are Pi,q,qx =  I 
and q2 = p2 — I- As a 4-point function, it depends on virtualities of external lines, 
i.e., p\ = S\,q2 = —Q2,qf ,q2, and Mandelstam invariants s =  (jpi — qi)2 =  (px — I)2 
and (pi — q)2s2. Since qf = 0 and =  0, this function depends on four variables: 
s2, Q2 and s. The former three variables are the external parameters of the whole 
diagram, while s = (P\ — I)2 is related to the integration momentum I of the right 
triangle loop. Note that the momentum p x — I in this diagram is the sum of two 
light-like momenta p x — k and k  — I, both belonging to the upper light cone. Hence, 
(pi — I)2 =  s > 0. Physically, s corresponds to the invariant mass of the quark-gluon 
state produced by the initial p x current. From this interpretation, it is clear that
s < si, since there is the third particle, a quark with momentum I produced by the
same current. As we will see later, s < z+ < s x.
Thus, we may rewrite the basic integral as
J  F( sx, s2, Q2, s) ds J  dDlS(s -  (pi -  l)2)S(l2)6((p2 -  Z)2) , (1097)
or




P2 { s i . s2, Q \ s )  =  j  dDld( l2) 5 ( (P l - l ) 2 - s ) 6 ( ( p 2 - l ) 2) (1099)
corresponds to the spectral density for a triangle diagram in which the sidewise line 
pi — I has virtuality s. We have encountered such a density when we considered the 
diagrams with self-energy corrections on the left or right line of the triangle diagram. 
The result was
»<*>• * » « ’ •*>- n 7 = h & { * % - ™ w )) ' 91, - ^  - <1100)
where 2 + =  s i( l  — s2j a ) =  s \Q2/ (a  — «i) and z_ =  — a. Thus, the original
contribution may be represented through the following s-integral
m  1 f Z+ J  rv n2 \ ( s l ( z +  -  s ) ( s  ~  Z ~ ) YH ----------- T  ds F( s \ , s 2,Q ,s)  I — ------------
cr -  s is2/ a  Jo \  [a -  s ^ / o ) 2 J
(^2 /A )  f  d s F ( Sl i S2 t Q2^s } ( z + _ s y ( 3 _  z _ y  m (1101)
cr — SiS2f a J0n
To proceed further with the s-integral, we need to know the four-point function
F ( s \ , s 2 , Q2, s ).
7.8.1 K INEM ATICS OF TH E LEFT BOX
To calculate the integral over k , i.e., the left loop, which gives the function 
F(si,  s2, Q2, s), it is convenient to denote two right external momenta of the left 
box graph as qx =  I and q2 =  p2 — I.
q i+k
Pi
FIG. 58. Structure of the left box.
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In these notations, the amplitude F (s i . s 2, Q 2.s)  is given by the integral
S(k2)5 ((pi -  I -  k)2)F{su s2, Q 2,s = (pi -  <zi)2) =  J  dDk ^ ~
+ k)2(q2 - k ) 2 '
Since 91 and q2 are light-like vectors, one can use them as basic vectors of a Sudakov 
parametrization. In particular, we can express external momenta p x and p2 in terms 
of <Zi,g2:
Pi =  Aq\ + Bq2 +  p± , 
q = Cqi + Dq2 -  p ± .
Since qf =  0, q2 = 0, (91 +  q2)2 = s2, we have 2(qi ■ q2) = s2. We have already 
introduced the variable s = (p\ — qi)2. In terms of the original integration variable 
/, it is given by s — (pi — I)2. Evidently, we also have s = (q — q2)2. Using




s i  =  p \  =  A S s 2 -  p \  ,
we have
j l =  + P 2±
S\  — s
Similarly, we solve for C  =  — (Q2 +  s ) / s2 and D  =  (Q2 — p2L)/(Q2 +  s). As a result,
«i + P l  s i - s
Pi =  9i + ---------92 +  P± ,Si — s s2
Q2 + S , Q2 - P l
9 = ------------ 91 +  ~ ^ T ~l— 92 -  Px •s2 Q2 + s
Using momentum conservation
Pi +  9 =  9i +  92 ,
and Sudakov decomposition of p i,p 2 in terms of 91, 92, we derive
si + p j  _  Q2 + s _
Si — s s2
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and
si -  s +  Q2 - p \  =  l
s2 Q 2 +  s
which gives
2 _  (si - s ) ( Q 2 +  s)
~  ^  s ■
Momentum conservation also produces
A =  1 +  2 ? X £ ,  d = 1 _ £ l x £ .
S2  * '2
Hence,
f 1 , Q 2 +  , « i - «  ,pi =  1 +   -------  q 1 +  q2 + p ±  ,
V s 2 J  s 2
Q 2 +  s f  si — s^
q = ----------- 91 + 1 ----------- 192 Pi. ■S2  \  S2 J
Now we can write I =  p x — Z, the integration momentum of the right loop, as
Q2 +  s Si — s
Pi  -  I =  Pi ~  9i  =  9i  H ------------------------------92 +  P x  •s2 s2
Limits on s may be obtained using
p i  =  ( f i x i l W l + i )  _  s  ?  0  = >
S2
s2 +  s ( s 2 — Si  +  Q 2) — S1Q 2 ^  0
or
( s  -  2 + ) ( 5  -  Z - )  <  0  ,  
where the roots z± are given by
Q 2z +  =  S l   ; =  Si — cr .
a — Si
Since z_ is negative, we have restriction s ^  z+. Note that we can write







7.8.2 CALCULATION OF TH E LEFT BO X INTEG RA L
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Pi
FIG. 59. Momentum flow in the left box.
Using light-like vectors qi and q2 as the basis, we write decomposition of the 
integration momentum in terms of Sudakov variables x  and y.
k =  xqi + yq2 + k± 
k2 =  xys2 — k \  
(<?i +  k f  = 2qx -k  = ys2 
(q2 -  k)2 =  - 2 q 2 • k = - x s 2
Since q\ +  k is the sum of two light-cone momenta belonging to the upper light 
cone, (qi + k )2 >  0, and hence y >  0. Similarly, q2 — k is a difference of two light-like 
momenta from the upper light cone, and (q2 — k )2 <  0, which means x > 0 . Recalling 
that
~ Q2 + s si — s
l = P i ~  Qi =   Qi + ---------92 +  P is2 s2
we obtain
(I — k)2 = s - 2 l - k  = s — x(s\ — s) — y(Q2 + s) +  2(1 ± ■ k±) , 
where, as we have seen, l± = p±. Now, the basic integral 
S(k2)5 ( C l - k fI-  I dPk (qi + k)2(q2 -  k)2
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(for convenience, we included minus in its definition) transforms into
H s 2 f  ^ j d D~2kj_~-d(xys2 -  k2L)
J xys% 2n
x 6 (s -  x(si -  s) -  y(Q2 +  s) +  2p_Lh1_ cos(0 ))
=  f  ( k l y d k A ( Xys2 -  k{)J xys\  2ix
x 8 (s -  x(si  -  s ) -  y(Q2 +  s) + 2p±k± cos(0)) 
f  dxdy d(f>
= n S > J l ^ l {X^ ) 2 i
x S (s -  x(si -  s) -  y(Q2 +  s) +  2ply/ x y s 2cos{(i))) .
It is convenient to change the variables
as  Qs dx da dy dBx =  , y = — — -  => —  = — , —  =  .
Si — s Qz +  s x a  y p
The integral then becomes
f  dad£ Q\e f  g2g2 Y  dcp
S2 J  af3sl a \ ( s i  -  s)(Q2 +  s ) )  2tr
x i  I S(1 -  Q -  0) + 2 p W (Si_ " ^  + 8)c°sW
Now we change the variables again:
i




x,, f  d(j) f  , XdX ,
w 1 - ^ )
2 \ - l + £  (  S 2 S 2
(si -  s)(Q2 +  s) 
0 0
x i  I s ( l  -  \ )  + \ $ y  cosit)
2tt 1
=  (,{1 -  x))-‘«  < ^
\ ( s i  -  s)(Q2 +  s) 
o o





A = -  I 4l>2±S2 _  g ( z + - s ) ( s - z ^ )
( s i - s ) ( Q 2 + s) V (S l _ 5) (g2 +  S) •
4z(l  -  2) <  1 .
After integration over A, the integral becomes
27T 1
B  /  7 ^ J  dz (^(1 -  2))_1+£ ( l  +  A ^ Zz( 1 — 2) cos 
0 0
where
B - n (  ***  V  1




(1 +  X)~*  =  y   r ( 1 ~ 2£) ^
v „ i r n  - 0 . P -"  n! T(1 — 2e — n)'n —0 v 7
we get the integral
2tt 1
0 0 "_0
Note that the integral over (j> is nonzero only for even values of n, when n 
then
27T





f  dz (z(l  -  z))~1+e+h___ — __ - e^ y- 2k__









Integration over 2 results in the series
r 2(A' +  s) r ( l ~ 2 e ) A 2k
fc=0
r(2A’ +  2s) 4*T(1 -  2s -  2k)(k\)2 ' ( 1 1 1 2 )
Note that only the A; =  0 term in this sum is singular for s  =  0. For other terms we 
will use
r ( l - 2 s )  r(2A +  2s)




( t 2(e ) 1 +
( r ( 2j )  +  r ( 2E) £  4 H k i y  J
/ ! ( f ) / u . , f  r 2(A- +  £)/i“
=  B
4l (H)»r2(l +  e)
r 2(e) I ,  , _ 2 <?M2>2/4 )‘ , ^ , . 3.
T ( 2 e ) 1 + ^ E k2
+ 0 ( e d (1114)
Note that
As a result,
A 2 , a _  ( Z+ - S ) { S - Z . )  _
'  ( s i - s ) ( Q 2 +  s)
s s 2
(s'l -  s)(Q2 + s)
± ^ ^ + 0 { s ) .
k=1 6
(1115)
C alcu la tio n  of s-in teg ra l
As a result, we have the following integral over s
' ( z +  -  s)(s -  Z - )
/ > ( (si -  s)(Q2 +  s)
7T
l +  ^ l y  +  o w (1116)
The calculation of the s-integral for the first two terms in the square brackets proceeds 
as follows:
*+
( z +  -s)(s- Z - )f  ds 2e (  





dss~1+2e + J dss- 1+2£ ( ( {z+ s)(s zJ) 
0 0
Z+
J  dss~1+2e In ^ 
0
(si -  s)(Q2 + s) 
(.2+ -  s)(s -  zJ)
+  0 {e 2)
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J  dss~1+2e In ^- l + 2 e , „  f i 1 ~  s / z + ) ( l  -  S / Z - )
Now, the argument of the logarithm here vanishes as s for small s, and, hence, the 
integral over s is finite for e — 0 . Thus, we may ignore the factor s2e to get
+ 0 (£2)
=  * + . 2e
(1117)
^  T '' — Ll2
6
+  Li2 | | j + u 2 ( - ^ + 0 ( e 2 )
Similarly, since the O(s)  terms in Eq. (1116) do not produce 1/e pole after the 




The overall factor accompanying the 1/e2 pole is
(1118)
(*a/A)V2* * = '  a**'Q
2,2^4 \  e ' S 2S2Q2^ £
A (( j  — S])2 J  \  Act
Recall that the 1 /e 2 part of Cut 5 has the overall factor
1 ~  S2 / 0  






1 2 D2 n 2 \  e 1 -  s2/ a ' 




1 f ^ 4 Q 2\ ‘ (,  r i - V - ^
- ^ r )  | ln r n m i
's2s2Q2
A a 
+  0(0 ( 1121)
does not contain double logs of Q2 in its finite part, and in fact is 0 ( s i / a )  correction 
for large a.
7.8.3 SPIN O R  CASE
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Formally, all four last terms of the D — 4 trace factor
— 16 (k ■ n — n ■ p) (k • n — I ■ n — n ■ p) (I • n — n ■ p) k2 (1122)
— 16 (k ■ n — n ■ p) (k ■ n — I • n + n • p) I • n(p2 — k)2 (1123)
— 16 (k ■ n — n ■ p) (I ■ n — n ■ p) l  ■ np\  (1124)
— 16(A) ■ n — n ■ p)2k • npl  (1125)
contribute to Cut 6 . However, terms with k2 and (p2 — k)2 factors produce reduced 
diagrams, which do not have 4-leg box, and, hence are essentially simpler. Thus, 
here we will consider only the last two terms which are accompanied by p2 factor.
7.8.4 LEFT BO X IN  SPIN O R  CASE





FIG. 60. Left: Cut 6 in original momentum variables. Right: Left box in qi,q2 
variables.
In spinor case, we need to know how to calculate the left box, i.e., A:-integral
/ ,D ] 6((P l ~ k m ( i - k ) 2)d k k2(p2 -  k )2 i2=o,(p2- 02=o (1126)
in situations when one has extra factors {k ■ n — n • p)(l  ■ n — n ■ p) l  • n  or 
(k ■ n — n ■ p)2k ■ n. As we discussed, it is convenient to use two light-like vectors 
qi =  I and q2 =  p2 — I as the basis for a Sudakov decomposition, and also change the 
integration variable k —> k -I- qx. Then the scalar integral becomes
/ dDk5{k2) 6 { { p i - k Y ){Qi  +  k ) 2 (q2 ~  k )2
< 7 ? = 0 , < ? 2 = 0
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where p x = p x — I. In spinor case, we need to take this integral with (k ■ n — p x ■ n) 
and (k - n — p y  n)2(k -n + q y  n) factors in the integrand. In other words, we need to 
calculate this integral with (k-n)N factors, JV =  1, 2, 3. The basic N  =  0 integral was 
already calculated above. In fact, the higher N  integrals have been also calculated 
earlier, when we considered Cut 3 for the top-vertex diagram. In that case, we were 
dealing with the integrals
. (1127)J  {qi + ky ( q2 + k ) ^  J  2 ( q y k )2 ( q 2 - k ) y '





The goal in the present work was the development of methods of two-loop calcula­
tion for the 3-point correlation function of an electromagnetic current and two axial 
currents which is the basis of the pion form factor analysis within the framework of 
QCD sum rules and local quark-hadron duality approach.
To control the nature of various types of contributions that is related to particular 
regions of momentum integrations inside Feynman integrals, focus was on a direct 
calculation of the invariant amplitude corresponding to a specific tensor
structure projected from the full amplitude T£d(px,p2 ) by contraction with the tensor 
n/inQn/3, where n is a light-like vector n 2 =  0 orthogonal (n-q) =  0 to the momentum 
transfer q.
For completeness, and in order to introduce basics of various calculation tech­
niques used in this work, starting point was one-loop calculation. In Chapter 2, 
one-loop calculation was performed using four different methods: infinite-momentum 
frame approach, a-representation method, Sudakov parametrization of the integra­
tion momentum and covariant calculation in momentum space. Results obtained 
in Refs. [43, 44] were successfully reproduced. The physical interpretation of the 
obtained results is presented by identifying the momentum regions responsible for 
leading contributions . In particular, the calculation using Sudakov parametrization 
has explicitly showed that the leading Q2-behavior of one-loop spectral density is due 
to the Feynman mechanism.
In Chapter 3, the trace factors accompanying all six two-loop diagrams are cal­
culated. Terms that have an ultraviolet (UV) divergence are identified. The dimen­
sional regularization is used to regularize both UV and IR divergences. In particular, 
D = 4 — 2e is used to regularize UV, and D — 4 -I- 2e to regularize collinear/IR 
divergences.
In Chapter 4, UV singular contributions are considered. For each of 6 two-loop 
diagrams, we identified the UV-singular parts, and performed integration over the 
first loop momentum I. The UV divergences of the /-integral result in \ / e  poles 
which were showed to cancel after combining all UV terms. This cancellation is a
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consequence of the fact that all the currents entering the correlator are conserved. 
To calculate resulting Feynman integrals over the second loop momentum k, we 
introduced a spectral representation which involves integer inverse power 1 / ( k 2 — s) 
and integration over the spectral parameter s which may be treated as the mass 
squared of the corresponding line of the diagram. We calculate the resulting s- 
dependent integrals, which played an important role in further computations of some 
UV finite contributions.
In Chapter 5, UV finite reduced diagrams are considered, in which one of the 
lines of the original diagram is contracted into point due to cancellation of the prop­
agator denominator factor by numerator factor coming from the Dirac trace. Using 
Sudakov decomposition the result is derived for a basic triangle integral that was 
frequently encountered in the calculation of other diagrams. The integral over the 
virtual momentum of the remaining loop was again taken using the Sudakov de­
composition. The eventual integrals over the remaining Sudakov fraction are more 
complicated than in the first loop case, and are calculated by Taylor-expanding e- 
dependent fractional powers in e series. It is shown that one needs only two terms of 
the e expansion, and results of integration are given by logarithms and di-logarithm 
Li2 functions.
In Chapter 6 , non-reducible part of the diagram with top-vertex gluon correc­
tion is considered. It contains Q2 factor from the trace that does not cancel any 
of the loop propagators. To deal with the original diagram topology in which the 
lower loop has four lines, all the features simplifying the calculation have been in­
corporated: presence of cut lines that convert propagator factors 1/k2 into delta 
functions 5(k2), the use of external light-like momenta of the box subgraph as the 
basis for Sudakov decomposition, etc. In the calculation, Sudakov double logarithmic 
—C a a In2 Q2 terms are obtained that are known to convert into the Sudakov form 
factor ~  exp[—C In2 Q2} after summation over all orders. The most complicated part 
of the computation was the calculation of the four-leg box diagram. We managed to 
write the original two-loop integral in which two 4-dimensional integrals are coupled 
in a “factorized” form where each 4-dimensional loop integral is calculated sepa­
rately, and the resulting expressions, each depending on 1-dimensional variable s, 
are then integrated with respect to this variable. It is shown that final integrals can 
be expressed in logarithms and dilogarithms.
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In Chapter 7, considered are the diagrams with gluon correction to an axial- 
current vertex. It is established that there are six possible Cuts for the diagram with 
a vertical gluon. Four of them can be interpreted as originating from the 2-body 
(quark-antiquark) wave function for the initial state, and two correspond to 3-body 
(quark-antiquark-gluon) wave function of the initial current. One of the four cuts 
was shown to give vanishing contribution because it involves transition of a light-like 
quark into a pair of light-like quark and gluon - a process that has zero phase space.
Unlike the diagram with a horizontal gluon, whose 0 ( s / Q 2) behavior in the large- 
Q2 limit is dominated by the Feynman mechanism, the large-Q2 behavior of the dia­
gram with a vertical gluon is governed by a short-distance re-scattering subprocess in 
which the exchanged gluon has large ~  Q2 virtuality. This subprocess corresponds to 
the asymptotic perturbative QCD contribution, and behaves asymptotically as 1 / Q 2, 
becoming dominant at very large Q 2. The lines outside the short-distance subprocess 
have small virtualities and may be interpreted as belonging to wave functions of the 
initial and final states.
In the calculations, a ~  (In2 Q2) /Q4 contribution is also encountered. The nature 
of this double-logarithmic term is completely different from that of the Sudakov 
double logarithms encountered in the diagram with a horizontal gluon. This means 
that cancellation of the two logarithms at the two-loop level observed in Ref. [48] 
may be fortuitous, and may be destroyed in higher loop contributions.
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